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Intro du c tion
At a time when school reform is focusing attention on what
are and are not essential school programs and services, it is
highly appropriate to have a publication which explores in depth
the role of family counseling in schools and offers a broad array

of viable strategies and interventions which can be employed
in the school setting. A massive body of research and experience
has put into bold relief the crucial role that the family plays in

the overall development of students including achievement in
school basics. Clearly families play an extremely crucial role
in how students view school, their motivation towards and in
school, how they respond to and interact with other students,
how well they achieve and, ultimately, how long they stay in
school and respond to other educational opportunities. For all
of its importance, it is surprising that assistance to families,
particularly as family systems, has typically been thought of as
a service which is provided outside the school by agencies in

the community. Never mind that such service is not only
difficult to obtain but, divorced from the school setting, may
lose much of the potential it has to enhance student school
performance and enrich family life. Moreover, there has long
been an accepted dogma that school helping specialists could
and should not provide family counseling on a regular basis.
There is today a large body of literature on family counseling
butvery little of it focuses on strategies and interventions which
can be used by counselors, psychologists and therapists whose
major work setting is in school. This volume by Hinkle and
Wells fills a long neglected void to provide those who work within
the school a clear strategy for making family counseling a major

priority. Admirably, they have not stopped at identifying the
need hut have gone on to provide specific assistance in what
interventions to use, what techniques are well suited to the
school setting, and how a helping specialist or teacher can
prepare themselves for this new role.
To those who would say that doing family counseling in the
schools is just another field that the school should leave to
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"outside agencies", the authors of this volume offer eloquent
testimony that, by focusing on the family, school personnel
rather than diluting the focus on student learning, enhance it
by assisting students and parents to function together in ways
that are both more harmonious and supportive of improved
student school performance.
It is easy to predict that this unique volume will usher in an
awareness of the new role that school helping specialists can
perform and lead to school student services programs providing

family counseling in fact and not just in name. I strongly
recommend this volume to all persons who are interested in
the family and what can be done to make families contribute to
student development and greater student achievement in and
out of school.
Garry R. Walz
Director and Editor-in-Chief
Eric Clearinghouse on Counseling and Student Services
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Preface
A recent analysis by the National Board of Certified
Counselors (1993) revealed four fundamental work behaviors
performed by counselors. These behaviors included

fundamental counseling practice, career development, group
counseling, and counseling families. Extrapolating from this

report, this book espouses the utilization of "counseling
families" ii. the schools - not by clinicians from outside the

confines of the school, but by school counselors. Kaslow (1991)

has indicated that the schoolsecond only to the familyis

the largest system to affect the lives of children. She has stated
that "schools are the only maior social institutions that come
in contact with all children" and that "school personnel are on
the front line to sec children who are abused, neglected, or ill,
or who are the casualties of divorce" (p. 624). Profound changes

have occurred in schools over the past 30 years, however,
conventional counselor-based programs serve too many
students and employ too few counselors to be truly effective
(Arnold, 1001). Arnold's emphasis on the "revolution" in school

organization is timely, but a greater focus is needed in school
guidance and counseling. Moreover, Ford (1986) has indicated
that there is an ever increasing need for parent and family
involvement in the education of children. Ford's perspective
reflects the fnet that family counseling is the necessary next
of teachers,
step in the professional development
Shore
and Vie land
administrators, and school counselors.
(1989) found that 75 percent of the children participating in
family counseling improved their behavior accoroing to teachers
and parents.
Similarly, the American Counseling Association's (ACA, 1993)
report, The Crisis in School Counseling, indicated that school
counselors need to understand family systems and the impact
such systems wield on children's education. This ACA report
ix

also stipulated that school counselors are not
recognized as providers connected to the mental health and
academic performance of the child. At a time when school
counseling programs are receiving less attention, or being
abandoned altogether, it is important to acknowledge the role

of the school counselor and the potential influence the
a child's, school's, and family's

counselor has on
functioning.

Although Braden and Sherrard (1987) have focused on
referrals to agencies outside the school, their list of reasons for
referral for family counseling is no less meaningful. These
reasons include abrupt fluctuations in the child's behavior,
simultaneous behavioral and family changes, the family's
support of misbehavior, and denial of the child's problems by
the family. Essentially, there is a relationship between a family's
behavioral patterns and a child's school performance (Friedman,
1973).
School counselors can help families make changes, including
establishing behavioral norms, setting family goals, assisting
with understanding family roles, and developing family

conflict resolutionstrategies. The school counselor can also
assist families facing divorce or special clinical problems (e.g.,
substance abuse). Multiple family counseling techniques,
including strategic, structural, multigenerational, and

behavioral approaches, are all within the repertoire of the school
counselor (Carlson, 1987; 11inkle, 1994).
Family counseling has been utilized in various
modalities for over four decades. The seminal work ot' Gregory
Bateson, Steps to WI Ecology ql Mind (1972), Murray Bowen.
Family Therapy in Clinical Practice (1978), Paul Watzlawick,

John Weakland, and Richard Fisch, Change: Principles

of Problem Behavior (1974), Salvadore Minuchin Families caul
&tinily Therapy (1974)1ay Haley Problem Solving Therapy
(1976), and Cloe Madanes Strategic Family Therapy (1981),

paved the way for family counseling. Following these
influential works, insightful visionaries applied family
counseling to school issues. Walsh & (1iblin, Family
Counseling in School Settings (1988), Amatea, BrVStrateOu

Intervention ,fin- School Behavior Problems (1989), and Fine
and ( ,trlson, The Ilarulbook of Family-School Intervention

(1992), incorporated family counseling and mental health into

the school environment. Although they opened schooldoors
to family counseling, these books focused on
"outsiders" providing family interventions for school children
within, as well as outside, of the school. Fish and Jain (1992)
have reported that much of the literature on family-school
interventions has emphasized the consultant as external to the
school. This viewpoint is exemplified by Fines' (1992)
contribution to the literature regarding systems theory and
school problems. Although significant, Fine doe:. not focus on
school counselors who provide family counseling services. In
contrast, family counseling has been considered

necessary for interventions with children in the schools (Pa lmo,
Lowry, Weldon, & Scioscia, 1984) and it is time more school
counselors were providing this much needed service.
As we approach the millennium, the complexities of life arc

making it necessar:; for schools not only to focus on

education, but also on school-based counseling services,
including family counseling. Difficulties with such assistance
include coping with child rearing, relationships in the family,
home management, and even neighborhood living (Blatt & Starr,
1988). Therefore, it is imperative that family and school come
together in an interchangeable systemic ecology because of their
mutual interest in the education of the child (Mei% ill, Clark,
Varvil, Van Sickle, & McCall, 1992).

Aliotti (1992) has reflected that students not coping
successfully within the school system will also find it difficult

to cope within their family system. Children become

relationship-oriented rather than task-oriented when over
involved with parental anxieties (Beal & Chertkov, 1992). For

example, parent-child conflict, school performance, and

oppositional behavior were the three presenting problems of
largest magnitude in the Topeka Public Schools program (Merrill

et al., 1992).

There exists a controversy about the degree school

professionals should be involved in family counseling. Yet, even
with limited resources, family counseling is beginning to take

place within schools and school systems. Gerler (1993) has
suggested that school counselors will need to develop

innovative approaches to assist children, parents, and
families. Ile has stated that "Counselors must assume a more
xi

proactive stance by collaborating with parents, teachers, and

school administrators to develop and implement family
programs aimed at preventing some of the difficulties

experienced in today's families" (Ger ler, p. 243). Such a
transition within the school setting appears to create a nice
adaptation (Fine, 1992; Fine & lIo lt, 1983; Hinkle, 1993; Peeks,
1993a, 1993b; Plas, 1986).

This book is about turning a good idea into reality. When
family counseling is based at the school, parents will show up.

Likewise, the inclusion of teachers in the counseling
process will enhance both the lives of school children and their

school performance, as well as increase the effectiveness of

teachers in the classroom. It is argued here that the
reformation in counseling and the revolution in public
education befocused on parents, students, and school

professionals, especially school counselors. Students will be
best helped by parents and schools working cooperatively as a
problem-solving team. Furthermore, children learn at their
maximum level when they are free of problems, which, in turn,
improves the level of achievement in the school.
While referrals and collaboration outside the confines of the

school are often necessary, the literature offers school
counselors no guidance in the provision of family counseling
services. This book emphasizes school counselors, themselves,
working with families in the schools. Although this has not
been the traditional course of counseling in schools, society's
rapid changes, and the revolution within education, demand
that school counselors enter this new and exciting territory.
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Chapter One

A Systems Perspective
in the Schools
Recent extensions of systems theory and family

counseling into school interventions have indicated "a greater
awareness of the 'power' of the family in creating or maintaining
school-related problems of children and a greater appreciation
of the interfacing of the family and school system in treatment"
(Fine 8z. Carlson, 1992, p. xi). Problem behaviors within the

school are thus not considered to have a foundation in the

individual child, but, instead, exist contextually in the

relationships the child sustains. Indeed, Becvar and Becvar
(1982) insist that "the systems perspective is a universal view.
It does not interpret events in isolation from other events"
(D. 3).

Bloch (1976) has stated,
Children arc the same as everybody else, only more so.

Their involvement in family consultations may be as

primary patients; or their involvement may be secondary
to disorders elsewhere in the family system. Whatever the
apparent reason for therapeutic involvement, there is always
significant expression at the family level. One may pick up
the ball of twine at any point and follow the thread back to
the same configuration. Child therapists (have) observed
that changes in the psychosocial functioning could not be
achieved or maintained unless associated changes were
achieved in the family system (p. 168).
kie to the continuous changes in the educational system and

the expanded role of counseliag services, education and

counseling need to come closer together within the context of

the school (Peeks, 1993). Moreover, Cetron (1985) has

1,*

,
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predicted that schools of the future will become family centers.
The establishment of family-centered programs will "necessitate

family involvement in the context of the school by school
counselors who understand the powerful systemic connection
between the student and the family" (Peeks, 1993, p. 249).

School counselors are ideally situated to assume the

leadership in promoting such a restructuring process in our
public schools (Hinkle, 1993; Peeks, 1993). School counselors

can assist families with a host of problems. For example, as

the divorce rate continues at about 50 percent, school
counselors can be instrumental in establishing innovative
family programs within the schools for those facing divorce
transitions (Peeks).

Additionally, it is the school counselor who must

decide what to do with a referred case. The person that makes
the referral initially defines the problem, however, there may
be many competing hypotheses to explain the problem and
what needs to be done about it. Amatea (1989) has indicated

that when selecting a hypothesis, "the practitioner must
consider how much the terms implied in such a perspective
limit her (or his) ability to resolve the problem effectively and
make (their) own decision concerning whom to work with"
(p. 58). One of the important aspects of deciding with whom
to work, is to consider who has the most power, who is in the
most distress, and who is to gain from positive change.
Parent teacher conferences are fertile ground for new
information regarding the student and can help change the
system in which the child exists (Fine, 1992). Educational
decisions based solely on psychoeducational information
without consideration of family circumstances, may in fact he
,

harmful to the student (Power & Bartholomew, 1987). Although

there appears to be much interest in family counseling in the

schools, many school personnel stubbornly continue to
conceptualize children's problems as idiosyncratic (Fish &Jain,
1992).
Nicoll's (1992) review has revealed significant correlations
between academic achievement and parent-chikl relationsliips.

Good and Brophy (1986) and others have indicated that a
variety of family-related factors affect school achievement
more than school-related factors. Although a
substantial amount of empirical data has documented the

crucial relationship between family functioning and school

academie and behavioral success, Nicoll has stated that "schools
typically pay insufficient attention to this area when assessing
and intervening in eases of student adjustment difficulties"

(p. 352). Nicoll elaborates that, by and large, the learning
disability model dominates public education's approaches to

assisting children with learning problems while family models
are mostly ignored. For example, power struggles between
adolescents, parents, and the school are often

intensified when parent conferences result in the school
demanding more coercive approaches be implemented in

order to compel the family to comply with school performance
demands. In another example. Nicoll reflected that "a child's
self-doubts regarding his or her ability may be a reflection of

family dynamic factors such as overprotectiveness,
discouragingly high expectations, or constant self-comparisons
by the child to a more successful sibling" (p. 352).
It is likely that today's schools will play a larger role in health

care as a result of political and economic realities.

Already in place are programs on sex education, drug abuse
prevention, and AIDS education. However, some schools
continue to resist including parents in mental health programs.
In fact, Woody and Woody (1994) have indicated that some
school systems work fervently to minimize parental access and
involvement in the schools. In contrast, children will receive
more mental health services if they arc delivered in the schools
because the school system is often perceived more favorably
than mental health clinics and hospitals. This essentially means
that monies would be more readily and efficiently spent if the
schools were the recipients. As all mental health disciplines
arc re-examining their roles, children's mental health services
should focus on the school and family and utilize school
resources to this end

Correspondingly, Woody and Woody (P)94) have asserted that
family systems counseling is the treatment of choice for niany

problems and "virtually every school counseling program can
reasonably be expected to adhere to the tenets of family/social
systems interventions" (p. 20). They refer to this as the "fourth
revolution" in mental health, which is identified as the use of
family/social systems in school-based services.
Woody and Woody (1994) have reported that Public Law 99-

Cr
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457, the Education of the Handicapped Act Amendments of
1986, has mandated family and community involvement in
school programs. Infants and toddlers with handicaps are to
receive family counseling, training, and home visits. In order
to accomplish this, the law decrees that the involvement of
parents is necessary for individual educational planning and
that there must be an Individualized Family Service Plan (IFSP)

developed by a multidisciplinary team. Whereas Individual
Education Plans (IEPs) (School & Cooper, 1981), encourage
individualized approaches tailored for the student to promote
achievement and personal independence, the IFSP will improve

the services to children in the schools by including their
parents in educational planning. It is hoped that this process
will improve difficult family circumstances.
The two most influential and powerful entities in a child's life
are the family and the school. It would be incredible for a school
system of today not to be organized, as well as

administered, with meaningful family involvement in

educational programming and decision making. Schools should

be responsible both for the child's academic learning and for
the child's universal welfare (Woody & Woody, 1994). An
ccostructural approach to school problems, described by
Aponte in 1976, recommended meetings which included the
student, the family, and school personnel.
A child's school behavior problems are part of a larger system

that interfaces between home and school (Power &
Bartholomew, 1987). However, almost half of all adults have
had some contact with mental health services and these adults
tend to feel highly ambivalent about such contacts (Blatt &
Starr, 1988). Since parents who are agitated with the school
may actually he frustrated with their children (Blatt & Starr) it

is important to include parents in school meetings. These
authors have asserted that working without the family can
encourage dysfunctional family patterns.
Palm() et al. (1984) have indicated

that current

problems (e.g., geographic mobility, discipline, and school
absenteeism) have an impact on the family as well as the school.

As a result, today's challenges also influence the services
provided hy school counselors. Difficulties presented by a child

in school may not be just the child's problem; it may be the
manner in which the parents are dealing with the child, stresses

on the family, marriage problems of the parents, or pathology
in one of the parents. In any of these cases, working solely
with the child will be much like "spitting in the wind" (p. 274).

Rather than work exclusively with the surface symptoms
presented by the child in the classroom, Pa Imo et al. (1984)

have suggested that the school counselor should explore

family dynamics. Symptoms may be serving the purpose of
maintaining equilibrium in the family (Stark & Brookman,
1992). For example, refusal to attend school usually elicits the
involvement of other subsystems in the child's community

(Aliotti, 1992). Awareness of the symptom's purpose,

therefore, results in school counselors becoming more efficient
in their delivery of services. Furthermore, family counseling
services can be provided in the school without having to utilize

mandated referrals to outside agencies. With the time
constraints put on the school counselor, it seems that effective
and economical counseling approaches, such as family
counseling, need to be developed and implemented within the
school counseling clinical program. Such an approach also
eliminates the potentially burdensome cost of private or agency
counseling for the family (Nicoll, 1984a; 1984b).
Nicoll (1984a) has reflected that a student's behavioral and
learning challenges must be understood and dealt with within
the framework of the family. He has recommended that school
counselors combine their existing skills and knowledge of the
field of education with the skills of family counseling.
Only about 30 percent of families referred for family
counseling make any contact with an outside agency and only
8 percent continue after 2 sessions (Conti, 1971). Nicoll has
indicated that parents will be more likely to follow through with
family counseling recommendations when the counseling takes
place at school. This approach will be less threatening to the
family and it decreases the chances that the parents will infer
pathology for their family.

Family Counseling: A Paradigm Shift
The mental health profession's paradigm shift to a systems
perspective currently has a major impact on the way counselors
work with their clients (Capra, 1)82; Fine, 1992; Hinkle, 1993;
Peeks, 1993a, 1993b). Exclusively analytical thought processes
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have proven to be inadequate for understanding family
dynamics. Plas (1992) affirms "the mechanistic perspective
dominated the world view of European and American lay
persons and scientists from the seventeenth century until just
yesterday" (p. 46).
A systems-ecological approach recognizes that families and
other subsystems continually seek stability and may resist
change in order to maintain a homeostatic balance (Fine, 1992).

Family problems result in significant emotional distress for

children which in turn is reflected in school performance
(Carlson, 1992 ). From a systemic perspective, providing
counseling for a child's problematic behavior is pointless unless
the context of the problem is considered (Carlson; Haley, 1987).
Systemic interventions determine which system or subsystem

is maintaining the problem (Carlson; Haley). In contrast to
behavior modification approaches to change, Fine has indicated
that there are no hard and fast rules or "standard operating
procedures" for a systems perspective (p. 9). Systemic
hypotheses about family functioning should always consider
the family's hierarchy, boundaries, alliances and coalitions,

ability to make adaptive changes, and the meaning of the
symptom (Carlsot, 1992; Haley, 1987; Minuchin, 1974).

When taking a solution-focused perspective, systemic
counselors identify and understand the problem well before
they intervene. They focus on what can be changed and believe
that rapid change is possible (O'IIanlon & Weiner-Davis, 1989).
Systemic counselors also trust that focusing on relationships is
more useful than studying related objects. Psychological and

emotional problems are conceptualized as relationship

problems (lIaley, 1970). Individual behavior is not meaningful

unless it is connected to the context in which it exists.
Reasoning through analogy, therefore, is more beneficial than
inductive and deductive reasoning.

Conclusion
The school child should he perceived as part of a large
ecological system in which all aspects of the child's life arc
intei related (Hobbs, 19(6). This means that when school
problems are being addressed, the chikl's family relationships
c;in not be ignored. linplementing family counseling in the

schools is not simple, but it is attainable and necessary (Pa lmo
et al., 1984). Pa lmo et al. have indicated that family counseling
in the school, performed by school counselors, will necessitate
professional growth; and school counseling, as a profession, can
only grow "when each individual counselor attempts to grow
professionally" (p. 278).
Lack of family counseling training among school counselors

in graduate school is partially responsible for the lack of
systemic activities in the schools. However, this is beginning
to change. For example, the University of Florida has recently
provided a family counseling course option for school counselors
interested in working with families. In contrast to some writers

in this area (e.g., Beal & Chertkov, 1992), we feel that direct

involvement with the family-school system by school counselors

is needed to deal with school problems effectively and is long
overdue. The school and the counselor must accommodate the
child and the family (Blatt & Starr, 1988).
There are times when the school counselor can find him or
herself in the middle of intense difficulties between the child,

family, and school personnel. However, a durable and

meaningful change for the student means a complementary
change for the family and school system. Family counseling
interventions are appropriate for school counselors if counselors

have acceptable training. School counselors can offer family
counseling services in much the same way as school nurses
and rehabilitation counselors (Wileoxin & Comas, 1987).
Wileoxin and Comas have stated, "School counselors should
increase their understanding of the principles of family systems
theory and family counseling intervention strategies, because
students in schools are influenced significantly by their family

units" (p. 223). Furthermore, they indicate that, "School
counselors becoming involved in these exciting and innovative

developments may greatly enhance their effectiveness in
professional services in their school settings" (p. 224).
Nearly 25 percent of Arno ica's children are on an educational
path leading nowhere (Gandara, 1989). The school a child
attends makes less difference in academic achievement than
the family from which the child comes (Gandara). If students
are not doing well within their family they cannot he expected
to master school. Teachers can identify high-risk students

through family circumstances. However, a dividing line
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continues to exist between school and family. Gandara believes

"if schools are to meet the real needs of children, they must
meet the needs of the whole child" (p. 42).
Ten years ago, Nicoll's (1984a, 1984b) reviews revealed that
the interrelationship between academic and behavioral school
problems and family relationships was becoming increasingly
evident. Our book attempts to expand upon the sparse literature
regarding family counseling in the schools. Unfortunately, the
application of systems theory to school interventions does not
have a history of investigation, either in quantity or quality.
Therefore, what is presented in this book is largely the result of

clinical and supervisor experience rather than the result of
empirical research.
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Chapter Two

Systems Theory anti
School Counseling
Family counseling is one of the rapidly growing specialties
within the field of counseling (Cowger,IIinkle, DeRidder, & Erk,
1991; I Tinkle, 1993). This growth has been related to a change
of focus from individual psychology to a social context (Fri tjof,
1984). Moreover, family dynamics have been identified by

research studies as important factors in the behavioral, as well

as academic adjustment, of school children. School

performance also has been shown to be affected more by family
variables than school variables (Blechman, Taylor, & Schrader,
1981; I tinkle, 1993). For example, Worden (1981) has reported

that the mother is usually the family system's representative
and handles school-related issues. However, if the student's
problem has conic to the attention of the school counselor, it is
a good idea to include the father. His participation can be
revealing and he may assist the counselor with a treatment
plan. If the father comes in willingly and participates in the
family counseling, this may suggest the system's willingness
for open communication and problem-solving. On the contrary,
Worden has indicated that if the father does not come to school,
it may indicate that he is operating separately from the family
system. However, this may not necessarily be the case. From
a systemic perspective, the mother may have her own agenda

for the father not to participate in family counseling (e.g.,
avoiding a couples conflict) and she may therefore keep the
counselor in the dark regarding family functioning (Worden).
As alluded to in Chapter 1, family counseling as a therapeutic
modality departs radically from individual counseling models.

Generally, education professionals have seldom had the
impetus, or luxury, of working with parents in a family systems
context . Specifically, school e( ninselors have typically not been
()
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exposed to this approach to handling school-related problems.
School counselors are becoming more aware of family and
systemic interventions as validated both by the 1984 special
issue of Elementary School Guidance and Counseling (Rotter),

and by this journal's recent special edition (Peeks, I993a)

concerning family counseling in the schools. Counselors in the

public schools are beginning to educate parents, as well as
teachers and principals, about the family's relationship to the
chile's school successes and school failures.

Systems Theory: An Overview
Family counseling is essentially based on systems theory
(I3ertalanffy, 1968). This theory characterizes the human
condition in an interrelated manner within a social context.
The problems of children and their families are thought of as
relationship problems (IN ley, 1970). Behavior is not meaningful
unless it is connected to the context in which it exists (Stark &

Brookman, 1992). A family systems philosophy suggests that
family characteristics, interactions, communication, functions,
and life cycle arc important to positive change (Turnbull &

Turnbull, 1990; Wells & Hinkle, 1990). Nicoll (1992) has
indicated that one systems theory principle, circular causality,

nintains that problems are not the result of a linear, causeand-effect process brought about by sonic primary factor.

Rather, problematic behavior results from mistaken or
dysfunctional interaction patterns that develop between people

in a mutually reinforcing manner and, thereby, serve to

maintain the problem rather than change it (p. 355).
An analysis of the social context in which a school problem

exists is imperative. The school counselor considers

information regarding the student, the school (including all
personnel such as teachers, principles, etc.), the family, and
the larger social system. Thus, the solution to a school problem

may exist in any one or all of these entities (Amatca, 1989),
Although some family practitioners utilize a one-person focus,
an individual's difficulty always includes a social context. For
example, if a female student were to indicate that her problem
with shyness is that she simply is not attractive, it may seem,
on the surface, that idiosyncratic self-esteem counseling would
be the treatment of choice. However, upon further exploration
10
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it may be found that the student's parents have repeatedly
indicated that she is not "as pretty as her older sister." In this
case, an individual focus may help by providing attention to
the student, but her parents may indirectly sabotage any real
individual progress.
Amatca has reported that people maintain problem behavior
for two reasons. "First, they may not realize that what they
are doing is actually contributing to keeping the problem going.
Second, even when they are aware of this, they often feel that
it is still the only right way they can respond" (p. 28).
Problems that school children encounter may be maintained
by triangulated relationships. In such relationships, two people
experiencing stress in their interactions will engage a third
person (Bowen, 1978).
Since counselors develop within the context of their society
and profession, this context affects their views of their .en cs
(Hinkle, 1994). Unfortunately, such acculturation often
includes an idiosyncratic approach to people that focuses on
eause-effeet relationships. Hinkle has offered an analogy by
comparing psychiatry to physics. Physicists discontinued much
of their adherence to linear thought for explaining physical
phenomena with the splitting of the first atom over 50 years
ago (Capra, 1982). This occurred contemporaneously to the
development of systems theory. Today, many psychiatrists
continue to reflect the individualistic thought of Sigmund Freud

and they fail to utilize the wdensive literature available over
the past 40 years concerning social arid contextual theory.
Psychological scientists have known for years that predicting
human behavior is difficult. Unfortunately, the historic recourse
to this difficulty has been for professionaV co attempt to become
better predictors of human behavior. Instead, it would be wise

to develop models that explain the challenges with behavior
prediction.
Systems have many properties. For example, movement in

one component of a system has an effect on all other

components of the system. Similarly, systems have subsystems
or microsystems that are affected by the larger system and vice
versa. Subsystems refer to groupings of people who are within
the system yet who have relational boundaries that set them
apart. To illustrate, refusal to attend school usually elicits the
involvement of other subsystems in the child's community, such
11
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as the police and the courts (Aliotti, 1992). An element of a
system may be affected, or changed, by beginning with any
component of the system. This means that individual problems
have va -)us pathways alcng which a solution may be sought
(Stark & Brookman, 1992). This process is often referred to as
equifinality.
The boundaries within systems and subsystems arc either

enmeshed or disengaged. Boundaries determine who

participates and how, and where the authority lies.
Enmeshment and disengagement are not healthy or
dysfunctional in and of themselves, but are merely relationship

styles. For example, a couple with no children are perceived
as enmeshed, and rightfully so. After the birth of a child, the
mother and child's relationship becomes enmeshed and the
father is disengaged. Later, the father and mother may be
enmeshed and disengaged from the adolescent (Minuchin,
1974).

Multigenerational family systems are dynamic or process

oriented. Such systems are constantly moving through
developmental stages of change. Carter and McGoldrick (1980)

have described six stages of family life development and
transition:
1. the unattached young adult between families
2. the newly married couple joins two families
3. the family with young children
4. the family with adolescents
5. children leave home
6. the family in later life
Similarly, Minuchin (1974) has suggested a family life cycle
that includes the following transitions:
1. newborn into the family
2. child to adolescent
3. adolescent leaves home

Theoretically, systems theory deviates markedly from the
traditional idiosyncratic cause-effect philosophy typically taught

to school counselors and education professionals. Goldenberg

and Goldenberg (1980) have indicated that individual
1 .2

counseling focuses on uncovering intrapsychic conflicts,
whereas family counseling emphasizes the family system itself.

Thus, analogical thinking is more clinically productive than
inductive and deductive thinking (Bertalanffy, 1968). The
counselor is part of the context of the counseling process
whereby the counselor's active participation affects family
change. Family members are encouraged to talk to one another
rather than through the counselor.
Bowen (1978) believed that changes in the family system

impact the individual, and that changes in the individual
influence the family. A major concept integral to Bowen's
depiction of family systems is differentiation of self The focus

herein is on the way people deal with the intermix between
emotional and intellectual functioning. At the highest level
are those individuals with the most differentiation between
emotional and intellectual functioning. They generally live full
emotional lives and make life decisions based on intellect and
reasoning. Those people at the lower levels of differentiation
have fused emotional and intellectual functioning. Intellectual
functioning becomes dictated by emotional functioning. When
stressed, less differentiated individuals regress to an emotional
state. Bowen's multigeneration transmission process refers
to the transmission of the family emotional process from one

generation to the next. To illustrate, in each generation, the
most emotionally involved child moves toward a lower level of
differentiation of self while the least emotionally involved child
strives toward a higher level of differentiation.
Hoopes (1987) has indicated that people are influenced by,
and also influence, the three-plus generational system in which

they are born, live, and die. The multigenerational system's
patterns and influences are stored, transmitted, transformed.
and manifested within the family's mAltigenerational system.

Sometimes, this dynamic process is covert and earlier

dysfunctional family patterns and behavior may suddenly
surface in a nuclear family. These past patterns are presented
to a school counselor as new problems the family is not able to

solve. These transmissions can govern functional and

dysfunctional beliefs, attitudes, behaviors, self-esteem, and
interactional patterns within the system (Hoopes). Therefore,
a person develops on at least three levels: 1) as an individual,
2) as part of the nuclear family, and 3) as part of the extended
1,1
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family (Holman, 1983).
Although people create families that are different from their

parent's family, in many ways these families remain quite

similar. This familiarity has the power to stimulate the
replication of patterns, attitudes, and parent-child interactions
which may be like those of the families-of-origin. Functional
as well as dysfunctional patterns influence multigenerational
family systems. Family members also bring their experiences

from outside the family (society) back to the family for
integration into the family system (Hoopes, 1987).
Multigenerational systems have hierarchical boundaries in
that one person in a system or subsystem has more power and
responsibility to determine what will happen than another. In
healthy nuclear families this hierarchy is most often observed
in parent-child relationships with the parents in the position of

power (Hoopes, 1987). From a structural perspective, the
closeness and boundaries within families depicts family
members' ability to make needed adjustments in day to day
living.

From a family systems viewpoint, the nuclear family
represents a two generation system consisting of the marital
couple (i.e., the parental subsystem) and their children (i.e.,
the sibling subsystem). The extended family is an extended
system which includes other generations extended in at least
two directions, upward or downward in the "family tree."
Nuclear families are influenced by their extended families.
Adults bring into a marriage the heritage from their family-oforigin, just as each of their parents did. This process cannot
be avoided; no matter if the parents are living or dead, or if
adoption or foster care is involved (Iloopes, 1987). The extended

family includes relatives such as aunts, uncles, cousins, greataunts, and second cousins. A blended, or reconstituted family,
is one in which two different family systems join to form a new
family system. For example, a divorced parent re-marries a
spouse with children (Hoopes).
It is important to note that not all school children in today's
society live in a traditional family with two parents and siblings,
grow up, then marry, have children, and remain married. Today
it is common to find married-couple only systems, single-person
systems, parent-child systems, step-sibling systems, half-siblings
systems, step-parent-child systems, and foster children and
14

adoption systems (Hoopes, 1987).

Defining the Healthy Family
Thefamily roles played by each member in a well functioning
family are known to all in the family and may change over the
course of time. There is a degree of elasticity and adaptability
in all healthy family roles. One member picks up the duties or
expected behaviors of a member who is absent, ill, or otherwise

unable to play his or her part. When the changes that are a
part of usual family development occur, such as the increased
separation from the family by a teenager, or the marriage of an
older child, the healthy family adjusts and adapts. This
adaptation especially applies to families facing a crisis. As

already noted, a crisis, whether from within or outside the
family, puts stress on the entire system. As a well-functioning
family absorbs this stress, the members adapt their roles to
accommodate the situation and following a transition period,
the family continues to operate. There will be times when the
family feels this stress more than others and times when the
family does not function optimally. But, a well-functioning
family will either return to normal patterns or will make the
necessary transitions and then settle into their new, adaptive
behavior patterns.
Virginia Satir (1967) perceived healthy families as those that
are mature. Green and Kolevzon's (1984) review has indicated
that, according to Satir, the mature individual possesses a sense
of being in charge and makes decisions based on his or her
perceptions of others in a social context. In healthy families,
the parents are mature and communication is clear, specific,
direct, and honest. Satir also favored the concept of family
rules which govern family behavior (Satir, 1967, 1972). IIealthy

families develop flexible rules that are subject to change;

whereas, less healthy families embrace rules that are
nonnegotiable and rigid. Satir's family counseling process
focused on rule making and the consequences for rule violations
( Green (SE Kolevzon, 1984),

I Ialey, Madanes, and Minuchin also developed models of the
healthy family. These models exhibit similarities in that family
health reflects the relationship characteristics within the family

and its subsystems. High-level functioning is dependent on
15
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context, timing, and the changing family life cycle (Haley, 1980;
Minuchin, 1974).

Within the structural-strategic model of family counseling,
boundaries are essential to family health. Boundaries "are
intrafamily rules that define both the participants in subsystems
and how they are expected to participate" (Green & Kolvezon,

1984, p. 15). These rules help to protect both the individual
and the various subsystems. Rules govern the power and status
among family members, emphasizing the power of the marital
or parental position in the family hierarchy. The hierarchy in
healthy families is well defined. Rules regulate the healthy
family's operations and are understood by all subsystems within
that family (Green & Kolevzon). Confusion within the hierarchy

results in unhealthy families and is often first noticed in the
symptoms of children.
Haley and Minuchin also focus on strong and satisfying
marriages in healthy family functioning (Green & Kolevzon,
1984).

The strategic-structural models contend that healthy families
are capable of adaptation and change during crucial phases of
the family life cycle. For example, when a new child comes in

to the family, when a child leaves home, or when a family
member becomes ill, the family reorganizes its boundaries and

rules, and practices accommodating behaviors (Green &
Kolevzon). Unhealthy families lack such flexibility, as evidenced

by their repeated attempts to apply the same, ineffective
strategies to solving family problems.
Likewise, multigenerational issues can affect family health.

Such issues may remain hidden to family members, being
transmitted at unconscious levels until the appropriate context
is presented for these issues to manifest themselves. For
example, some of these concerns may not surface until children

leave home, become adults, and create a similar context
(Iloopes, 1987).
Similarly, language and its meaning is necessary for the shift
from thinking about individuals to thinking systemically. For
example, Madancs (1981) has defined metaphors (see Chapter
5) associated with family in erventions as the problem behavior
which needs to he abandoned in order to end its abuse in the

ystem. Therefore, the school counselor using a system ic
approach needs to listen carefully to similarities in language
1()
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associated with the child and parents' fears, failures, and
behavior (Madanes, 1981). Aliotti (1992) has indicated that in
the beginning stages of working with a family, more thinking
about the case is needed by the school counselor than action.
In essence, the counselor must think about the family in terms
of its language and metaphors as well as generate hypotheses
about the related behaviors. For example, in a case involving
brothers who soiled their pants, an hypothesis reflected that

problematic components of the family system, namely the
parental subsystem, were contributing to the encopresis (Wells
& Hinkle, 1990, see Chapter 11). Following a family assessment

that utilizes systemic concepts and the establishment of
hypotheses regarding a school problem, a series of interventions

can be planned and strategically sequenced. Counselors
interested in further information regarding systems theory
should consult the suggested reading list in Appendix A.

Strategic Family Counseling
Strategic family counseling is a major school of intervention
within the discipline of systemic family counseling. Although
components of other types of family counseling are alluded to

in this volume, strategic family counseling and structural
family counseling constitute the foundation of the school
interventions depicted in this book. (Other major family
counseling approaches that are particularly useful in school

settings are briefly presented in Chapter 4). Strategic
counselors, employing the major propositions of systems theory,

introduce new behaviors into the existing set of transactions
manifested by a family (Burgess & Hinkle, 1993; Haley, 1976).
The strategic model suggests that family structure can be

"observed in the repeated transactional patterns of

communication that occur between family members and
between the family and other systems" (Stark & Brookman,
1992, p. 260).
Family systems theory focuses On the structure, hierarchical
relationships, and rules within the family. As with other family
counseling approaches, strategic family counselors contend that
problem behaviors result from problematic family interactions

rather than from individual psychopathol9gy. These

interactions represent complex sets of interlocking behavioral
17
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patterns, cognitions, and affects which define family functioning
as well as individual behavior (Anderson & Hinkle, 1994).

Dysfunctional family behaviors develop when unexpected
crises unbalance the system beyond its natural ability to recover

(Haley, 1973, 1976; Kerr, 1981; Pittman, 1987). Rather than

explore individual personality dynamics, the objective of
strategic counseling is to restore functional family equilibrium.
Strategic family counseling typically utilizes a brief counseling

approach and therapeutic techniques such as re-establishing
family hierarchies and readjusting family interactions.
Family counseling in general, and strategic approaches in
particular, are not appropriate for all school problems. Amatea
(1989) has suggested that strategic approaches to solving school
problems are useful when simplistic, direct, and common sense

methods have been proven ineffective. In strategic family
counseling, the school professional initiates the change process
(Amatea, 1989; Hinkle, 1994).

School personnel expect particular behaviors from various

school employees. For example, principles administer
educational goals; teachers teach school children about their
respective disciplines; and, school counselors counsel children
and serve as consultants within a specified human services
format. Many strategic counseling interventions, however,
appear to be unconventional to mainstream school counseling
procedures. Amatea (1989) has indicated that many strategic
family counseling tactics are "based on working against common

sense and in unexpected ways" and "such tactics may appear
incomprehensible to other school staff members and to parents"
(p.76). She elaborates by indicating that a support base is often
necessary in order to have the freedom to practice in a manner
that is effective as well as efficient, even though it may be

uncommon at times and not in line with typical school
counseling activities.

Arnatea (1989) has illustrated a planning process for
attempting strategic interventions which includes information
gathering concerning what solutions have been tried in the past,
establishing who has the problem, analyzing commitment to
change and client beliefs, identifying small outcome behaviors,
developing specific solution strategies, and monitoring and
sustaining change. lIowever, this model must be modified and
expanded to meet the specific needs of school counselors. (lase

fiF

conceptualization and hypothesis development are strongly
encouraged, especially for school counselors who are in the
early stages of applying systemic interventions in the schools.
In conjunction with an emphasis on past events to effect
change, concern with historical or intellectual insight based
on past events is limited. Interpretations, if used at all, are not
aimed so much a, producing a deeper awareness in the client

as they are to reframe a situation for useful strategic

intervention. Moreover, Haley (1972) argues that insight and
self-understanding have not been proven to produce behavioral
change, particularly in children.
Additionally, the strategic approach is pragmatic, emphasizing
what works in the here and now. Strategic counseling's strength
lies in its use of innovative directives and other
strategies designed for particular family needs. Strategic family
therapists are distinguished by the commonly held assumption
that if the individual is to change, the context in which he or
she lives must change. The unit of treatment is no longer the
individual, even if a single person is interviewed; it is the set of
relationships in which the person is embedded (Haley &
Hoffman, 1967). According to Thomas' review (1992), Haley
believes that problems do not emanate from the individual, but
from the social situation in which the individual interacts. Haley
(1972) has suggested that the ills of the client are not really
separable from the ills of the social context the client creates
and inhabits. The school counselor cannot pull the student
from the "cultural milieu" and use such labels as "sick" or "well."
Madanes (1984) reiterates that even though there is increased
agreement that the social situation rather than the person is

the problem focus for counseling, there is no collective

agreement concerning how to approach the problem.
IIaley (1972) has defined strategic family counseling as a type
of family intervention in which the counselor takes an active
role initiating what occurs in counseling. The school counselor
must identify problems, set goals, select interventions that are
tailored to the particular needs of the student, analyze responses
to the interventions, assist in developing future strategies, and

measure outcomes in terms of goal accomplishment and

problem resolution (Thomas, 1992), In addition, Haley believes
that not only should f i counselor initiate strategic interventions,
he or she should also take responsibility for what happens during
19
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counseling (Stanton, 1981).
Haley also espouses other theoretical concepts important in
strategic family counseling. He explores power in the family,
the importance of family life cycle transitions, and how two
people on different levels of a hierarchy establish a coalition
against a third person. As family members struggle for power

to make rules in the family, the strategic family counselor

assesses the interactional sequences around the problem linking
the family members to the coalitions, triangles, and hierarchies
in the family. These struggles for power become more apparent
as the family goes through different lifecycles or as members
enter or leave the family system. If a family tries to maintain
the same structure at these transition points, symptoms will
result and a family can become stuck in their efforts to adapt
to change (Anderson & Hinkle, 1994; Thomas, 1992).
Regardless of the strategic intervention implemented, Haley
proceeds systematically through stages as he negotiates to
discover the kinds of programs that exist and to formula plans
of intervention and action. Haley (1987) proceeds through four
stages in working with families: a) a social stage which involves
observation of family interaction with everyone participating,
I)) a problem stage which establishes why the family has come
to counseling and how committed the members are to change,

c) an interaction stage during which the family discusses the
problem as the counselor observes communication sequences,
coalitions, and power hierarchies, and d) a goal setting stage
in which the counselor and family determine the presenting
problem they wish to solve, resulting in a contract which clearly

defines goals and directives for change. In this process, the
strategic counselor assumes the role of "family change maker"
and intervenes by becoming temporary leader of the family.
I Ialey (1972) posits that the therapist must continually make
decisions in response to what is occurring both in and around

treatment while maintaining control at all times. However,
I laley cautions that rather than demanding clients to behave
in a certain way, the counselor should always permit the client
to behave in a manner that results in the achievement of positive
goals.

During the therapeutic process, strategic family counselors
do not probe heavily into the past of the family. Madanes (1981)

asserts that "current situations" are causal to the presenting
20
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problem and, therefore, the past is irrelevant. Therapeutic
strategies and concepts include shifting hierarchies, setting
appropriate boundaries, identifying triangles, alliances, and
coalitions, understanding symptoms, reframing behavior, and
implementing directives (e.g., encouraging adaptive changes,
prescribing the symptom paradox), and making a problem
behavior an ordeal (Aliotti, 1992; Carl Eon, 1992; Haley, 1984,
1987; Minuchin, 1974; Weeks, 1991). Clinical cases in Chapter
11 illustrate many of these strategic family counseling concepts.

Family Hierarchy and Boundaries
In strategic family counseling, hierarchies represent the

manner in which a family is organized. Ilierarchies within social
contexts are inevitable, although they do not have to be in any
particular order (Haley, 1976). Haley has written that "...every
family must deal with the issue of organizing within a hierarchy

and rules must be worked out about who is primary in status
and power and who is secondary" (p. 103). Nevertheless,
families often have confusing hierarchies that result in family
problems (lIaley, 1987). Madanes (1984) has indicated that all
organizations have a sense that one person has more power
and responsibility, for a particular situation or context, than
another person. For example, in one case a father was assisted
in regaining family power he had relinquished to his mother,
and he and his wife were subsequently empowered as the joint
voice of authority in their family. In the same case, a younger
brother was instructed to tell his older brother when he had
soiled his pants. The older brother would then help his younger
brother clean himself, wash the soiled clothing, and help his
brother dress. This process established one brother in the
"hierarchical role of older brother" (Wells & IIinkle, 1990, pp.
522-523) (see case in Chapter 11). The family and the school
exist to socialize children and to provide nurturance, education,
and assistance in learning appropriate behaviors. Families and
schools are similar in that they are organized hierarchically
with different members having various roles (Carlson, 1992).
Power is associated with hierarchies, Although this term may
seem "hard to swallow" for some school counselors, power is
an important component in family relations, just as it is in the
classroom. When families organize themselves, issues of power
21
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become a major concern (Madanes, 1981). It is important that
this concept be properly defined within the context of family
counseling. Madanes has indicated that if power is perceived
as a negative concept associated with hostility, aggression, and
exploitation, then the concept is not helpful to the practice of
family counseling. However, if it is associated with the kind,
helpful, and benevolent potential of people within families, then
it is a positive concept.

The concepts of power and hierarchy are critical to the
strategic therapeutic process. Haley (1972) secs the immediate

issue between the counselor and client as who will control
behavior. The resolution of this issue is the source of therapeutic

change. However, Haley cautions that the struggle for coptrol
should not center on controlling the client in a negative sense,

but rather the struggle should address the definition of the
relationship from a systemic stance. This process is one in
which the client insists that the counselor be one-up while
desperately trying to place the counselor one-down, and the
counselor insists that the client remain one-down in order to
help him or her become one-up, with the goal being the
separation of counselor and client (Haley, 1972). Madanes
(1981) reiterates Haley's position when she notes that strategic

famih,' counseling addresses the power in the relationship
between counselor and client as well as members of the family
system. Strategies of counseling are designed to utilize this
power to effect behavioral change (Anderson & Hinkle, 1994).
Counselors must ensure that parents do not shift their power
to the counselor. For example, parents who are overwhelmed

with their child may have a tendency to "put the ball in the
counselor's court."

As reflected by the strategic school of thought, family
boundaries are generational in nature. From a structural family
counseling perspective, the closeness, or boundaries, within

families depicts the families' rules, roles, and their ability to
make needed adjustments in day-to-day living. Such
adjustments are a function of the rules and regulations within
the family system (Minuchin, 1974). Regardless of the strategic

or structural family counseling perspective (as well as the
difficulty in separating them), boundaries remain import ant
concepts in family counseling. To illustrate, parents may
disengage from one another resulting in marital dysfunction;

grandparents ma. become enmeshed with their children's
families, and children may develop confused roles within the
1978; Haley, 1976; Madanes, 1984; Minuehin,
family (Am
1974; Wells & 11 inkic. 1990). Implicit and explicit rules. or
boundaries, dictate how family members may interact. The

boundaries between parents and grandparents, older and
younger siblings, and other smaller family groups form
subsystems. The boundaries between these family subsystems
determine who sets the rules and the amount of privacy and
independence accorded each family member. When a member
violates a family rule, or external stressors affect the system,
negative communicative feedback loops are activated in order
to re-balance the family. These loops re-establish accepted,

vet sometimes dysfunctional, family roles, behaviors, and
patt ems, including triangles (Aponte & Van Deusen, 1981;
Haley, 197o; Minuchin, 1974).

Triangles
A triangle describes the predictable emotional forces between
any three people (Bowen, 1978). This has been referred to by

Bowen as the ino/ecu Ic qi emotional systems. Emotional
systems remain in flux since the most uncomfortable person
in a triangle continually seeks a more comfortable state of
closeness or distance. When the uncomfortable person achieves

equilibrium, he or she typically disturbs the balance between
the other two people involved in the triangle and the activity of
achieving, equilibrium switches to the more uncomfortable of
the pair. Th is process repeats itself in a precise and predictable
manlier allowing a counselor who understands triangles to
predict the next nic we (B( wen). Thanguiution may occur when

two people, who are uneasy with their dyadic interaction,
attempt to defuse the tension in the relationship by focusing
on a third party. The undifferentiated perm m then carries this
pa ttern of interaction into other people-oriented organizations

such as marriage, siNing relationships, or school or work
relationships.

Family Counseling in the Schools:
Coalitions
One of the more apparent concepts in systemic relationships
are coalitions. Ila ley (1976) has indicated that information and

coalition are synonymous: "the act of giving and holding
information across a boundary is an act of forming and dissolving
coalitions. To conceal from parents what their child has said is
to form a coalition with the child On that issue" (pp. 217-218).

Similarly, counselors must be constantly aware of the
formulation of covert coalitions and the family symptoms such
unions represent (lIaley).

Understanding Symptoms
Symptoms in families serve the purpose of maintaining
homeostasis (Stark & Brookman, 1992). For example, brothers
may begin soiling their pants in an attempt to relieve the tension
of their parents' stressful, disengaged marital relationship (Wells
& Hinkle, 1990). Another illustration includes an adolescent
avoiding school in order to stay home and keep her family intact
(Burgess & hhinkle, 1993).

Aliotti (1992) has reflected that students not coping

successfully within the school system will find it difficult to
cope with their family system as well. Systems theorists assume

that an individual system component, for example, a family
member, may express a family symptom in an attempt to change

the family. Moreover, school children belong to a larger unit
that includes the family; from a systemic perspective, they react

to changes and distress within this unit. Children become
relationship-oriented rather than task-oriented when over
involved with parental anxieties (Beal & Chertov, 1992). For
instance, it is common for children to become symptomatic at

school when a crisis occurs at home. Symptoms may then
serve a systems function by obtaining help for the troubled
family.

In strategic family counseling, a symptom is considered a

communicative uct with message qualities that define a
relationship between two or more people. Communicative acts

function within the interpersonal network of a social

organization (Anderson & IIinkle, 1994). According to Madanes
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(1984), a symptom is a message which can have a second
referent (i.e., a second meaning or metamessage) which may
refer to someor 9ther than the person expressing the message.
This could affect a sequence of interaction between two people
and could represent a metaphor for, or take the place of, a
different sequence of interaction between two other people.
In another communicative context, Haley (1972) defines a
symptom in terms of the client's behavior. This behavior must
be extreme in its influence and the client must indicate in some
way that he or she cannot help or stop the undesirable behavior.
Madanes (1984) has indicated that a counselor should generally
think of all symptoms (except for organic illnesses) as voluntary
and under the control of the client. She believes that at times
the first step in resolving a presenting problem is to redefine
the student's or family member's behavior as voluntary rather
than involuntary. This redefining may be the only intervention

necessary in some eases because the client may solve the

problem once it is accepted that the problem is under personal

control. In addition, IIaley argues that symptoms are

perpetuated by the influence of other people. Ile reflects that
"psychotherapeutic tactics" should be designed to persuade the
client to change behavior and/or persuade "intimates" to change
their behavior in relation to the client.

Refraining
The concept of reframing facilitates the understanding of
symptoms. Reframing behavior from negative to positive is a
helpful and necessary strategic family counseling technique.
Such reframing, or relabeling, provides the opportunity for a
family to redefine a child's, or other family member's, difficulty
as having a different purpose. For example, an elementary
school student may initiate fights that result in a parent/teacher/
principal conference. However, this negative behavior can
alternately be perceived as protective and helpful if it deflects
the family's focus from a parental or marital relationship
problem and results in the family's engagement in counseling.
A school counselor involved in such a case could reframe

negative behavior in a manner that puts the parents in the

position of looking differently at their own relationship.
Essentially, reframing changes the meaning of an event and
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places it in an entirely different frame of reference (Watzlavick,

Weak land, & Fisch, 1974). Reframing challenges family
members to alter accepted perceptions of events; subsequently,
the family behaves differently (Burgess & Ilinkle, 1993). To

illusirate, Wells & Hinkle (199(t) reframed eneopresis
(involuntary passage of feces) as a metaphoric message
representing a family problem with a family solution (see
Chapter 11). Another example reflects parens not making their

teen-age daughter attend school. The reframe included the
"new" perception that r1/4. :usal was an indication that the parents
would be relieved of their burden if their daughter were removed

from their home and placed in an alternate living situation
(Burgess & IIinkle, 1993, see Chapter 11). Such a change in
perspective resulted in increased school attendance. Metaphors

and relabeling (discussed in Chapter 5) are often used in
reframing problem behavior and in formulating directives.

Directives in Strategic Family Counseling
In order to persuade a family system to change, strategic
family counselors rely heavily on directives (Anderson & I Tinkle,

1994). Stanton (1981) has noted that just as psychodynamie
therapy relies heavily on interpretation, the essential tools of
strategic counseling are directives. (;oldenberg and (;oldenberg
(1991) have indicated that directives, or the assignment of tasks,
are often completed outside of the therapeutic session and are
given for several reasons: a) to motivate individuals to behave
differently so as to have more positive subjective experiences;
h) to intensify the therapeutic relationship by involving the

counselor in the family's actions during the time between
sessions; and c) to gather information through reactions of
family members in order to design future strategies. What makes

a counselor choose a particular directive is based on how the
problem, us well as the characteristics of the problem, arc
conceptualized lw the counselor. Ilowever, it is important for
the school counselor not to attempt to use directives until the
ease is conceptualized and hypotheses al mut the ease have been

established. Premature directives given without thorough
forethought often end in failure because the counselor's notions

about the problem are either inadequate or wrong, miicc
conceptualization is cc winkled. be it in ()Ile session or three,

the counselor can competently address directives for change.
For example, the unhappy parents of a student could be asked

to go on a date in order to take a break from parenting
responsibilities. This activity also indirectly relieves tension in

the marital subsystem and fosters change (Wells &
1990).

Encouraging Adaptive Change
Paradoxical intention. Prescribing the symptom, or utilizing
paradox, delivers a subtle message to the family concerning

the interactions they use to maintain or support the problematic
symptom (Burgess & IIinkle, 1993; Fisher, Anderson, & Jones,
1)81; West & Zarski, 1983). Symptoms arc conceptualized as
being under the individual's control. The therapeutic double
bind places the family member in the position of freeing him

or herself from the symptom by consciously producing the

symptom. Therefore, if the individual does not lose the
symptom, but enacts it, "it becomes within the realm of
conscious control" (Burgess & IIinkle, 1993, p. 135). Burgess

and IIinkle have provided the example of prescribing the

symptom to an anxious adolescent female. She was instructed
to become as anxious as possible each morning before school
so that she and her family may better "understand the source

of her problems" (p. 136). This ultimately resulted in a

reduction in anxiety for the student.
Watzlaviek, Weak land, and Fisch (1974) have reported that
people attempt to resolve dilemmas by applying first or second
order change. First order change is characterized by applying
more of the opposite. or desired behavior. This application
may lead to exacerbation of the symptom, which often results
in even more of the opposite behavior. An example of first
order change is phobic avoidance. Ilere, an anxiety arousing
situation is encountered. The student expects that when the
situation occurs again it will provoke a paralyzing fear or

awkward reaction. Subsequently, a dysfunctional cycle develops
where the fear of being fearful amplifies the symptom, and the
Phobic situation is avoided (Anderson & I linkle, 1994; Dowd &
Milne, 1986; Frankl, 1975; ( krz, 19(6).

Second order c/ia/We introduces a new set of rules and

bellaviors into t he existing behavioral repertoire and results in
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a metachange, or change of change. This metachange occurs

in paradoxical interventions, or a therapeutic double bind
(Watzlavick, Beavin, & Jackson, 1967; Watzlavick, Weakland,
& Fisch, 1974). For example, the avoidant student is told to be
free of a symptom by consciously producing it (symptoms by

nature are beyond the client's control). If the student resists
the symptom prescription and loses the symptom, it is no longer
a problem. Conversely, if the symptom is not lost, but enacted,

it becomes within the realm of conscious control. In addition

to symptom prescription, paradoxical techniques include
reframing and predicting a relapse (Anderson & Hinkle, 1994;
Haley, 1976). Predicting a relapse is frequently used following
significant symptom improvement. For example, the school

counselor may construe the positive change as a fluke and
predicts that it will not continue. This prediction challenges
the student to prove the counselor wrong (Anderson & IIinkle,
1994). If there is a relapse, its occurrence shows that it was
expected and under the counselor's control (Weeks & L'Abate,

1979, 1982), at which time the counselor will alleviate the
symptom via a directive agreed upon by the family. In summary,

relabeling and prescribing the symptom are useful techniques
in family counseling and are often utilized by strategic family
counselors.

Ordeal Therapy
Ordeals can help individuals, couples, and families solve a
wide range of problems. Theoretically, an ordeal is defined as
a symptom being made more difficult to keep than to retain.
The counselor imposes an ordeal appropriate for the problem
the person wants to change. The ordeal is more severe than
the problem itself, but should not harm the person or anyone
else in any way. For example, insisting that parents repeatedly

discuss the consequences of having a normal child can be
perceived as an ordeal. Discussing over and over again the
various consequences of improvement (e.g., spending more time
together, investing in family activities, facing extended family
issues, spending more time at home in the evenings) is a great

ordeal and puts the parents in a position to change (Haley,
1984). In another case, an acting-out child may be forced to
renlain in his room after the parents agree that time-out is

appropriate. The power of the parents' agreement, as well as
their consistent follow-through, creates an ordeal for the child
that is worse than having the symptom. Subsequently, the child
gives the symptom up.

Structural Family Counseling
The structural, as well as the strategic approaches to family
counseling, emphasize the behaviors of family members (Green

& Kolevzon, 1984; Haley, 1976; Minuchin, 1974). One of
Minuchin's (1974) major concepts is that family structure is
sociocultural. It integrates both the demands of society and
the internal family system in configuring the individual.
Structural modifications are accomplished through boundary
negotiation.
Minuchin's model of family development includes couples
communication. It portrays couples as engaged in a complex
process of negotiation that involves three areas. One area is
patterned transactions. For example, who will shop, cook,
clean, and care for children. A second area includes separating

from families of origin by developing new boundaries. Finally,
reorganizing and regulating the world of work must be
negotiated.

When a couple has children, they must redefine their

functions to meet the demands of children. This includes

renegotiating boundaries with extended families who now have
different roles (e.g., grandparents). Siblings also must learn
boundaries hy negotiating with the family and with their peers.

Furthermore, Minuchin believes that there are two major
constraints on family development. First, there are universal
rules governing family organization. For example, any family
with children will have a power hierarchy. Families also have
idiosyncratic rules. These include the unique, individual
expectations and intentions of each family member. These rules
are explicit and they sometimes persist even after their need is
no longer present.

Boundaries
For Minuehin (1974), subsystem boundaries are the rules that

define who participates and how. Minuehin's concepts of
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enmeshment and disengagement refer to relationship styles;
extremes in these styles reflect the possibility of symptom
formation. Enmeshed families respond to situations quickly,
whereas disengaged families respond slowly.
Transition points such as a newborn into the family, a child
becoming an adolescent, and tL adolescent leaving home result
in stress on the family. If the famil-7 is unable to adapt to stress

by renegotiating its boundaries and engaging its structure,
regardless of whether its relationships are too enmeshed or too

disengaged, the family becomes problematic. In applying
Minuehin's (1974) structural counseling to family counseling
in the school, the school counselor must be aware of three major
therapeutic tasks. These include joining the family as a leader,

assessing the underlying family structure, and creating

circumstances that will allow for change in the family. This
approach to family counseling places responsibility on the
counselor for modifications in the family. Similar to Haley's
approach (1976), the counselor effects change by hypothesizing

about the family and its social context, which includes the
school subsystem.

The school counselor forms a therapeutic system by

decreasing the distance between him or herself and the family.
This is often referred to as accommodating the dysfunctional

system since restructuring requires the initial support of the
structures that eventually must be changed. This process aids
the school counselor's formulation of a working diagnosis. At

this juncture, the school counselor considers the family

structure in terms of its subsystems, the system's capacity for
change and its sensitivity to individual members, sources of
stress, the family's developmental stage, and the ways in which

the student's symptoms maintain the family's behavioral
patterns.
The school counselor challenges the family's interactional

patterns by encouraging family members to behave in the
session as they would at home. Boundaries arc defined by
assigning agreed upon tasks. Systemic theory dictates that
stress induces family members to change their behavior. Stress
is, therefore, escalated by the counselor from time to time to
facilitate change. Prescribing the symptom, or utilizing paradox,
can exaggerate the symptom, allowing it to be redefined and
altered.
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If the counselor has some family counseling experience, it is
sometimes helpful to manipulate the mood or atmosphere of a
family session. For example, one family member can be put in
a position to assist or recognize another member. The counselor
also can attempt to relabel the way family members feel.
Finally, structural family counselors are prepared to utilize
psychoeducation, particularly in parent training.
Structural theory emphasizes organization and boundaries,
whereas strategic theory focuses on hierarchical organization
and the patterns of behavior (Haley, 1987; Minuchin, 1974).

Structural family counseling is based on the concept that

context influences change and that change in the context will
produce a change in the child (Woody & Woody, 1994).
The literature seems to indicate that although structural and
strategic family counseling have their differences, there appears
to be considerable overlap (Fine, 1992). While structural and

strategic approaches to family counseling both focus on
identifying and modifying patterns of communication that
maintain behavior, they do so from different standpoints.
Haley's notions of power and flexibility within the system
augment the structural r iodel (Stark & Brookman, 1992).

Moreover, structural and strategic principles are often used in
combination (Stanton, 1981). By now, members of the helping
professions, including school counselors, are aware that a child

or adolescent's problematic behavior is supported and
maintained by the family (Goldenberg & Goldenberg, 1988).

Integrating School and Family Counseling
School counseling and educational professionals are ideally
situated to make family interventions in the schools. Counselors

can begin this process by conceptualizing a child's problem
within a systems format which will help solve the difficulty
(Hinkle, 1993). To be successful at family counseling in the
school setting, concise guidelines for appropriate referrals are
necessary. Presenting problems need to be addressed in a
manner that will logically and clearly produce a solution for
the problems. The conceptualization of a student's presenting
problem requires that the school counselor, who uses this
method of problenl-solving, have a step-by-step thought process

that eon be employed with most problems involving students
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at school (Goodman &Kjonaas, 1988).
When a student's difficulty persists, it is typically connected
systemically to the family. Therefore, it is best to solve the
problem by including the school and family in formulating a
solution. School counselors who engage in family counseling

stop many school problems before they become difficult to
manage (Hinkle, 1993) making costly special placements
unnecessary.
Furthermore, a student's problem is viewed within a context
of how the parents and other family members respond when
the behavior occurs. It is important for the counselor to ask:
How is the problem maintained in the system? Individual

approaches to school problems have at times required
inordinate amounts of time resulting in only minimal
improvement (Hinkle, 1993). In summary, the child should be
perceived as part of a large ecological system in which all aspects

of the child's life are interrelated (Hobbs, 1966).

Conclusion
School counselors exploring a family systems approach in

their work with children and adolescents will lead the

reformation in education. Nicoll (1984a, 1984b) has reported
that failing to address family dynamic factors may result in

schools running the risk of making intervention
recommendations that are either ineffective, or worse yet,
counterproductive, serving only to make existing problems
potentially more difficult. It is important for the school

counselor working with families in the school environment to
focus on the school problem. If the school difficulty is not
emphasized, the family and pdrticularly the parents may lose
interest in counseling or sabotage its effectiveness. Counselor
education programs are beginning to broaden the scope of their
training of school counselors to include family counseling.
Practicing school counselors need training opportunities and
an avenue in which to develop confidence in themselves as
family counselors. It is important for school counselors to be
given permission to learn about and to apply famil. -ounseling
concepts without feeling that they have crossed a professional
boundary (Ilinkle, 1993). We believe that the "new frontier"
of the family-school system is ready to be pioneered in earnest
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by school counselors.
The school counselor can engage a variety of relationships to
solve children's and adolescents' problems (Ama tea & Sherrard,
1991). This includes the child-teacher-family relationship.
School counselors must involve parents, and even other family
members, to be successful in helping since the family has such
a commanding influence on school behavior. Often two or three

sessions will be enough to cause positive changes in parentchild and teacher-child interactions and relationships (Nicoll,
1992).
Even when the school counselor cannot work with the family

as a whole, the system in which the child functions must be
remembered (Goldenberg & Goldenberg, 1988; Haley, 1976).
Whenever possible, the school counselor should counsel the
family as a group. Parents' relationships and the quality of the

marriage can have a bearing on the child's functioning.

Furthermore, the stability of the marital relationship plays a
central role in structural as well as strategic counseling (Stark
l3rookman, 1992). A core problem may be the underlying
marital difficulties and retraining may be needed by the parents.
Although it has been suggested that cc unselors develop a broad
view of the family counseling field so as to fit in with differing

communities, we are encouraging a more circumscribed

approach: namely, strategic and structural and family
counseling.

L

Chapter Three

Training in Family Counseling
for School Counselors
Over the past thirty years a paradigm shift has evolved in
counseling (Hinkle, 1993). This shift has been associated with

a change of focus from the individual to social networks

(Amatea, 1989; Bernstein & Burge, 1988; Neve ls & Marr, 1985;
Wilcoxin, 1986). The problems of today, typified by increases
in divorce and dual-career families are not only affecting school
children, they also alter the entire family (Pa lmo at al., 1984).
As a result, family counseling is becoming a major specialty
area in the field of counseling (Gladding, Burggraff, & Fend 11,
1987; Hinkle).

Family counseling departs radically fi um the individual
models to which most school counselors have been exposed.
School counselors, however, are beginning to focus on larger
units of intervention which include the family (Amatca &

Fabrick, 1981; Gladding, 1984; IIinkle, 1993; McComb, 1981a;
Meadows & Hetrick, 1982; Wilcoxin, 1986). Wilcoxin has stated
that "this trend reinforces the convictions of many professionals
regarding the importance of intervention for the client-withinthe-family" (p. 272).
Family counseling has been practiced in a variety of clinical
disciplines, including psychiatry, psyohology, social work, and
counseling. School counselors are f .ding family counseling
an effective and needed skill for resolving persistent problems
in the schools (Amatea, 1989). However, the school counselor
who uses family counseling interventions must be "willing to
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commit time to gathering information about the problem/
solution cycle, thinking through a solution shift, and motivating
those involved to act differently" (Amatea, 1989, p. 191).

McComb (1981a) has indicated that family counseling by
school counselors can arrest many school problems before they

escalate. Peeks (1990) and colleagues (e.g., Hinkle & Peeks,
1992; Stone & Peeks, 1986) have demonstrated that family

interventions by school counselors can address a child's
misbehavior effectively. Conversely, individual approaches to
school problems have at times required inordinate amounts of

time and resulted in little substantial improvement. On the
contrary, Stone and Peeks have reported a successful family
counseling intervention needing only five hours compared to
3() hours previously spent in individual counseling. Comparable
brief family counseling successes also have been reported (e.g.,

Wells & IIinkle, 1990; Burgess & Hinkle, 1991). Essentially,
school counselors occupy a unique position to appreciate the
effectiveness of family counseling approaches with children
(Goldenberg & Goldenberg, 1988; Hinkle, 1993; Hinkle &
Peeks).

School children belong to, as well as react to, distress within
a significantly large unit that includes the family (Peeks, 1991).

For example, some children become symptomatic at school
when a crisis occurs at home. The symptoms they display serve

the systems function of getting help for the troubled family.
Using a systemic approach, school counselors can use family
counseling to solve a child's problems and assist the family in
finding solutions to problems within a social context (Haley,
1987; Hinkle, 1993; Madanes, 1984; Minuchin, 1974; Peeks,
1989, 1991). Consequently, from a systemic perspective, cause-

and-effect logic becomes meaningless when dealing with
children in school (McDaniel, 1981).
Peeks (1991) has suggested that after eliminating intra-school

causes for presenting problems, school counselors should
consider causes that arc out-qf-school. According to the
aforementioned systems theory, a child's problem is usually
connected to the extended social unit or family. The student's
negative behavior is viewed within a context of how the parents
and other family members respond when the behavior occurs
(Ilinkle, 1993; Peeks, 1990).
There are many approaches to family counseling, including
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experiential (e.g., Satir; Whitaker), psychoanalytic (e.g.,
Ackerman; Adler), intergenerational (e.g., Bowen; Framo;
Boszormenyi), behavioral (e.g., Pat :erson; Stuart), and systemic
(e.g., Palazzo li). However, brief foi mats (e.g., Haley; Madanes;
de Shazer; Watalzwick, Weakland, & Fisch, 1974) appear to fit

the school counseling environment the best. Amatea (1989)
has indicated that a "brief, problem-oriented intervention has
begun to find its way into school practice" (p. xii). Moreover,
brief counseling utilizes a short-term focus making it particularly

appealing to school counselors.
If a problem can be solved in short-term family counseling,
the trained school counselor can render the necessaiy service

(Golden, 1983). However, if the predicament ;s more

complicated, or requires long-term counseling, family in.ierviews

conducted by school counselors can subsequently aid in an
appropriate referral to an outside community agency (Palmo
et al., 1984; Whiteside, 1993). If the family is referred outside
the school, the school counselor may even attend the first
session (Hinkle, 1993; McComb, 1981a).

Family Counseling Competencies for
School Counselors
Counselor educators have recognized the overlap between
the training competencies in traditional counseling and family
counseling (Meadows & Hetrick, 1982). As a result, there has
been an increase in family counseling courses in community
counseling programs (Cowger, Hinkle, DeRidder, & Erk, 1991),
as well as the establishment of a marriage and family counseling
specialty by the Council for Accreditation of Counseling and
Related Educational Programs (CACREP) (Stevens-Smith,
IIinkle, & Stahmann, 1993). On the other hand, the limited

family counseling training in graduate school counseling
programs has caused school counselors not to include family
counseling as part of their intervention plan (Hinkle, 1993).
Family counseling training has a brief history. Likewise,
family counseling training opportunities for school counselors
have been limited. The competencies presented in this book
are by no means exhaustive. Ilowever, they will minimally
provide counselors in service with direction for beginning family

counseling in the schools. In the future, counselor education
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programs will need to broaden the scope of their training of
school counselors to include family counseling. Practicing
school counselors will need re-training opportunities and an
avenue in which to develop confidence in themselves as family
counselors (Pa lmo et al., 1984).
llistorically, there has been limited family counseling training
in school counseling programs. This lack of family counseling
training among school counselors is partially responsible for

the lack of systemic activities in the schools. However, this
situation is beginning to change (Hinkle, 1993). For example,
the University of Florida has recently recommended that school

counseling graduate students elect to take an introductory

course in family counseling (Joe Wittmer, personal

communication, October 23, 1993). Similarly, family
counseling classes at the University of North Carolina at
Greensboro have had as much as 50 percent enrollment by

school counseling majors.
There are two nationally recognized bodies associated with
accrediting training programs in marriage and family counseling
on a national level. They are CACREP and the Commission on

Accreditation for Marriage and Family Therapy Education
(COAMFTE) (Stevens-Smith et al., 1993). The former is
affiliated with the American Counseling Association (ACA) and
the latter with the American Association of Marriage and Family
Therapy (AAMFT). The philosophical viewpoint of AAMFT is
that marriage and family counseling is a distinct profession or

discipline, similar to psychology, social work, or counseling.
11owever, the ACA holds that marriage and family counseling is

a disciplinary specialty (Rem ley, 1992). Stevens-Smith et al.
have indicated that clinicians are "initially trained in counseling,
and subsequently complete training and skill building in working
with couples and families as marriage and family counselors..."
(p.118). Stevens-Smith et al. also have stated that graduate

preparation "programs accredited by CACREP reflect the
philosophy of comprehensive counselor training prior to or
concurrent with training" in marriage and family counseling
(p. 118). CACREP-accredited programs train students in
individual counseling and technique and then allow them to
"specialize" in marriage and family counseling.
Educational institutions need to make immediate changes in
the way they train school counselors. This change could include
38

courses in family counseling theory and technique and

practicums involving families (Woody & Woody, 1994). After
support from administrators is established, family counseling

training will ultimately require some alterations for those
counselors previously trained in one-to-one counseling. To

utilize the family systems approach, the school counselor will
need to become more directive, less passive and neutral, and

expand upon skills developed during individual counselor
training (Goldenberg & Goldenberg, 1991; Hinkle, 1993).
Effectively dealing with the transition from the role of helper
to change agent will also be a necessary aspect of re-training
(Cleghorn & Levin, 1973).
Fenell and Hovestadt (1986) have discussed a three-level
training format for family counseling. Level-1 training is
described as a specialty degree graduate program where a degree
in family counseling is offered. Level-2 training entails family
studies as a subset of another graduate mental health specialty.

Level-3 training is described as elective study in family

counseling which may include additional graduate courses,
continuing education, and/or in-service training. Level-3
training, which includes short courses and in-service training,
would be appropriate for most school counselors already in the

work force and is consistent with preparation suggested by
Pa lmo et al. (1984) and Amatea and Fabrick (1981).
Level-3 training prepares a counselor to work with families.
This family work, however, may depend upon the amount and
level of family training. Level-3 training includes introductory
graduate courses in family counseling, supervised practice, and
workshop attendance. A disadvantage to this training format
is the limited preparation it provides in dealing with complex

systems problems. However, among its advantages is the
exposure it offers to family counseling without extended
training.
Nicoll (1984b) has suggested three training approaches: 1)
one counselor from the school systems is sent to be trained in
a recognized graduate program and returns to train other school
counseling personnel, 2) utilization of a consultant for in-service
training, and 3) employment of a new school counselor already

trained in family counseling in order to train existing staff.
Counselors who are able to do so, may select to obtain further
training from a family counseling/therapy institute.

Family Counseling in the Schools:
Knowledge of the literature in family counseling is essential
to re-training. Readings should begin with family counseling
theory (Goldenberg & (;oldenberg, 1988) and should include
specific information concerning special groups such as singleparent and dual-career families (Pa Imo et al., 1984). Training
should also include a focus on family counseling skills and
technique. School counselors wanting to counsel families will
find this study rewarding since these counselors typically have
not been exposed sufficiently to family counseling techniques
(Bernstein & Burge, 1988; McComb, 1981a). General reference

materials have been cited in Carlson (1981), Goldenberg and
Goldenberg (1991), Gurman and Kniskern, (1981, 1991), and
Walsh and Gib lin (1988). Wileoxin (1986) has suggested a
reading guide specificAy for school counselors engaging in
family counseling. A list of resources is included in Appendix
A. However, this list of books is not exhaustive. Numerous,
good references in the professional literature, as well as new,

innovative texts, make significant contributions to family
counseling. For example, Moshe Talmon's (1990) SingleSession Therapy offers intriguing ideas both for the neophyte
and for the more experienced family counselor. These books
address such issues as convening family counseling sessions,
using paradox, brief family counseling, utilizing symptoms,
innovative programming, and suggestions for making the most
from a single family counseling session.
It is important to note that while theory and technique are

teachable, style and charisma are not (Kaslow, 1991).

Therefore, each school counselor engaged in family counseling

training needs to develop his or her own style of interacting

with families and his or her own orientation to a family
counseling model (IIinkle, 1993).
It is advantageous for school counselors training in family
counseling to form study groups and affiliate with professionals
who specialize in family counseling. Study group members can

learn by sharing their family counseling experiences and by
studying the video tapes of master counselors (Hinkle, 1993).
Role playing and consulting with each other regarding cases
also will he helpful (Goldenberg &( oldenberg, 1988). In
addition, school counschirs can seek out I()cal family counselors
willing to provide consultation and/or supervision. Cocounseling with experienced family counselors and participation
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in supervision/consultation groups should be sought in order
to develop specific family counseling competencies (Overton
Hennies, 1)88; Pa lmo et al., 1984). Networking with
counselors with similar family intervention interests also is a
helpful way to train. Additionally, studying popular films for
family content and analysis can be a helpful way to supplement
understanding in family dynamics (e.g., Ordinmy Ik!ople, The
(reut Sulitini, Prince of Tides, PrizziS Honor).
Two primary skills for school counselors conducting brief
family counseling are assessing the family's capacity to change,

and defining the key concepts of the problem within a social
context (IIinkle, 1993). The brevity of this book does not allow
for an extended analysis of family assessment (see Charter ( )
regarding family assessment). However, assessment should
minimally include the gathering of new information which leads

t) hypothesis generation. Identifying family hierarchy and
knowing how and where family information flows also is
important (Peeks, 19)2). Assessment should include the
family's understanding of the problem, the family's strengths
in relation to the problem, and the family's action thus far in
solving the pmblem (McDaniel, 1981). Knowledge of family
assessment is important in )i-der to conceptualize the case.
Discovering the level of flexibilit and cohesion, as well as the
chaotic patterns in the family and generational background,
facilitates family assessment (Ilinkle, 19)3).
Family interventions should include the development of a
lThm, a prescription which reframes problem behavior, and
homework tasks (Bernstein & Burge, 1988;11inkle, 1993; Peeks,
1.991). School counselors must establish rapport with the
family, show care and cone?rn, and should share pw.itive
characteristics of the problem chikl with the family (Peeks,

1991) (sec Chapter 5 concerning family counseling technique).
Consulting, with parents ahout their child and assisting with

their understanding of child and adolescent behavior are
desirable family counseling skills ( Ilinkle, l)93; Meadows &

Iletrick, 1982y Many parents need assistance with

e-estal dishing then executive position as primary decisionmakers within their family. In many cases, relationships
hem cell parents and grandpareim, NS Well AS other extundtil
family membcr, must be defined (Hinkle; McDaniel, 1981; Wells
!tinkle. 199() ) Pal eni,, frequently need help in establishing
1

.
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behavioral expectations and discipline for their children (Peeks,
1991). In addition, child behavioral problems that are a function

of marital discord should be identified and an appropriate
intervention or referral be made. From a systems perspective,
child behavioral problems identified as a function of marital
discord should not be avoided. Parents may hesitate to accept
the responsibility for their child's problems. Yet, when the
parents are engaged appropriately (i.e., in a sensitive, respectful,
manner) by the counselor, they can be extremely helpful with
their child's school difficulty. The parents may also enhance
their marriage (see Chapter 8 regarding marriage and divorce
issues).

Once rapport with the family is established, assessment
completed, and an intervention planned, the school counselor
should organize a meeting among school professionals. This
meeting is beneficial because every component of the system
will help his or her efforts ( Hinkle, 1993).

One of the major contributions of marriage and family
counseling is its espousal of systemic thought. However, the
Western educational system has been entrenched in linear
cause/effect thinking. This idea is epitomized by thinking like:
"if,k, then B." Individualism in America is valued, as is science,
and, thus, the strong adherence to linear thought. This method
of Organizing knowledge has served science well. In fact, it has
been so ingrained in our culture that early psychologists adopted

this traditional, linear approach in order to attain credibility
with the world of science (Beevar & Beevar, 1993).

I 'nfortunately, time limitations and lack of administrative
tolerance and support have interfered with systems orientations
within the schools (Carlson & Sineavage, 1987). School systems

obviously vary in the amounts of time, money, and support

they are willing to make available for school counselors
interested in family counseling. It is imperative that school
cOlInsclors training in family counseling be supported by school
administrators, Administrative changes, such as the institution
of flexible hours in scheduling, will be needed. Late afternomi
and evening hours ai e necessary for families to maintain their
school and employment responsibilities (Hinkle, 1993 ).

Collaborating with School Administrators
The organizational pattern in schools places the principal at
the top of the hierarchy. However, Carlson (1992) has indicated
that the degree to which power at this position is shared with

counselors depends on individual personalities and

competencies. An example of administrative support is found
in the Topeka Public Schools described by Merrill et al. (1992).

Administrators need to "...sanction and support staff time,
money for equipment, and training/learning materials. The
school district where the program is to be placed must have a
belief in the role of clinical services in the schools" (Merrill et
al., p. 411).
As noted earlier, school counselors working with families will
need flexible schedules so that they can work after typical school

hours and possibly on week-ends if necessary. Most family
sessions will require about one hour; however, an hour and
fifteen minutes is more realistic in many cases due to the
number of people who may need to speak. As a result, school
counselors will need to adjust their schedules accordingly.
Likewise, Merrill et al. (1992) have indicated that flexible work
schedules are helpful in providing family counseling services
in the schools. In addition, the school counselor should begin

with a limited number of cases. He or she should use video
tape for educational and training purposes and should also use
a one-way mirror. Participants in the Topeka Public Schools
program rated the following training methods in order of
preference: viewing tapes, discussions, reading, attending
lectures, and role playing.

School systems vary in the amounts of time, money, and
support available for school counselors wanting to do family
counseling (McDaniel, 1981). School counselors who desire
re-training in family counseling will need to obtain support from
school administrators. "Money talks" is how Woody and Woody

(1994) have described the rationale for school administrators
potential support for family assessment and intervention in the
schools. In the long run, money can he saved if early family/
school interventions are utilized.

Various types of interactions surface when families and
schools cotne in contact. Power and Bartholomew (1987) have
4,1
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described five types of relationships: 1) The avoidant
relationship which is inflexible and lacks communication and
planning; 2) The competitive relationship characterized by each

system believing it is superior to the other; 3) Merged
relationships which have common goals, but lack separation
between the school and family; 4) The one-way relationship in
which one system attempts to communicate while the other
system does not reciprocate; and 5) Collaborative relationships
which are reciprocal in communication and result in positive
decision-making for the child, family, and school.
Today's school counselor is responsible for more than career
guidance. Comprehensive interventions within an educational
realm involving human development are paramount. Base
support from teachers, parents, students, and administrators
is essential for such interventions. A community support system
also is needed. This service may include consultation and advice

from community mental health, social service, and other

agencies. An advisory committee can assist with direction and
can provide a foundation for understanding the counseling
program. Determining the make-up of the advisory committee

should be a joint venture between administrators, teachers,
and counselors. Interested parent groups, youth groups,
business and industry, and civic and county government
personnel would be good candidates for the advisory committee
(Rye & Sparks, 1991). When new programs are developed and

implemented, counselors and administrators need to have

regular meetings to share information and concerns.

Communication must be often, open, and honest. Counselors
must get a sense of support from administrators that will foster

the confidence to fulfill program needs. They need the
administrators' respect for their skills and competence in family
counseling as well as allocation of time and resources to make
the family counseling program work effectively. Counselors

must have planned discussions with principals for leadership
support (Tindall & Sklare-Lancaster, 1981).

Moreover, school counselors need to articulate to their
administrators their duties to the school and its students.
Counselors must engage in anticipatory management that will
positively influence their problem-solving and decision-making.
Counselors need input and feedback from administrators when
serving the critical needs of students, while, at the same time,
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counselors should understand that not everyone values their
work in relation to school children. Interpersonal skills are

vital in building rapport with school administrators.

"Administrators have to be persuaded to see what counselors

do, as a prerequisite to their knowing how to identify the critical
skills school counselors exercise in dealing with students and
others" (Eddy, Richardson, & Allberg, 1982, p. 123).

Conclusion

Training in family counseling should be a long-term
commitment. Investing in good supervision and sticking to
one training model during the initial training and family program

development stage are important considerations. This plan

makes effective and efficient learning possible since all

counselors are developing the same knowledge and skills at the
same time (Merrill et al., 1992).
Pa Imo et al. (1984) have indicated that to meet the challenge
of providing family counseling services in the schools, school
counselors will need additional training, new opportunities, and
confidence in themselves as family counselors. Training should
begin by learning one family counseling approach or model well
and then applying it in the school (Overton & Ilennics, 1988).

(Models that have been proven effective in the schools are
included in Chapters 5 and 6).

.15

Chapter Four

Additional Family Counseling
Approaches In the Schools
Knowledge of additional family counseling approaches can
be helpful to the school counselor. Although numerous methods
may be beneficial, we have included three approaches that can
be easily integrated into the school context. They include Milan

Systemic Family Therapy, the Interactional View (MRI), and
the Adlerian approach.

Milan Systemic Family Therapy
Of the three major approaches to family counseling to grow
from the work of Gregory Bateson, the approach of the Milan

group comes closest to Bateson's circular model for living
systems (McKinnon, 1983). Although the original model
continues to develop and change and individuals in the original
Milan group have separated into different camps, leading to a
number of Milan-based groups now in practice, practitioners

continue to be more alike than different. The Milan groups'
approach has been called "long brief" therapy (Goldenberg 8E
Goldenberg, 1985) since they advocate few sessions (usually
ten), that are four to six weeks apart. This developed out of a
practical need to allow families time between visits due to long
distances traveled, but this approach has worked well regardless

of physical proximity to the place of counseling. The time
between sessions allows the family to assimilate the ideas from

the sessions and to put them into operation. This schedule is
strictly followed. In fact.,counselors will resist a family's request

for an unscheduled meeting, and generally, such a request is
seen as a sign of rapid change. The counselor will not help the
family avoid this change by acquiescing to an exceptional
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meeting. The counselor allows the change to occur and then

processes the result with the family at the next scheduled
meeting.
Those who practice the Milan approach to family counseling
follow a specific, predictable, and team-based method. There
is either a single counselor or a male-female co-counseling team
in contact with the family. The remainder of the team, which
is usually at least two additional individuals, observes the family

counseling sessions through a one-way mirror in order to
provide input in the overall planning for the intervention with
a family. The number of individuals involved, coupled with
observation, would be the most difficult aspect of the Milan

approach for school counselors to implement. The actual
techniques used and the theoretical basis for the techniques
are easily translated into a school counseling setting and
videotape may be utilized instead of a one-way mirror.

Th,2 interview format has five stages: the pre-session, the
session, the inter-session, the intervention, and the post-session
discussion (Boscolo, Cecchin, Hoffman, & Penn, 1987). The
entire counseling team meets prior to the initial visit with the

family in a pre-session, to develop hypotheses about the
presenting problem. One or two members of this team then

meets with the family for the session, as the other team
members observe from behind a one-way mirror, in order to
vtlidate or modify the hypotheses developed in the pre-session.
After spending some time with the family (usually less than an

hour), the treating counselor meets separately with other
members of the team to develop treatment strategies in the
inter-session stage. The team "behind the glass" is used in a
strategic manner. They offer suggestions, and either confirm
or disagree with conclusions made by the treating members of
the team. Once develop..4 the interventions are taken back
to the family session and delivered to the family. These
interventions usually consist of either positively connoting the
problem situation or the imposition of a ritual. The final stage
involves the entire counseling team once again meeting for a
post-session discussion, during which the family's reaction to
the day's session is examined and the process of the next session
is planned.

Milan Systemic Family Counseling assumes that the

symptoms of a family's presenting problem serves a function

f-; I
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within the dysfunctional family system. This usually involves
the "sacrifice" of one of the family members who is the identified

patient. The family member with the problem must continue
to have the problem in order for the syste:n to continue to
function. Milan-based counseling attempts to change the
dysfunctional family by interjecting a second-order change,

which is a change at the system level rather than at the

individual level. Solving the problem involves changing the

interaction patterns within the family system. No specific
behavioral goals are negotiated with the family. The change is
a result of information being added to the system through the
use of positive connotation, circular questioning, and behavior

change task assignments (e.g., rituals and behavioral
prescriptions) (Griffin, 1993).
A positive connotation is a message that the problem is logical
and useful in the context of the family. This is similar to the
reframe in other family counseling approaches. Everyone in
the family is assumed to be motivated by the same desire to

keep the family together. The family can better accept this
information since it is a supportive, approving statement rather
than a criticism. The predicament has in fact placed the family

in a paradoxical situation. They have come for help for a
problem in one of the family members, but they have found
that the perceived problem promotes a good thing family
cohesion.

The prescriptive intervention is designed to bring about a
change in a family's rules by focusing on changing the family
myth that maintains the system. Prescribing a ritual directs

the family to arrange some specific behavior, often a

symptomatic behavior, such that it must occur under designated
circumstances (e.g., only on certain days, or at certain times of
the day, or at certain places). An example would be to direct a
bedwetting child to wet the bed on Monday, Wednesday, and
Friday nights.

Circular questioning encourages interaction within the

family. It acts as an effective diagnostic tool as well as a

therapeutic technique. The counselor asks questions that

highlight differences in family members' perceptions. Ile or
she may ask one child to compare the reactions of others in
the family to a specific situation, or to rate feelings on a ten
point scale. Family members may be asked to speculate about
49
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reactions to hypothetical events, such as a child who refuses to
eat who suddenly starts to eat again, or parents getting a divorce.
The Milan model is one of the communication models of family

counseling that approaches problems by recasting them as
difficulties with family interactions. The goal of the Milan
approach is to impart information to the family in order for the
family to change rules which are repetitive and destructive.

The Interactional View - MRI
The Mental Research Institute (MRI) of Palo Alto, California
has been associated with a number of prominent researchers

and theorists in family counseling. Many of the current
approaches used in family couriseling grew from ideas which
originated at the MRI. The basi: of the MRI approach is that all

behavior is communication. It is not possible to avoid
communication and every communication has a content and a
relationship aspect (Griffin, 1993).
Communications occur in many dimensions, much of which
does not include spoken language. Communication can consist
of body posture or movement, gestures, tone of voice, or facial

expression, in addition to actual spoken words.

All

communication takes place on at least two levels: the basic
content of the message occupies the first level, while information
about the first-level message is on the second level. This
information about the message is known as

metacomrnunication (e.g., see Goldenberg and Goldenberg,
1985). Problems occur when the level-one message is

contradicted by the information contained in the

metacommunication (e.g., "This is a terrific party" is
contradicted by the fact that the speaker is leaving before
everyone else). Double-bind messages are perceived as
contradictory. With a double-bind message the receiver is given

information, while within the metacommunication there is a
message to ignore the level One message. Such contradictory
and difficult to understand communication patterns are typical
of dysfunctional families. For example, a classic double bind is
when a parent says, "Disregard what I just said." If the child
does disregard what the parent said, the child actually regarded
what the parent said.

As noted above, every communication also contains
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information about the relationship. While this is certainly true
in a family, it also is true in other systems or subsystems. When
a teacher says. "There is too much noise in this classroom,"
the amount of noise is only part of the message. The teacher
also is telling the students that he or she is in charge and expects

the students to get quiet. The subsequent response of the
students tells the teacher whether they accept the teacher's
definition of the relationship.

In order to fully understand a student's behavior, school
counselors will have to understand both the teacher-student
interaction and the interactions within the student's family.
The first information available to the school counselor regarding
the student's relationships may come from knowing who made

the referral. If the referral is not from a parent, the counselor
can subsequently gain useful information by knowing how the
parent reacts to the referral and also by observing which parent

makes first contact with the school. The patterns of

communication that exist in a family tell much about the
relatmnship of the sender and receiver of the message.
The MRI approach operates under a number of assumptions.
Common to any systems approach is the assumption of circular
causality, which assumes that behavior is at the same time a

cause and a result of other behavior within the system.

Counselors utilizing the interactional process of MRI must
understand equifinality and equipotentiality (Watzlawick &

Weakland, 1977). Equifinality means that different

circumstances can lead to similar results; therefore, the input
cannot be inferred from the output. Equipotentiality suggests
that similar circumstances can, in fact, result in vastly different
outcomes. Therefore, it cannot be assumed that similar events
experienced by individuals will have similar effects. Every
system is viewed as a whole in and of itself, and cannot be
explained as the sum of its parts. Likewise, a family must be
understood as a system and not simply as a combination of the
members of the family.
According to an interactional model such as NIRI, there are
behaviors and responses in which healthy, functioning families
routinely engage (Gurman & Kniskern, 1991). All of these
behaviors may be characterized as effective communication.
By contrast, one could expect that dysfunctional families would
i)u unabk. to complete these tasks or would complete them in a
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less than satisfactory manner. A dysfunctional family would
be unable to:
1. complete transactions, follow-up, and question
the communication of others in the family;
2. interpret or recognize hostility
3. perceive themselves through the perspective of
others;
4. understand their own self-perceptions;
5. tell one another how they manifest themselves;
6.
7.

8.
9.
I 0.

11.

12.

13.
14.

share their hopes, fears, and expectations of each
other with other family members;
disagree;
make decisions or choices;
gain through experience; learn with practice;
free themselves from the negative effects
associated with past models;
give clear, congruent messages with a minimum
of hidden messages and a minimum of difference
between feelings and communicated message;
be direct in criticism, evaluation, fault finding,
acknowledgment of observations, and reports of
annoyance or puzzlement;
use language that clearly acknowledges attributes
of the speaker and not those of the listener; and
be clear in gaining knowledge of the direction or
intention of others by using direct questions.

In applying this model, the presenting problem is a
representation of what the client wants to remove and should,
therefore, be used by the school counselor as the index of change
(Bodin, 1991). All behavior is shaped, maintained, or eliminated

by the social interactions within the system in which the
behavior occurs. Associated therapeutic tasks are initiated in

order to remove the presenting problem. There is not
necessarily a right or wrong behavior for a family or any of its

members. MRI does not propose interventions in additional
areas unless a family member has identified that area as a
problem. Proponents of MRI prefer the term "conventional"
instead of normal (Jackson, 1977). It is assumed that the
presenting problem is a situation that has been mishandled
and subsequently made worse; therefore, the family member(s)
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must do something other than what they have tried before in
order to alleviate the problem. The counselor must not only
completely understand the presenting problem, he or she must
analyze previous efforts to solve it, determine what interactions

have been maintaining it, and decide what changes will
effectively relieve it.

There are a number of specific techniques that can be

employed as agents of change in conducting family counseling
when using the MRI model. Most school counselors will at some

point use relabeling (similar to reframing and discussed
previously), as a means of changing a family's interaction

patterns. Relabeling puts the family in a bind while the school
counselor provides a different perception for a situation that
needs to be altered. As family members become more aware of
the rules under which they operate, they gain an understanding
that previous patterns can be changed. The goal is to modify
the structure of the interactions and relationships in the family.
Additional techniques often utilized in MRI family counseling

that may prove useful include, prescribing the symptom,
replacing the symptom, the Devil's Pact, harnessing the self-

fulfilling prophecy, and prescribing other behaviors. As
discussed previously, when prescribing the symptom, the school
counselor creates a double-bind for family members by directing

them to continue to behave as they have, or perhaps to even
exaggerate their efforts at producing the presenting problem.
A girl who "talks back" to adults may be told to do so on a more
frequent basis. This is easy to do for the family and undermines

resistance by making it unnecessary. If the child, in order to
be rebellious refuses to follow the directive, then the presenting

problem will be reduced and a positive feedback system will
begin for "not talking back." The family rule has now become
more obvious and the notion that there was nothing that could
be done to change the presenting problem has been challenged.
Change is now much more possible for the family.
When change itself is resisted so strongly as .Lo sabotage any
therapeutic effort, the school counselor may need to engage a
member of the family in what MRI refers to as a "Devil's Pact."
The Devil's Pact is made when the school counselor has a family

member agree beforehand to undertake whatever task the
school counselor assigns. Agreeing to do any task sight unseen
is the important element of the technique. The school counselor
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should then choose a task well within the ability of thc
individual. This may be a good opportunity to replace the

symptom with a more acceptable behavior. For example, if a
teenage boy refuses to get a job or be 'productive around the
house, and instead stays in his room and listens to music, the
parents and perhaps teachers are going to focus on this behavior
as the problem. The school counselor can break through the
resistance by entering into a Devil's Pact with the teen. The
counselor can then harness the selffulfilling prophecy that
the teen will eventually leave his room by assigning mom or
dad the task of noting on an hourly basis the teen's location.
This should provide evidence that the teen is in fact out of his
room a good bit more than the parents realize. The school

counselor may assign a task to the teen which involves

prescribinA other behaviors, such as painting his room. This
is likely to be completed, and since it is productive, it counters
claims of nonproductiveness made by parents.
As counseling progresses there are likely to be modifications
in the school counselor's role. Once the school counselc r has
explained the counseling process and has gained the tnist, or
at least the compliance of family members, his or her task then
requires continued assessment, information gathering, and

conceptualization of the presenting problem. The school

counselor must develop and implement the behavior
interventions that will eventually lead to changes in family
interactional patterns and to the resolution of the presenting
problem. It has been suggested that at termination the school
counselor should express some pessimism regarding future
progress or doubts that current gains can be maintained. This
tactic would challenge family members to act on behalf of the

changed patterns rather than return to old unproductive
patterns of family functioning. The school counselor using MRI

approaches must always remain in control and expect to be
directive in his or her counseling process.

The Adlerian Approach
Sell( iol counselors would benefit from knowledge of Ad lerian

family counseling principles. While Adler did not work with
families
he focused on children, teachers. schools. ;Hid
parents he believed that behavior has a social tneanin(2, and
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should be understood within a social context. Adler surmised
that the major social environment lot children was the family.
IIence, he was interested in associated social institutions which
affected children, namely schools (Thomas, 1992). Adler also
focused much of his energy on the practice of parenting. Several
followers of Adler's concepts about parenting have developed

parenting training systems such as the STEP program (see
Dinkmeyer & McKay, 1982, 1983). Thomas (1992) has
indicated that, in Adlerian family counseling and parenting
groups, parents are taught to study their children's motivation
to help their offspring meet their goals in positive ways. "By
giving children encouragement, parents can help them to grow,
to develop social interest, and to be happy, successful adults"
(p. 246). In Adlerian family counseling, the counselor models
parenting behavior while being optimistic and encouraging.
The counselor faces many tasks during the initial session.

They include establishing rapport, gathering information,
focusing on problems, generating hypotheses, recommending
changes, encouraging the family, and, finally, summarizing the
session. In gathering information, the counselor asks about
the family members' birth order, which Adler referred to as the
family constellation. Additional infornmtion obtained in the

first session includes the relationship of the parents and
developmental information concerning the children. Early
recollections or memories and information about a typical day
in family life also are discussed.
Adler believed that all behavior was goal directed and had N
social direction. Families were thought of as holistic systems.
"(;ive and take" mark:d acceptable behavi()r in families, while
misbehavior arose front rnistalwn beliefs about how to fit into
the family (1)inkmeyer & Dinkmeyer, l(P) I ). What takes place

between family members is crucial to Ad lerian family
cciunseling. Individuals experience problems when personal
sits,,nificanee, as determined by a sense of belonging to the family

social system, is not aehieved. This is reflected in alienati(m, a

lack of self-worth, and non-ao."'ptance from other family
mumhers, Power and control comes from the need of
individuals, as well as the family, to protect themselves via
toovenichts that arc in order with their beliefs. Moreovei, the

family is more concerned with fmnily relationship,, than
individual goals. The family\ lifestyle includes belief:, and goals
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which are used by the counselor to help the family understand

difficulties (Dinkmeycr & Dinkmeyer). Family roles are
assumed through the family constellation, as well as lw
subjective perceptions.
Adierian family counselors believe that behavior always makes

sense when viewed within the private logic of the family.
Although the behavior may seem restrictive and problematic
tG outsiders, it has purpose and meaning for the family
(Dinloneyer & Dinkmeyer, 1991). Adlerian family counselors

also perceive uoubled families as facing issues concerning

power, having inadequate social interest, or 1king in
eooperati(m. Counselors adhering to an Adlerian framework
will ask vorknis questions in order to establish counseling goals,
include,
These

What does each person warn to change in the family
relationships and what is the major challenge facing
the family?

Is the family ready to change, rather than simply
complain?
What does it feel like to live in this family?
What does the family believe and think ahcait each of its
members?

What is the family attnospnere (e.g., autocratic,

democratic)?
What is the "lifestyle- of the family?
What role and position does each family member iv ild?
What rules govern the family?

Where is the comily in terms of cohesiveness and
cooperation"!-

What is the family's level of if-esteem, social intent,
and family humor?
What hyundurics exist in the fan-lily?
Who is the must resistant to change?
What is ,he dia..2posis as well is the assets of the family?
I tinionever & I)inlonever. I (P)1 ).
(

rollowin.0, these iloystions, the family younia,lor must
tormulate hypotheses regarding the famil niobium. 'Tentative
Totheses involve the purpose of tile behavior and often loco,.
on Opal -direeted misbehavior Minloue\ .1

8--

9.

I lin 1,, o

er, PP)

Sherman & Dinkmeyer (1987) have indicated that the
counselor helps the family with change by redirecting power,
finding new insight and understanding, refining goals, solving
problems, resolving conflicts, enhancing empowerment,

increasing social interests, developing new roles, and making a
clear commitment to growth and positive change. Family

members share their goals for counseling and make a

commitment to change the family.
Adlerian family counseling adheres to the concept that all
problems are relationship problems. As a result, conflict
resolution skills are essential in family counseling. Dinkrueyer
and Dinkmeyer (1991) advocate Drcikur's (1971) four-stage
model of conflict resolution. This includes teaching family
members to not overpower another member of the family, but,
at the same time, to not give in. Secondly, real issues must be
specified. Next, common ground or areas of agreement must
he settled as well as the need to cooperate. Lastly, mutual
participation in decision-making is needed.

During the family counseling process, the counselor is

perceived as a leader and directs attention to family

communication. Understanding how family members
communicate with one another is imperative. Such

communication may he verbal or nonverbal, from a superior
or inferior position, and goal directed (e.g., to gain power, to
get even, to please). Nlany problems within families may be
due to a lack of communication skills. Adlerian family
counselors teach families to eonmiunicate through modeling,
identification and expression of feelings, nse of "I" messages,
and giving appropriate feedback Wink meyer Dinloneyer,
1991). Family members learn in Adler ian family counseling
how to communicate directly with one another.

Conclusion
Dinknicyer (\ Dinhinever (1991) have indicated that Adlerian
family counselors foens on the "real issnes" and encourage the

family to change. Encouragement includes rifruming

symptoms pisitively Will identifying family strengths and assets.
Role reversal techniques and prmuloxicul intcutiurt also arc

used in Adlerian family counseling. By "wearing the other
pen,on.., shoes." family members learn to relate to different
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feelings and beliefs within the family. Whereas, the prescription
of a symptom (paradox) changes the symptc m's purpose and
brings it under conscious control. For example, asking a parent
and child to argue for five minutes while the other parent times

the argument changes the problem into something 0* can be
eontrolled (i.e., begins at a specific time, has a defin, ending,
and lasts a specific amount of time).
_

To conclude, family meetings are a hallmark of Adlerian family

counseling. The counselor asks the family to establish weekly
ifleetii1s so as to facilitate communication, problem-solving,

and, leisure and fun. Family meetings should allow for
expressions of feelings, encouragement, and conflict resolution
Wink wever & McKay, 1989; Thomas, 1992 ).

/
f
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Chapter Five

Family Counseling Technique
in the Schools
Effective family counseling in the schools will require

information on family counseling theory and clinical technique.

The brevity, as well as the specificity, of this book limits the
amount of family counseling technique presented. What is
offered, however, is technical information that is helpful in
establishing and practicing successful family counseling in the
schools. Information on additional techniques is obviously
needed and ean be achieved by reading the materials suggested
in Appendix A as well as by seeking additional professional
training. Family counseling that has a favorable ending must
the telephone
start with an equally favorable beginning
contact.

Initial Telephone Contact
The first telephone contact is crucial in family counseling.
The telephone call eon provide the counselor with valuable
information regarding family functioning and can assist the
counselor in prepring for the first family session. Prata ( 1 9)0)
has indicated that the initial telephone call is the foundation of
t he counseling process because hypotheses regarding die family

are first established at this time. Prata has developed a

t eleplu ow recording, chart that is helpful for the counselor. We
have modified this chart to facilitate the informatit m gat hering
1,O)coss for sebi all c o insult irs (see Table 1).
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Table 1. Telephone Recording Chart for
Initial Family Contact
Caller:
Phone No.
Referral Source:

Teacher
Principal
Other (

Parent
Coach

Student

Address:

Family Residents/Age

Position or Role in Family

Caller's definition of the problem:

Tentative Diagnosis:

Invited to first session:

Additional comments:

,

Prata (1990) has indicated that the telephone record is best
used when the data is studied before the family comes to the
first session. During the telephone conversation other cases
will come to the counselor's mind and will help direct the line
of questioning. Additional important information can be
addressed in the comments section of the telephone chart.
It is important to involve as many relevant family members
as possible (Merrill et al., 1992). If a family member crucial to
the counseling outcome refuses to take part, the family may be
told about the limited opportunities for success (Merrill et al.).

This information can result in the family seeking out the

nonparticipating member and encouraging his or her
attendance. One of the most important aspects of the initial
telephone contact is to determine who is to attend the first
meeting at school. This consideration includes which school
personnel as well as which family members will attend. It is

typically important to ask the parents to bring to the first session

all members of the household. Thus, in addition to nuclear
family members, a grandparent or foster child could be asked
to attend. After the initial session, thc counselor will need to
indicate who is to return to the second session and he or she
must speculate about the potential attendance patterns for
future sessions.
Although Nicoll (1992) has sug,gested that sessions with
multiple school personnel can foster a defensive posture by
the parents, this is not always the case. In some instances, a

student's teachers, parents, and principal could be asked to

attend a family session if such a plan were strategically sound.
When first meeting with a family, it is wise to refer to the parents
formally, using their surnames (e.g., Mr. Smith, Mrs. Smith, Dr.
Smith, etc.). When rapport has been sufficiently established,
often during the first meeting, it is reasonable to ask if you may
address the parents by their first names. This informality
reduces the distance between the counselor and parent (Nicoll,
H92).
'lit

( 1990) guidance in family counseling is quite helpful.

When the school counselor asks, "Who ea n be helpful in
assisting the student in sc dying his or her problem?" parents
and other family members should come to mind. It is critical

to include in the counselint process those people who arc
involved in the student's social and environmental context.
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Including only school personnel neglects the systemic nature
of the student's problem and, therefore, may create a vacuum
in the helping process. This does not minimize the logic of

utilizing the smallest effective systemic unit to manage

a

problem. The family systems perspective emphasizes the need

to include the family, at least temporarily, in the

conceptualization of the helping process.
When one parent is not committed to family counseling, it is
a good idea for the cooperating parent to ask the resistive parent
to attend (Talmon, 1990). Parents having difficulty getting their

partner to attend may need assistance from the school

counselor. Such assistance may range from providing structured
suggestions for communicating to actually placing a telephone
call to the resistant parent. "School counseling" and "meeting"

are purposefully used instead of "family counseling" and
"therapy session" so as to reduce resistance to participation.
Unfortunately, mothers tend to be the cooperating parent and
fathers the resistive parent. When mothers need assistance
getting their partners to attend the family counseling session,
increasing their confidence level and educating them regarding
different verbal approaches are very helpful. Mothers can learn
to solicit their significant other in an engaging conversation.
In addition, it is often helpful to ask the mother to invite the
father to school. For example the counselor may say, "Ms.
Southern, would you like to ask Joy's father to conic in, or would

you like for me to do it?" (Talmon. 1990). If the counselor
eventually calls the father to invite him to school, it is important

to utilize the same bonding processes on the telephone that
are used in personal counseling. For example, the counselor
may ask, "I'm sure you would agree with me that you care about

and love your son enough to conic in for a family meeting."
Oncc the family agrees to attend a family meeting, it is important

to be ready to record important aspects of family informat
and functioning.

After the initial session, a simple format for recording
information about the sessi( 01 is helpful. A family conference

progress form can facilitate record heeping and counseling
progress (s..se Table 2).

Table 2. Family Conference Progress Form
Counselor:
School:
Date:

Conference #:
Grade
Name of Student:
Reason for Referral:
Referred By :
Name of parent(s) in home:
Name of parent(s) not in home:
(*denotes step-parent; **denotes deceased)
Siblings in same school:
Grade
Grade
Other siblings:
School
School
Student's definition or description of the problem:

NOTES:

Parents' definition or description of the problem:

Counselor's/Teacher's conceptualization of the
problem:
(Hypothesis):
Solution/Direetives:

Barriers to success (e.g., student, family, schoor-.):
Next Appointment

\Vim is to attend:
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Although use of this progress form is crucial following the
initial session, it is beneficial to treatment planning if it is used
after every session.

Family counseling sessions may take various routes in
resolving the interrelated school and family difficulties. From
a systemic perspective, the family experiencing trouble is in
need of someone within the family to express its problem. Such
action is typically manifested in the first session when the family
is stressed and ready for change. However, the counselor will

need to keep some focus on uncovering fi oily behavior
patterns, structures, and beliefs that maintain problems (Nicoll,
1992).
The initial family counseling process during the first session

can be broken down into four stages or phases, namely the
social, problem, interaction, and goal-setting stages (Haley,
1976). During the social stage the counselor joins the family
and makes them feel comfortable. Everyone in the session is
then asked to share his or her theories about the problem in
the problem stage. The family discusses the various aspects of
the problem during the interaction stage, while the goal-setting

stage focuses on interventions and directives to solve the
problems (Haley, 1976).

The Social Stage
The first stage is the social 5tage (I laley 1976). This stage is
a critically important part of the first session. It is important
to socialize with the family i)y joining or bonding with each
family member. Resistive family members will need more

attention than those nlembers motivated towards family

counseling. It is important that the social stage continue until
a feeling of rapport is established. This rapport is crucial for

the relationship between the counselor and parents. For
example, if a father is disengaged and continues in this manner,

the counselor can rightfully hypothesize that the father may
directly or indirectly sabotage any potential posit ive changes
to which the family may have initially agreed. Any family
member ( or school personnel) believed to he the most resistive,
will need some additional regard. Moreover, beginning family
counseling sessions with the presenting problem may suggest
to the parents that the difficulties are their fault (Nicoll, 1)92).

The school counselor should avo:d this situation. If the family

persists in talking about the problem "prematurely," the

counselor should take control of the session and ensure that a
socialization stage occurs.
Family members should always be treated with respect and
rapport. This rapport should invariably be well established,
particularly with parents. School counselors need to be aware
of the various ways in which they can be subtly disrespectful.
For example, most parents attending a family session due to
the identified behavioral problems of one of their school children

will have, on some level, feelings of inadequacy or failure as

parents. Therefore, it could be perceived

indirectly

disrespectful to bring this inadequacy to their attention, directly

and publicly. The authors generally refer to this as "rubbing
their noses in it." In fact, it may be strategically sound during
the first session to de-emphasize parental responsibility, even
when the parents admit inadequacy. This assists the counselor
in appearing to be unbiased and supportive of the parental
hierarchy. Opening comments to the family may include the
following:

Counselor: I am so pleased that you could all come to

school today. It is always a pleasure to
meet with a student's family. Mr. (or Mrs.) Smith,
how has your day been

Mr. Smith:

Alright I guess. I've been thinking

about John's problems here at school.
This whole thing has been so upsetting.

Counselor:

I'm sure that you have a

lot of

thoughts about your son and family.

I

ati wondering if I could take some time and get
to know each of you a little better.
:1Ir. Smith: Sure. That would be fine.
(:oimselor: Okay. Well, Mr. Smith, what do vou do
for a living?

This initial conversation makes a social process possible mid
provides the counselor with an opportunity to assess the family's
interaeti(MS hefure the problem is addressed. Subqc evaluations

can he made by the observant counselor during this process,
hir example, who sits where and what may these seating
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arrangements mean? Who speaks readily? Who is taciturn?
Who speaks for another family member? It is important not to

begin the problem stage before the socialization process is
complete. However, the social stage must end at some point so

that the problem can be addressed by the family. School

counselors who do not eventually introduce the problem stage
may be perceived by the family as being incompetent.

The Problem Stage
Notwithstanding the importance of the social stage, it is
essential that the social stage not become the maor focus of
the session; the problem must be addressed. If the problem
does not receive adequate attention, a family member may feel
that the critical issue has been ignored and this perception could
inevitably undermine any therapeutic progress.
Solving school problems should always begin with an analysis
of the problem from a systemic perspective. A clear idea of the
interactional cycle and context in which the problem exists is
crucial (Amatea, 1989; Hinkle, 1994). Since the relationships
associated with the problem-bearer often maintain the problem,
they will require attention when developing a solution. Case
conceptualization is paramount to this change pmeess.

Amatea (1989) has indicated that a systemic point of view
emphasizes the "problem-bearer" and those with whom the
problem-hearer interacts while he or she searches for solutions.

People may make repeated attempts to solve a problem in a
particular way because they believe that their solution should
work (Amatea, 1989). As a result, Amacea (1989) reports that
clients feel that the problem is extremely serious and that they

are inadequate, rather than believing that the solution is
deficient.
It is the school counselor who must decide what to do with a
case. Although the referrer initially defines the problem, there

may be many competing hypotheses to explain the situation
and what needs to be done about it. Amatea (1989) has
indicated that when deciding which hypothesis to use, "the
practitioner must consider how much the terms implied in such
a perspective limit her ability to resolve the problem effectively

and make her own decision concerning whom to wurk with(p. 58). Some important aspects in deciding with whom to

.

,

.

work, is to consider who has the most power, who is in the
most distress, and who is to gain from positive change.
The problem stage is the getting-down-to-business segment
of the initial SCSSi011 (Haley, 1976). The problem should be

both addressed by each family member and defined by the
counselor in a palatable way for the family. To facilitate this
process, the counselor can utilize reframing or relabeling of
the presenting problem. A good lead statement may sound like
this:

Counselor:

I

understand that John has been

having some problems in the classroom. Mrs.(or

Mr.) Smith, can you tell me sonic more
about him so that I can better understand
the situation?
An alternate lead question may include:

Counselor: Now that I've had an opportunity to
meet your family, I'd like to ask you an important
question Mr. Smith (or Mrs. Smith). What is your

theory of the situation here at school?"

Defining the problem should include the student's, the
family's, and the school's (including teachers' and principal's)
description of the problem, information concerning previous
attempts to solve the problem, and what the student, family,
and school believe should be done to solve the problem.
Problems should be defined within a specific frame or context
(Amatea, 1989). The more one tries to solve a problem within
a context without changing the context, the more futile the
attempts to correct the behavior will appear. In order to ensure
that student, teacher, or family member will try a new behavior,

the school counselor has to present it in a manner that is

rAtractive as well as acceptable (Amatea, 198); Hinkle, P )94).
In child school problems, an adult (parent or teacher) often

is more bothered by the problem behavior than the child is
(Amatea, 1989). Then why work with the child alone? hif

example, if a teacher describes a student behavior as

problematic in the classroom, what may be under the :oirfaec
is that the teacher feels overwhelmed and frustrated. Parents
describing the behavior may be giving, the school counselor the
message that they believe they arc inademeitc ot ineomputent
(,7

1V.t
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in their parenting skills. However, adults are often the most
prepared and the most effective in helping children change
(Amatea, 1989).

During the problem stage, the counselor may hypothesize
that there is a marital problem between the parents. School
counselors with family counseling training will not find this
information intimidating, and the chances for a successful
outcome are increased when the counselor formulates tl 's
hypothesis (Pa lmo et al., 1984). However, such a theory should

not be readily shared with the parents, especially not in the
presence of the children. Parents come to family counseling at

school because of their child's school problem, not their
relationship problem. It is important to respect this fact and

maintain the parents' theory about their child's problem
(Minuchin, 1974), but, at the same time, develop a plan to
improve the relationship. The counselor should resist a marital
problem as the cause of the school problem if it is offered as a
theory by the parents. For example, if the parents were to say,
"We think our marital problems have affected Junior's school

performance," the counselor would respond with something
like, "I'm not so sure about that. I've worked with hundreds of
children and they arc rather ingenious at developing some of
their own problems, in a creative sort of way." This approach
avoids embarrassing the parents, lets them "off the hook" felthe first session, and increases the chances that they will return
( possibly at some point to address their marriage).

The Interaction Stage
Vie interaction stage is critical. It is at this time that the
counselor encourages the family to discuss the problem among
theinsek es (Haley, 1)7()). Haley (1976) has indicated that when

any two people are talking, the counselor must be ready to
introduce a third person into the conversation. Examples may
include a father and son disagreeing about a family issue. The

coimselor could interject by asking the mother or another
sibling what they think or feel about the issue. During the
interaction stage, the counselor can shift from talking about
problun is at school to associated problems at home. School
problems should he addressed first, however,

The Goal-Setting Stage
The goal-setting stage defines desired changes and includes
directives for positive family outcomes (Haley, 1976). Everyone
in the family should be allowed an opportunity to share what
changes they would like. Haley has indicated that the counselor
is essentially making a contract with the family. For this reason,
the defined goals should be as clear as possible. Haley has
stated that the problem the counselor settles on "must be a
problem the family wants changed" and "put in a form that is
solvable" (p. 40). This allows the counscilor to focus on the

family's goal while achieving other goals that will assist the
family.

Directives are often used in family counseling. Directives
entail family members agreeing to do something that will help
them solve their problem. This technique may be difficult for
some school counselors since they have not customarily told
clients what to do. However, once counselors accept the fact
that they typically tell clients what to do (e.g., "Tell me about
that problem." "flow was your week?"), then they will find that
giving dire.z:tives is not difficult and is quite helpful. Directives
may range from giving good advice to changing family patterns.

It is extremely important to motivate families to follow
directives. A direct approach would entail the counselor
agreeing with the family that their issues are problematic and

then joining with them in solving their problems. For an

uncooperative family a counselor may take an indirect approach
toward a solution. Successful indirect approaches often lead

to more direct approaches later. Some of the ways to ensure

that families follow agreed upon directives include the counselor
exerting his or her power as an expert, using the power among
the various family members (particularly parents) or adopting
techniques developed to deal with resistance. Haley has a good
illustration oc dealing with -,sistive family: "I'm going to ask
you to do something that you will think is silly, but I want you

to do it anyway" (p. 57). Debate about the directive is cut off
because the family cannot say that the directive is silly sinc,2
the counselor has already said it.
It is always necessary to cheek on the progress of the directive
task at the next session. If the counselor does not ask about
the homework, the family may perceive that the counselor
arranges frivolous directives that are not important. If the
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eounselor minimizes noncompliance with hi anework, the family
;ilso may nfisinterpret the counselor's motives. For example, if

a family indicates that they have not completed agreed up HI
homework, it is not good for the counselor to respond by saving,

-That's all right." It wouhl increase the chances that future
homework will he completed if the counselor said something
to this effect: -I'm sorry you didn't complete your homework.
We will never know lmw illtleh that would have helped you."
:ontrarv to s(ime iewpoints (see Nicoll, 11P)2), the authors
contend that parents can have an impact on their child's school
behavior. However, Nicoll has recommended that parents and
teachers he asked to work on different facets of the same
problem. Following agreement to this request, it series of
interventions, or directives, can he planned and strategically
set pioneed. Strategjcs can include, hut are certainly mit limited
fo, shifting hierarchies, setting appropriate houndaries at school

told home, prescrihing the symptom (paradox), making

a

prohlem behavior an ordeal, and reframing behavior
metaphorically (Aliotti, 19)2; Ilalev.
l()87).
:-4rategies must be thought out from ri sequential perspettive,

For example, if the intervention doe's not work, it rimy be
oceans(' it was the right directive at the
the \ long
directive and the right time, or most unfortunately, the wrong
directive at the wr(mg, thne.

Behavioral Metaphors
(

has indicated that in the beginning stages of

worlotr..2, with a family. more thinking idiom the case is needed

than action. In e',ClIce, the counselor nmst tlfink ;Wont the
family in tut ms of metaphors and hypotheses generated ahout
the case. Metaphoric language iliout behavior and its meaning
cessary tor thMking trbout families in systemic terms
Metaphors of the literary type offer the reader a different
understanding regal dung ;0 concept, w hereas metaphois of the
behavioral Hie offer the observer A different understanding
ictl,attlinp. the ;issociated social contest. Expanding a metaphoi
bow Hie literal II) tilt I tehavtoral allows th'.2 counselot to
nntleistand a child's behavior horn a social peisv'HiNe (Peeks,
Itts,o) piatliet
rcitorted that "When direet
commonications ate ineflective. collve me the !,:mie Hwy.:toe

by means of a metaphor may succeed" (pp. 72-73). Metaphors
can he used in various ways. For example, Barker has di :eirssed
metaphorical sunies, analogies, tasks and rituals, objects, and
relationships. For example, one of the authors consulted with
it boy experiencing extreme pniblems at school. His parents
were going through a divorce. Ilk mother could never talh
about the problem because it was so painful. The boy, as well
as his mother, had seen the father being affectionate with
another woman. The author successfully helped the boy with(nit
discussing the divorce and infidelity. The term "secret" was
used throughout the eimnseling and his grandparents helped
him to deal with it in a "secretive" manlier.

Pecks ( 19,49) provides another example of hehavioral

metaphor:

Eleven-year-old ,Ienny was linable to walk and was

hospitalized with painful leg swelling of unknown tirigm; she
was referred to the children's psychiatric unit. Mother and

children were separated from l'ather after moving across
cimntry when Mother's father became ill. Grandfather engaged

Mother in a death-bed promise to care for his wile, Ndliell
immobilized Mother Jenny's psychosomatic inability to I the
steps with(nit pain was metaphorical Of Mother's inahility
ke steps to restlme her life with her husband in another NI
it the country. It would be painful to leave her mother and
liteak a promise to her dead father.
The professional asked Grandnmther to releihe
mother from the death-bed promise and directed Mother and
f

Father to mahe a three-month phn for their lives. TWs
procedure woukl relieve Jenny of her admitted worry alailit
the possihle divorce and permit her to use all her physical and
emotional energy fur healing. After Mother and Father told
enny they planned to reunite the family, her leg immediately
hegan to improve... (p. 22).
Madmics (1981)&1111es inetaphoi', associated with
Intel \ention its the disturbed behavior which needs to tie given

op in iiidem to end its use to the svitetn. 'nu

cotimelm 111,1.(15

n) be aware ot similatities between the child and patents'

Rel;lhviillg or refraining become quite
tul in the metaphot ie ocei,i
diseitssi2d ni (

it iffivim I Ni;liLitle,O.

t

IR
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Relabeling
Redefining problem behavior is commonly referred to
rchiheling Ir refrumim_1,. 1v changing the

for the behavior

and giving it a different and often positive connotation, the
family can perceive hellavior in a different light which renders
it inure in their control and, thus, changeable. This relabeling
enables the student u) have ihe freedom to {Aloes, itliCr way,
oc relating. Relabeling also is effective m dealing with resistive
families.

Families may label a child as disruptive, disturbed, or cr,tiv
in order to stabilize a conflictual I'amily relationship. often
betwLen the mother and father (i.e., spousal sukvilem) (Pt
Bartholomew, I 987 ). Relabeling or refraining helps farmh

members and school personnel alter their perceptions of the
problem (( )verton Ilennies, l().L) II is important to do this
in a manner that respects both the family's and the school's
values. Frames ul teferenee that need alumng within the school
context include the medical perspective ( e.g , specific
developmental disorders snub as learning disabilit L.$) and the
moral outlook (e.g., irresponsibility. lazy, worthless) (Nicoll.
). Examples of common relabels arc illustrated in Table 3.

Table 3. F,Namples of Common Relabels Used in
Family Counsehng in the Schools
Wirt hcl

Ichav ior

\Vithdrawii
Lying
Tartly
Angel

Seductk
Stealing

Taking cafe of personal need,,
oteeting otIms from the tint h
Appreciates fleNible scheduling
( /pen Ind expressive
Attracted to others
'mod knov, ledge of %%11;0

heede(I
NiInws L.Naelly \ hat hu ui
\\ ant'.
I )ttic

ilttit

Lihe,, in take
teachei-, Values own opinion
Taking up tor one'', !wit
eiintiol
AppreCiatt's a '1111C1111cd

I /isi espect I

',cl Ii

Crying
Failing Grades
Sexual acting-out
Depression
Cheating

Sensitive and expressive
Ilas other interests
Uninhibited; enjoys freedom
:ices things very clearly
Achievement oriented

Effectively Dealing with Resistance
It is helpful to deal with resistance from different approaches.

approach includes using the skill of one-downinanship

(

(Amatea, 1o)59; ( )verttm & IIennies, 1988). This technique
involves the enunselnr putting himself down hicrarehktally in

relatitni to some family member or members. ha- example,
placing oneself lower in a family whose father is perceived as
impotent, ill allow the fat her the opportunity to assume 11 more
powerful role withtatt hinderanee from the counselor. This can
bc further illustrated with another brief example. If a student
demonstrating a lack of ownership for a problem. the school
counselor ct odd deliherately nut confused about the student's
description of the problem. Enough confusion for the student

111;ly result in the student clearing up the puzzle tor the
counselor by noire accurately depicting the problem. Iluring
this process the counselor has assumed a one-dt Mil 111)50.11)11 ill

who the auth)rity on the
the student'
The development ot a personal sense of humor also helps
Nlany , uunsclors lack
when deithrig with tesistant
need to
this type uf atmosphere about their comiselinmake plans to iucltnle ,,n111( 1001 in their family counseling
1 CI;1111/11 1.0 the 51l1dc1111 ii iCrIllti (1f

pioblem is

approaches ((

ertt

ts' hletiiiie :

.

()W.

Overton anti Ilennies 101 and odic., s have suggested that

selit to! eutur-clors learn tu relatt.. to f;tmniiiesoo the lattcr's terms

This apprmeh reduces resistance and puts the tamily in a
itosition to follow helpful 5111.1,1:;ll'Al1111', and

11112 sell( )(il

counselor must icahze that families have a 11111(11W 1111111,11111:.1.:
01111 1111151 IR: 11d111

5,41i ;l1111 1121,1)l'ekii

when dealing with titnilos, ('specially
ii

i

tanali,

impttt tant to rcalire that many caws last only mat ur

-'ni1)115 1
10(1,4 L,1.

v.

)\tu 11111 iN IlLiluite,, l').'),L):1thillai, IIq.
t() Hint'
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constraints and arc efficient (Downing & Ilarrison, 1992). The
effective counselor should operate on the notion that counseling
opportunities are limited and they must he exploited to their
fullest (Downing & Ilarrison). Therefore, it is crucial that
appropriate levels of joining occur and that the family is shown
the respect they deserve. The authrirs contend that sit oat irals
in which the counseling is not going well, the counselor has
not put emiugh emphasis on the joining or bonding process
lie f()11(
case depicts several family counseling techniques.

An Example of a Family Onmseling
Intervention in School
Family Counseling Session #1
Mr. And Mrs. East
Dr, \V.: Hello.

at are NIr. and Mrs. Fast, right': The pi incipal

said that you wonted to talk with me. What did you
want to talk tu me abour!,
NIrs. E. We found out a short time ago that MN litlhand
David (Mr. East), has cancer and someone told os that
He h 11_,;
you would be a gh(id person to talk to. \Vc
the doctor tomorrow and we thought that we could set!
.'ou before hand. The main thing is that we hove a
named ileath, who is 12 years-old. Ile is a studein
I lead] is a very bright student, lie usually nnikes very
g01J grades, and he plays on the school soccer IL ant.
Lately he has seemed distracted, his grade!, have fallei,
a hit - hut nut terribly, and he is talking of qiuttingsoce,...i
Mr. F. lie talks about quitting socycr about this time every

year, hut he never does.
Mrs. E.: I know but I can't help hut think th,n maybe b...
with
senses SOThething is going on at home, ou
the doctor's visits and Imith of II beim.; kind If on edf;o.
We dOn't eN;Wtly knOw /lox\ to gO aliont
Hine tO tell him this i tel wi!!
when it wiittld he a
hahly hi ruccivhio, s(ollil kind of tn attu:_,nt
detel iii trw t(11110i

ii

e.lhit direction tlwv an' going ;,,
w
vt ii ;tr, mit ',Itt(. ;thing whet',
ppuft, ind
I trOtnirot

:Ippol:111,11'lll ii
t

(4111!'
:novdont't hi

IIeath about vhy you have heell going tO the hospitar:Mrs. E.: Right.

Dr. W.: Before we get into this any further I would like to
knOw a bit More about your family if that's all right.
Mrs. E. Heath is David's adopted son. Ile is mine from a
previous marriage. We have a two year-old daughter,
Mandy.

years

David and I have been married abtait three

We have almost no contact with my first

husband's family now.
Dr. W.: I see. Can you tell me about your first husband":Mrs. E.: My first husband passed away when Ileath was small.
Heath was akaa five ;cars old. My husband had 2 heart
attack tin the job. Ile was a carpenter. Ile was in the

hospital for a few days and had another heart attack,
apparently, and died. Heath never got to see his dad
once he was in the hospital. Ileath was at the hospital,
they just maildn't let him go hack to the room, hut he
was in the waiting areas and such.
Dr. W : Mr. East, how did von and your wife meet.

N1r. E.: We \Yea, both at a friend's house for a July Ith
cookout. Actually, I sort of took up with Heath first.
We were kicking a soccer ball around while everyone
else was talking or cooking. Ile invited me to one of his
soccer games and 1 asked Teresa, his mom, if it would
he all right for me to go. She said sure and told me to
come sit with her during the gmne. It kinda went from
there.
Dr. \V,: So your relationship with !Rath is a good one.r
Mr. F.: Yes.

tell them sometimes they should have gotten
married and left me at an orphanage, bah. Seritrusly.
I tam' has been really good for lleath.

Mrs. E.:

I

Dr. W.: I like soccer myself. Mr. Last May I eall volt

Mr. E.: Sure.. Mike.

or w Mike is tine. And von :He Teresa,
IOW

Yes, I really like that butter than NIT'
old ul something.
v.I.1

that light'
'.(11,111d',

Ailed littetm

sometimes makes me fuel the same \voy I w as ;1!,10111;
11,1vid Ahunt ,,uoyol- hum where dow, vowoue,,r
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Mr. E.: I played a little in school in Chicago where I grew up
and I've coached a peewee team or two.

Dr. W.: I wish I had time to do some coaching, I think I
would like that. You have to be pretty good with kids
though, I would guess.
Mrs. E.: David is really good with kids. It's one of the reasons
I was drawn to him initially.
Dr. W.: Kids can be a lot of fun.
Mrs. E.: And the occasional headache, but worth it. I love
my kids.
Dr. W.: It's the really good moms who have headaches and

worries over their kids, right? Let's get back to your
concerns regarding Heath. You said he was five when
his father died and he didn't get to see his dad before he
died?
Mrs. E.: Right. He was around the hospital but they wouldn't
let him go to the romn, so it was kind of a bad experience
for him because he knows that his dad died at a hospital.

,Nnd We may be in a situation where he will have to
spend some time at the hospital with us again. We don't
know whether to take him there when we go, or, how to
tell him what's going on because, as I said, he is a bright
child. I am afraid he may already have picked up on
just eneugh to nuike it scary for him.
Dr. W.: You don't want to scare him, and you are concerned
for the effect the situation will have on school for him.
I think those are important issues for the family to look
into.
Mrs. E.: We just didn't know at what point we should tell

Dr. W.: David, Ilnw do you feel about the treatments and
1.1'hat the doctors have said so far?
Mr. E: Well, I have complete confidence in the doctors. They

are curing this kind of thing everyday. I'm not worried
abt int it. I think they know what they are doing and
that they'll take care of me.
Dr. W,: tkay. So you are leavitig it to thieiti Leaving it in
their hands to take care of.
Mr. E. Right.
Mr,, E.: He is hin
In- \V Yun't( nut ,.1)

ifi

Mrs. E.: Well, he is not really getting that involved in the
details. He just more or less goes ahead and does what
you've got to do. But I am not so sure about these guys.
You know, I don't know that they are doing everything
that they can do right now. We'll just have to see at our
appointment tomorrow what they decide for treatment.
Dr. W.: So you're not so sure about these doctors in particular
or doctors in general?
Mrs. E.: Well, I don't really know these doctors.
Dr. W.: You have a protective skepticism.
Mrs. E.: I had doctors in the past that I feel like could have
done more than they did.
Dr. NV.: Are you speaking of your first husband's situation'7
Mrs. E.: Yes, as a matter of fact. I sometimes think they
could have taken an extra step maybe prevented that
second heart attack. I don't want to take any chances
with Davkl. We've just Oaten unr family back together
a few years ago. The only experience I have had with
hospitals, except for the experience of when my exnusband died, is Ileath had a broken arm slit irtly after
David and I got married. That was an Emergency Paann
kind of deal and it was over with quickly. It's like they
don't take that good of care of you.
Dr. W.: You and Heath handled that sittuttion okay: it went
fairly smoothly,
Mrs. E.: Yes, it was quick. But I wasn't too thrilled with the
treatment he got. I just didn't think they gave hint the
care they should, especially for a child.
W.: So you had some problems with that treatment
E.: Yes, I guess I questioned what they were doing.
Dr. W.: i)id Heath handle it olcay'7.
Mrs. E.: Yes, hut he w;is upset. I guess the whole thing was
scary fur him. Ile was just upset. The whol thing upset
.

Inn I quite a bit.
I tr. W.: Being at the lwspital, being

rt

Mrs. E.: Yes.
Dr. NV.:

It must have made him feel better ktimvitu:i Mont

was nearby.
Mrs. E.: Well I hope sof, I he ()kiln

Mit being there
Dr. NN'

t'e

t

'

tti

enough for him.

So yout t:Niierirnrc And

exprvictocc.
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this point, with hospitals, besides your two children
being born of course, is your first husbanO's situation
there and then Heath's broken arm, which was in the
Emergency Room? They were both traumatic.
NIrs. E.: Yes, everything was wild. Pretty much we are all
healthy except for those instances. It seems sometimes
that they could take more care. ( heck into things a
little bit further. I'm not comfortable with it.
1)r. W.: Okay. Tell me about your concerns with telling Heath
about David.

NIrs. E.: 1 think with the way things have happened in the
past, it is going to he \ cry upsetting to Ileath no matter
when we tell him, or how. Like I said, we have just
g( rtten our family hack together. lie's 'lot him a new
dad and it's very hard to replace someone in your life
that yr ai've h ist. He and I )avid arc very close.
In.. W.: You did say David had adopted him?
NIrs. E.: Right, and he has been very good for Heath. I just
think n's going to he dev; stating f(ir Heath to have to
lose his dad again if som.,..:thing like that were to conic
about. I know that's something that eros:.,cs your mind
when you hear "cancer- is that you are going to lose
that person. I think that it is really unfair. I think that
his dad was here one minute and gone the next. Ile
didn't really get to see his dad. He was here and then
gone so quickly that he didn'c really have time to see
him before he died. I don't think he is going to be able
to deal with it if it happens again. It's just not fair.
\\..: Well, when you and Ilemb were alone after your
liti..band died, you dealt with that okay"Mrs. E.: Yeah, it took some time. We stuck ncgether and did
it lot of things I ()get her and supported one another.
lit W It is apparent that Heath has felt taken c;Ire of by
you or he would not have lccit secure cilutigh to (10 as
well in whool aL, he has
\ to.
as far as I earl tell he has lu ,11 CIL \ Stahl('
11('
!lair II\ lach tcl
;Ivid 'viten that eatne
about though
w
I IA.vid helped him mill a 1101c )1
he joined
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void that was there, that we were so used to having.
Dr. W.: And now you and David have a child as well, a
daughter.
Mrs. E.: Yes. Mandy is wide open and a lot of fun but she
can really wear you down.
Dr. W.: I bet so.

Mrs. E.: Don't you think that David ought to be more
concerned about all of this? About his kids and me and
what could happen.
Dr. W.: (Pauses and looks at Mr. East).
Mr. E: You know something like what I have or what they

say that I might have -- there's no doubt in my mind
that this is going to be alright. And it seems to me that
it would make matters worse to sit and worry about
something that's not going to happen. That could have
a detrimental effect and there's no use doing it. Because
I am going to be fine.

Mrs. E.: I know, but if someone doesn't check into all of
this, it could happen.
Mr. E: I'm here now and they are going to look at me

tomorrow. rm doing my part and I'm just trying to
convince you that I am going to be fine.
Dr. W.: David, do you feel that Heath should not be told
what is going on?
I don't think we should worry Ileath with things that
might happen or could happen. If we get positive proof

Mr. E:

that there is something bad going to happen with me,
then we can approach Heath and discuss it with him.
hy scare the kid, he's had a bad time in his life as it is.
There is no need to go telling him "You know, I might
die here in a fLV weeks. I hope I don't, but...." Why
scare the child NN'ith something that may never be?
Nits. E.: The thing that Nvnrries me, Mike, is like I said, Heath

is a really smart child. !Ie may already have some idea
that there k a problem. Even if he doesn't he may hear

mu on the phone with my nu m telling her of my
mcurns with the treatments that are coming up, or
\\

III W't know what treatments, or about David not being

assertive enough with the doctors - even to mention
the treatments. Heath is smart enough that lie is going
tf, know that something is tip. And rather then him
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decide in his mind himself how had it is or what, I'd
rather give him some of the facts. I don't mean medical

schoo here or anything. I think he needs to know
enough that he can feel comfortable that they are doing
something for his new dad.
Dr. W.: I hear your husband saying that he thinks you should
only tell Ileath what you are sure of. So as not to scare
him. Is that correct David"r'
Mr. E: Yeah.

Dr. W.: You're not saying to keep him in the dark but only
tell him what you know, Is that correct"r'
Mr. E: When we get solid facts about my condition, then we

can tell Ileath. But we don't need to speculate with
lIcath about what might happen. lie just needs to know
what we know, not what we think or suspect.

Mrs. E.: I know, but you need to tell him that there arc
treatments for it and what kind of treatments. And not

make him think that they are going to zap you oft
somewhere and put you in a hospital room, and he isn't
going to see you again during the treatments. Ile needs
to know that he will sLe you again while they are giving

you the treatments and that you'll have normal

functioning and that there will he some side effects with
whatever they are going to lltie Ns a treatment.
Dr.W.: A lot of those pc)int!, sceni to make sense to me as
well.

Mr. E: That's fine once they determine \vhat kind of
treatments and what they are going to do, then we will
discuss that with Heath. But I don't think he needs to
know things that we aren't sure of.
Dr. W.: Does [Leath know where von ae now":''
Mrs. E.: No, he is in class.
Dr. W.: ( )kay. This sounds like an agreement on what 0) do,

which is to tell Heath, but a difference on how to go
about it. While it is a good idea to talk to him together,
in this ease it ri lay make sense tor one of you to do most
of the talking
to tell Heath theft:- Why
Mr!;. E.: 'Well David, do you
don't von tell Heath and I won't say anything, kit I do
want to he in there with low when you tell him.
Ytmr huM(; tb n i, esselli H Teresa It ',hies sound
I tr.

like a good idea to let David present the information.
Mr. E: That's fine. I can tell Heath and i am going to tell

him .just the facts that we do know so far. As long as
you Yeally think you can stand there and let me do that
without scaring the child to death about what could
happen.
Mrs. E.: Okay. It may not convince me but I'll sit in there
and let you talk to lieath in that respect. As long as you
agree after we see the doctor that we can bring Heath
with us and come back and talk to Mike.
Dr, W.: That i another good idea. I would like to see you all

again together with iieath. I also think you have a very
important point as well Teresa. This talk with Heath is
not meant to change your mind about anything but to
give Heath some information so his mind will he eased
and he can concentrate on school again.
Mrs. E.: Yeah. That is what's important. I don't want his
grades dropping any more, and I don't want him to drop
out of soccer.
Dr. W.: You may he right thi,t this grade adjustment may be
simply due to other things on his mind. It is part of our
job here at school to he aware of this change and help
by being understanding and supportive of your efforts
at home. David does this plan sound acceptable to you?
Mr. E: Yeah, that's fine.
Dr. W.: Okay, I think we have a good plan. Let me make

sure that we all understand what your homework is.
David, you are going to explain to Heath what you feel

like the doctors have told you and what is going on.
Teresa you are going to make sure you are there to show

a united front and to report to me a balanced view of
things when you all come back. Then when all of you
conic back to see me, I icath will already know what
David has toid him. At mat time all three of you will sit
down with me, and we'll find out if there are additional

concerns that Ileath has and see how his school

performance is progressing.
Mrs. E.: Yeah, I think that is a good idea.
Dr. W.: I do have one other assignment to add to your task.

I think it maild be a Ood idea for the two of you to
meet 'ofs,ether and write down the main points that 1 )avid
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is going to cover with Heath. That way you can be sure

not to leave anything out, and Teresa you can know
ahead of time what David is going to say. Teresa, do
you feel like you arc goinf; to be able to avoid asking
Heath questions to make sure he's okay? Because it is
a natural instinct for a mother to say "Now Heath, arc
you okay with this or are you worried something is going
to happen to David?" It will be easy to give him leading

questions out of your concern for his well being.
Mrs. E.: I think I can keep the negative out of it.

Dr. W.: I think so too. So I will see all of you when you
come back in. David, can we make it next Monday,
same time?
Mr. E.: Sure.
Dr. W.: You can call in between it you want to. You realize

that?
Mrs. E.: I really appreciate that.
Dr. W.: Good luck at the doctor's tomorrow.
Family Counseling Session #2
Mr. and Mrs. East and Heath

Dr. W.: It has been about a week since the last time we
talked. Heath I'm glad you could join us this time, of
course, we see each other around school from time to
time right?
Ileath: Yes, sir. Its good to be here... and not in math.
Dr. W.: I know what you mean. Can someone fill mc in on
what has happened since our last visit.
Mrs. E.: David tall-A to Ileath and told him,..well...oh I don't
know how it went.
Dr. W.: I Icath, why don't vou tell me how you think it went.
lIcath: I think it went pretty good Dave told me that they
are going to put him on radiation and cure it.
Dr, W.: So you think he's being straight with you?
Heath: Yeah.
Dr. W.: Then you are !Mt partienhtrly worried about it riOt
now?
I ir:ath: Nope.

I think he's mote worried thon he letting fm.
.inst think he's afraid to t.ell you thrn he's worried.
E.:

I

!I

I think he's more afraid than he's letting on.
Dr. NV.: Mom says that you aren't being straight with us.
Ileath: I think she's still worried about me and my first dad.
Dr. NV.: Go on.

Heath: How he died, you know. I believe in the doctors and
that Dave'll be all right.
Dr. NV.: Do you think about your first dad very much?
Beath: Not really. It happened a long time ago.
Dr. W.: So you haven't thought about it much lately?
Heath: Not at all in a few years or so.
Dr. NV.: What do you remember about it?
Heath: Just that I was in a hospital.
Dr. NV.: Ilow do you feel about going back to the hospital
now? Does it make you feel any particular way?
Heath: Not really.
Dr. W.: Ilave you been to the hospital with your mom and
David yet?
Ifeath: Yes sir. I )ave's had a treatment and I went then.
Dr. NV.: Your morn mentioned something to me about you

hav.ng a broken arm a couple of years ago and you
having to go to the Emergency Room. Do you remember

that time? Was it all right for you?
Heath: I haven't really thought about it much. Mom was
pretty upset with t'le nurses.
1)r. NV.: Teresa, you cloi't think lieath is being straight with
us":'

Mrs. E.: No. I think Ii 's more scared than he is letting on.
Ile's just trying to :ie. tough.

Or. NV.: What makes you think that? What have you seen
that makes you think he is not being straight?
Mrs. E. I think he's just not letting out his true feelings. I
think he is hiding his feelings.
Dr. NV.: And you think that it is harmful, and it is not good
for him to hold his feelings hack? What kind of things
do you think tnight happen to him if he held his feelings
back? Ilow would it make him feel?
Mrs. E.: That he will he real upset when all of this eumus t.c)
a head. I think he is going to he more afraid later of
things that happen.
14 W.: St) it is more important to Cual with the reality of
things now rather than try to pnsh things back and nut

-
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admit it?
Mrs. E.: Yes, that is what I want him to do.
Dr. W.: You don't think David is dealing with his feelings

appropriately either?
Mts. E.: No, I don't think he is being true to his feelings
either. How are you going to get better if you don't deal

with your feelings? How can you respond to the
treatments if you haven't dealt with what might happen?
Dr. W.: So you think that by David's not admitting how he

feels that it could effect the course of his treatment
somehow? That it could make him not be healthy or
make him not have a good treatment outcome.
Mrs. E.: Wait a minute, are you talking about them or about
me?
Dr. W.: I'm sorry, am I being confusing?
Mrs. E.: Sounds like you are talking about me.
Dr. W.: Would I be correct if I were talking about you?

Mrs. E.: I don't know. I'm upset and these two are acting
like it is no big deal.
Dr. W.: But you are showing us your true feelings. You are
sharing your true feelings.
Mrs. E.: Well, maybe that's what I am talking about. Oh, I
don't know.
Dr. \V.: So maybe when you talk about Heath not showing

his true feelings and David not showing his, you're
struggling with some of your own at the same time.
Mrs. E.: I guess maybe I can't imagine that it's not bothering
IIeath because of what he went through before. Because

it was very traumatic for me, it would be hard to

understand that it didn't upset him.
Dr. W.: You're right. And it would be hard for some of us
who haven't dealt with that to understand how you feel
about it. That can be frustrating.
Mrs. E.: Yeah,

Dr. W.: Because David hasn't gone through that. So he may
not understand how scary it can be for you.

Mrs. E.: It's almost like he's acting like nothing ever
happened. I am realizing the reality of it, that he could
very well die and I would be without him.
Dr. W.: Because that has happened to you before.
Mrs. E.: IIe's not even acknowledging that that could happen.

`,1

It's very real to me that it could.
Dr. NV.: Because you have experienced it.
Mrs. E.: Yeah. I feel that Heath is probably sitting more
where I am sitting.
Dr. NV.: But you feel that he is not admitting that.
Mrs. E.: I think that either he isn't admitting it or he doesn't

realize it. That he's keeping his feelings hidden.
Dr. W.: David you haven't said anything.
Mr. E.: I was just thinking. I can understand where Teresa
is coming from because she has been through something
like this before. She knows how she felt then and what
could happen. But myself, as far as I am concerned,
yes I have cancer. But they treat people with cancer
everyday and they can get rid of this. I don't see the
point of worrying about what could happen, because
what's going to happen will happen. All the worrying in
the world is not going to change it. I'm not the least bit
worried, I think they will take care of it.
Dr. NV.: I think your wife is saying that they may take care
of it and she's hoping they will, but that she has been in
a situation once before where she has trusted and they
let her down. So she is being a bit more cautious, maybe.
Mr. E.: Well, that's her prerogative, but I have complete
confidence in the doctors that we have. Personally, I
think her fears are unfounded. I think I will be fine. I
can't convince her otherwise because of what she has
been through. I guess she is just trying to get in touch
with her feelings.
Dr. NV.: Her feelings of being the "helpless protector." She
is sitting here with her hands tied and there is nothing
she can do. That has got to be really frustrating for you.

Mrs. E.: Yeah, it really is because I feel like he doesn't
understand where I am coming from. The main thing
that I want to do is to be supportive of him.
Dr. NV.: So if you had something you felt like would be
constructive to do, you would feel better about dealing
with the whole situation? You would feel like you had
some control? Like you could be helpful.
Mrs. E.: At least, understanding what they are doing and
understanding about what this radiation does. Ile needs
to cheek into what it is all about. I try not to overreact
85
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but I am not going to be comfortable unless I lywe a
little more knowledge about what this thing can do.
Dr. W.: So given some information about this may be one
thing to do to be less helpless and more protective and
supportive. Maybe getting some information in writing
or talking to someone from the Cancer Society. Have
you made any moves in that direction?
Mrs. E.: No, I haven't.
Dr. W.: Then why don't we make that vour next assignment.
You could write or call to get some additional huformation

or talk with somebody locally such as the American
Cancer Association or the Cancer Patient Support group

at the hospital. Can you think of anything else you
might do?
Mrs. E.: I don't know. I guess I need to feel like he is behind
me, too. I need to feel support in that, area. That I have

somebody on my side. That somebody understands
where I am coming from. Somebody that either has
been in this position (not actually the one with cancer
that may want to be calm and deny what is going on).
But that they feel that they are the ones that are sitting
back helpless and wanting to help their loved-one.
Mr. E.: They told us at the hospital about a cancer support
group you could go to. You didn't seem interested.
Mrs. E.: Yeah, I know about those groups. But I don't think
you'll go with me, David.
Mr. E.: I guess I could go a time or two.
Mrs. E.: They said that family members of the patietr.s go

to the meetings a lot. They might understand. They
might understand more where I'm at right now.
Dr. NV.: Then your assignment David is to attend at .cast
two of these support groups with Teresa once she has
gotten information and made all the arrangements. I low
about you two having dinner out before the meeting?
Mr. E.: We could do that. It would be a nice change.
Dr. W.: I leath, what would you think about going to a group
with some other people who have parents who have
cancer that they are having to deal with? Would you
want to do that or not?
IIeath: I'm not sure.
Dr. W.: Certainly you and I can meet here at sell(H)l tl) keep
8()

an eye on things here so Mom and David will not have
that to worry about on top of everything else. Is that
agreeable?
leath: Yeah.
Dr. NV.: Okay. So you have a couple things to do Teresa that

involve getting some additional information; maybe

talking to someone and getting some questions

answered. And going to a support group. Right?
Mrs. E.: Yes, I think that is definitely a start.
Dr. NV.: David do you think you are doing all you can do
right now if you attend at least two of those meetings
with Teresa, and, of course, concentrate on getting well?
Mr. E.: Yeah, I'm just kind of leaving it in the hands of the
medical people to take care of me, so I can help Teresa
feel better about all this.
Dr. NV.: All right. Heath, you know that if there are school
problems you and I will handle them and take that load
off Mom and David. Of course we will keep them
informed of your progress.
Heath: Yes, sir.
Dr. NV.: Another thing to remember is I'm still here. Heath,
I would like to see you on Tuesdays and Thursdays. Why

don't we have lunch together so I can catch up with
how things are going with you and the family. I'll get
with you and get the times later. I will be here for the
next several weeks anyway, until school is out for the
summer. I'd like to see everyone again in about three
weeks to see how things are going. David, would the
21st be all right?
Mr. E.: Yes.

Mrs. E.: Okay.

Dr. NV.: Heath, you'll be in school so if you want, you can
drop in to talk with me anytime. You don't have to wait
for our lunch appointment, all right?
leath: Yes Sir.

Dr, W.: Okay. I'll see all of you in three weeks
Ileath: Okay.
Mrs. E.: Thanks a lot for your time.
Dr. W.: Sure.

,
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Analysis
The overall conceptualization of this family's situation was
based on the initial hypotheses that 1) Mrs. East is fearful of
once again being left alone to take care of her children; 2) She
has no trust in the medical profession; 3) She is angry at her

husband for not understanding and sharing her fears and

mistrust; 4) Mrs. East is addressing her feelings by
misinterpreting her son's difficulties to be the same as those
she is unable to recognize as her own; and 5) IIeath's difficulties

are minor if not nonexistent; if there are problems in school,

they are expressions of the anxieties and tensions present

between the mother and adoptive father subsystem.
Consequently, if the tension between the parentsand

specifically the anxieties and anger present in the mother
could he reduced, any school problems would also be reduced.
The school counselor working with Mr. and Mrs. East initially

allowed a brief statement of the problem and then put the
discussion of the presenting problem on hold in order to join
with the family during the social stage of family counseling.
This was accomplished by discussing topics of mutual interest
such as soccer and by appreciating and sharing the parents'
point of view (e.g., "It makes me feel ol(1 too." "I wish I had
time to do some coaching."). The counselor showed respect
by referring to the parents by surname until a level of comfort
was reached. The counselor asked permission, at this point, to
use first names. The comfort level was confirmed by the use of
the counselor's first name by the parents. The counselor also
made a point to support the parents as being good parents (e.g.,
"You have to be pretty good with kids." "It's the really good
moms who have headaches and worries over their kids.").
During the social stage, the counselor also gathered information
about the family, its roles and relationships, so as to formulate
hypotheses.

In the problem stage, the initial presenting problem is
discussed. The presenting problem was actually two problems:

how to tell Ileath about his adoptive father's condidon, and
correcting any subsequent deterioration in school performance.
The in it i al problem was addressed by the homework assignment

made at the end of the first session. The school counselor
continued to support the parents and in the second session the

1H;

counselor joined the child in taking responsibility for solving
any school problems, freeing the parents to concentrate on the
situation at home without neglecting their parental duties.
The alert school counselor would have noted the obvious

denial present in the father's assessment of his medical
condition. This denial was intentionally not addressed for two

reasons. The denial and/or adjustment to cancer and its
treatment was not a part of the original presenting problem
and, therefore, not an appropriate target for family intervention.

Secondly, the overwhelming nature of a diagnosis of cancer
may be more than a person can deal with at times. Their
optimism, no matter how unrealistic, may be all they have to
hold on to during the course of their treatment; therefore, this
hope should not be taken away by a counselor or anyone else
for the purpose of helping the client to "face reality."
During the interaction stage the school counselor began to
explore, through reflection, restatement, and sunimaty, the
fears and anxieties of Mrs. East, as well as comnzunication
patterns within the East family. The school counselor began
to promote a realignment qt. family roles by deferring to Mr.
East for appointment times and final approval of assignments
and future plans as a means of support for his position as father.
Both family counseling sessions ended in the goal setting stage

with the family leaving with homework assignments to
complete. It was important for the family members to have

something to do regarding the presenting problem. The

planning of the manner in which the task was to be completed
was just as important. For example, in the first session, deciding
who would tell Heath the information regarding his adoptive
father's condition was more important than the actual content
of the message. Tasks should be directive and clear in nature.

The school counselor will need to anticipate obstacles and
should address contingency plans when appropriate, such as
having Mrs. East call about the support groups, and getting Mr.
East to agree to go with her. Limiting Mr. East's commitment
to two meetings made it easier for him to agree. The counselor

anticipated that either Mr. East would find the group helpful
and continue to go, or Mrs. East would feel comfortable enough

going alone after two sessions should Mr. East choose not to
continue.
Throughout both sessions, the counselor c,nitinued to relabel
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and reframe the comments of the family to underscore and
encourage positive interpretations For example Mrs. East's
lack of trust of doctors was relabeled "positive skepticism" and
Mrs. East was referred to as a "helpless protector" of the family.

The counselor often attributed achievements to the parents
that may not have been apparent to them, such as when he
said "this sounds like an agreement," or when he pointed out
that Mrs. East had provided good parenting when she was left

alone to raise her son. The constant positive spin by the
counselor on the parenting skills of Mr. and Mrs. East was
intentional and important. It maintained the counselor as a
part of the family system and made it possible for the parents
to focus on action rather than them defending themselv
s
parents.

Writing Therapeutic Letters
The multidimensional issues presented by school children in
family counseling often require unique approaches to solving
problems. One such approach is the therapeutic letter. The
writing of letters has been used in counseling in various ways.
Moreover, letters with a therapeutic message can be invaluable
to school counsr:lors engaging in family interventions Letters

can be used to reframe problem behaviors, to bolster and

support recent advances by a family member, And to encourage
families or family members to behave in a specific way. They
also may be used for the purposes of motivation and direction
in times of discouragement and for when counseling has ended
badly.
If the counseling has ended on the wrong key, a letter may

put things back on the right tone. Many eases that go this

route simply need CPR (Counseling Progress Resuscitation).

In these types of cases, if significant rapport has been

established, the counselor can acknowledge that a mistake was
made and that it is hoped that this will not continue to interrupt
the counseling process. The mistake is often referred to as a

conkssion. This may be followed by other therapeutic letter

elements including positive reframes, an linholuncing

statement or motivator for change, new alternatives or Options,

and colinsclor availability (see ()rum I ()) ).
While letters are not a substitute for verbal communications,

they are generally received positively (Asch, Price, & Hawks,
1991). Although there could be the problem of other people in
the household reading the letter, at times this possibility can
be therapeutic. For example, if a letter in an official school
envelope is sent to a young student, the parents are likely to
open and read it. If Inis is a strong possibility, a message to the
parents could be included in the letter. This may be useful
when it is difficult for parents to hear a particular message about
their family or child.
Generally, therapeutic letters should be short. The longer
the letter, the more likely the addressee will not read the entire
let ter. Letters should typically begin with a positive, uplifting
statement. For example, compliments and affirmations of a
family's progress in counseling are good formats for beginning
a therapeutic letter. Omer (1)91) compares the beginning of

the letter to the joining process in counseling. The joining
portion of' the letter is designed to engage the client, reduce
resistance, confirm the client or family, boost self-esteem using
the client's language, and sound themes of personal importance
(Minuchin & Fishman, 1981; Omer, 1990).
Directives are generally embedded after a pleasant opening

statement. Such directives may include direct messages to
perform a particular behavior or activity, or may be indirect
and only "suggestive." Finally, the letter should end on an
uplifting, hopeful note. Examples of therapeutic letters can be
found below:

January 15, 1989
Dear NIT-. Smith:

I hope this letter finds you doing well and enjoying the New
Year [moining]. I spoke with your wife and son this evening

about their conference with John's teachers.
Since I know from talking with you that you are concerned
and care about John's being successful at school, I thought I
might take a moment of your time and share with you something
that, I'm sure you will agree, would be helpful for John [joining;
opt ions], since we both want to make sure he does not become
a failure [joining: unbalancing]. If you were to provide some
91
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type of consequence for his staying after school due to
unacceptable behavior, like not giving him $2.00 for lunch (he

does not eat lunch anyway), this will help him to earn better

grades, do his homework, and make the most of himself
[options]. Again, since I know that you want to help John be
successful and be all he can be, I thought I would make this
small suggestion [joining; options].

I have enjoyed my contact with your family. You must be
very proud of your efforts, for they have provided your family
with a caring and worthwhile home [joining].
If you ever need to ask me anything about John's difficulty in
"measuring up" at school as well as in life, please feel free to
call me [counselor availability].
Sincerely,

J. Scott Hinkle, Child Counselor

February 22, 1990
Dear Mr. and Mrs. Cantrell:

As we agreed upon in our last session, I am sending you a
written assessment of our sessions together. Overall, you have

a very healthy, high functioning family [joining]. From the
information you provided, our observations, and test data, the
school staff is in agreement that Jim does not have attention
deficit/hyperactivity disorder. In fact, it is unfortunate that AD/

III) was ever mentioned. Jim's problem appears to be one of
maturity and a very slight developmental delay [reframe].

It is our assessment that Jim is experiencing moderate
difficulties with feelings of exclusion. In all likC.:iood, this
feeling began with the birth of your second child, Meredith.
This reaction is a very common cceurrence within families.
Jim's role ..s that of the "pride and joy" of the family for eight
years. He eventually had to change roles for two new family
members. Children have difficulty articulating their feelings
about a new child in the family. Rather, they tend to act-up.
In addition, your family has experienced many changes in
02

the past three years. As we all know, stress accompanies change,

even positive change. A new business has necessitated a

rigorous work schedule making it difficult for Mr. Cantrell to
spend time with the family, and especially with Jim. Likewise,
Gilda is mothering two new babies which demands a lot of
attention. We want to commend you for being the super parents
that you are [joining]. Your concern for each of your children
is apparent. You genuinely care about your children doing well
and being successful [joining]. Often, when we parents have
high expectations for our children, we can unknowingly set up

situations wherein our children have difficulty succeeding
[reframe]. This situation may pose some difficulty for children.
We suggest that in addition to the positive things you do as

parents, that you consider spending time celebrating Jim's
simply being Jim [options]. We mean this not in terms of
!xpectations of performance in school or structured activities,
but just participating in Jim being successful at being himself.
One of the most beneficial things to assist Jim in this attitude
would be for him to experience some quality, one-on-one time
with his parents [options]. It would be especially beneficial for
Jim to spend time with Dad [options]. It also would be helpful
if this time was high in success and low in stress. Such time
may be spent fishing, hiking in the woods near your home, or
even working on the van together [options]. Anything that
you both enjoy would assist Jim in developing maturity and a
"place" in the family.
Finally, you put a tremendous amount of energy into your
children. Although this is positive, we believe your marriage
misses something as a result [reframe]. It may be helpful to
also focus on each other; thereby, getting more of your needs
met through each another rather than through the children
[options]. By arranging for child care, you can get the break
you deserve [reframe]. Also, you will be even better role models
for your children by teaching them that parents arc intimate
and value each another's attention.
We have enjoyed your family and look forward to seeing you
next week [counselor availability].
Sincerely,
J. Scott Hinkle
School Counseling Staff

c'
_
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April 16, 1993
Dear Robert:
It was wonderful meeting with you and your parents this week.

It seems that your family is behind you all the way this new
school year [joining].
It was very nice to hear that your parents are following through
with a homework hour this year. They were very convincing
in their plan to turn the dining room into a "library" so you can
be tutored while your parents unwind from their hard day at

work. You must be proud of your parents since they want to
help you be successful in school even when they are tired
[unbalancing].

I look forward to seeing you in Mrs. Thomas' class [counselor
availability]. I really enjoyed your drawings of the animals
(when did you go to the zoo)?

Sincerely,

J. Scott Hinkle
Michael E. Wells

Child Counselors

November 1, 1994

Dear Jeremy,

I have been thinking about you often since the last time I
met with you and your family. It was nice to see the progress
that you have made in school and I am sure that your parents

are proud of you [joining]. I realize that the uncovering of
family secrets has not been pleasant for you, but we both know
that you have the courage to deal with many unpleasant things
in your life [joining; reframe]. That is why we disagreed on
your revealing your sexual orientation. I must admit that I was
mistaken about your tenacity and clear thinking on the matter
[confession]. It was premature of me to indicate that you may
04
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be stating that you are gay only to upset your mother who is
typically a little overbearing and domineering [confession;
reframe; unbalancing]. Actually, you have convinced me that
a satisfying sex life is more important than family and friends
[unbalancing]. However, we both know that there is no
substitution for direct communication, regardless of how much
courage it takes [joining; unbalancing; options].
I am confident in your newly found confidence and wish you
the best in your future family interactions, especially with your
mother. I hope you will forgive me for not understanding the
urgency of your family issues and you will find it possible to
speak with me again [confession]. I am ready to speak with
you on your terms whenever you can fit me into your schedule
[counselor availability].
Sincerely,
Scott Hinkle
Counselor

Chapter Six

Family Assessment and the
School Environment
Although not clearly advocated by strategic or structural
family counseling theory, assessing families by way of family
structure can be quite helpful. Furthermore, perceptions he'd
by the child and family regarding the school system may he

beneficial (Aliotti, 1992). It is important to include an
assessment of family system dynamics when working with
student learning problems and behavioral difficulties. Because

of their liaison between students, families, and teachers,
counselors working within the school environment are ideally
suited for such assessments. School counselors can utilize brief
intervention models that focus on family assessment and parentteacher interface (Nicoll, 1992).

Assessment of families will aid the school counselor in

discovering and understanding family problems, will uncover
some of the contributing stress factors, and will facilitate
treatment planning. Holman has (1983) suggested that four
areas of investigation arc essential in assessing families. These
areas include iuentifying
1. the problem,
2. the family system,
3. the family and its environment, and
4. the family life cycle.
Each area can be assessed in a variety of ways. Often the
most unobtrusive method of evaluating a family is through an
interview. The family evaluation should hegin with the
scheduling of the first appointment. As noted previously, which
family member is responsible for committing the family to a
specific appointment time and who in the family (if anyone)

must be consulted before an appointment can be set are
important assessment (1uestions. Who is responsible for making

sure that family members are present for the meeting? The
l)7
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answers to these questions provide the school counselor insight

into family hierarchy, rules and roles, and communication
pathways. Information about family members who could not
or who refused to make it to the meeting may be equally
revealing.

The school counselor usually has access to the records of the
student of concern, but counselors should gather information
on the perspectives of the student, parents, siblings, or other
family members. Direct and indirect questions, as well as openended statements, can provide useful information. As with any
clinical interview, the school counselor will be continually
observing for non-verbal expressions, demonstration of affect,

inconsistencies between verbal responses and non-verbal
messages, and any additional information provided through
observation of the family. Family counseling provides the
opportunity, not present in individual counseling, to observe

clues to such information as family hierarchy and roles,
communication styles, and problem-solving strategies. Who
speaks for the family, or from whom is permission to speak
sought, are important clues to the inner workings of the family.
Something as subtle as the seating arrangement chosen by the
family can provide helpful information for the school counselor.
Since it is typically not possible to observe family interactions

as they occur in the family's natural environment, the school
counselor may choose to employ the use of evaluation tasks.
With evaluation tasks, the counselor assigns the family a task
in the office. Observational assessment of the family during
the completion of the task is then made.
This process can be accomplished by having a co-counselor
or a colleague observe through a one-way mirror, or by the
school counselor leaving the family alone to work on the task
and observing through the mirror. Videotaping for later analysis
is often very effective and can be used in the place of a one-way

mirror. Videotaping has the added advantage of allowing for
repeated viewing of the family interactions for assessment
purposes.
There are various ways to begin assessing a family, including
observation and initial questioning. Some helpful questions
may include, flow and how soon do you anticipate the problem
to be solved? How do you think counseling will help you de;Il
with the problem? What made you decide that now is t lu rit;11(

time for counseling? The answers to these questions may
provide an initial idea about the families expectations and their
readiness for change (Talmon, 1990).
Should the school counselor desire a more formalized process,
there have been specific inventories developed to assist with

the process of family assessment. In their Handbook of
Measurementsfor Marriage and Family Therapy, Fredman and

Sherman (1987), present a number of such inventories:
(Several sources may be found in Appendix A.)
The Family Task Interview (Kinston, Loader, & Miller, 1985).
Family members complete seven tasks: 1) plan a family activity
of at least one hour duration, 2) build a tower from available

blocks, 3) discuss preferences of family members (i.e., likes

and dislikes), 4) sort a deck of cards, 5) complete a story
involving a missing family member and a subsequent call from
the hospital, 6) explain the meaning of a saying chosen by the
parents (parents are then to explain the meaning of the chosen
saying to the children in the family), and 7) discuss the interview
process with the counselor.

The Inventory qf Parent-Child Conflict (IPCC) (Olson &
Ryder, 1977) and The Inventory of Parent-Adolescent Conflict
(IPAC) (Olson, Portner, & Bell, 1977) include the parent(s) along
with all the children involved in the counseling sessions. The
assessment task challenges the family members to examine a
number of provided case studies and discuss and decide which

individual in the case study is responsible for the presenting
problem or difficulty.
Families are requested to talk about changes they would like

to see in their family when implementing the BeaversTimberlown Family Evaluation Scale (Beavers, 1985). The

last ten minutes of the sessions are used (preferably from video

tape) to rate the family on five dimensions: structure,

mythology, goal-directed negotiation, autonomy, and family
affect.

Unfortunately, most schools do not have access to facilities
that include observation rooms or videotaping capabilities.
lowever, the school counselor may wish to use activities that
involve families in a typical office setting, without many
additional materials. These activities are not only excellent
therapeutic exercises, they also aid in providing additional
information for the continuing assessment of the family.
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Creative school counselors will no doubt develop exercises with
which they feel comfortable and find successful in their work.
Nevertheless, there are three approaches which have been used

widely by family counselors in a variety of settings, namely
ecomaps, genograms, and family sculpture. These strategies
were initially collected and presented by Hartman (1979) in
her book, Finding Families; they were intended for use as family

assessment approaches in adoptions.

Ecomaps
The ecomap (Hartman, 1979) is useful in det:n-mining the
needs of families in counseling. The ecomap assesses how well-

connected families are to their surroundim; ciivironment.
School counselors often find the ecomap usefu '. in determining
a family's counseling needs. The ecornap provid.,:s a concrete,
visual representation of the system in whi,ih a family operates.
Since the entire family develops the map, the school counselor
can observe and note differing assessments by family members

regarding how a part of the system is or is not supporting or
helping the family as a whole. By drawing the different systems

and subsystk:ms and graphically displaying their level of
connection to the family, the family members and the school
counselor can concretely see the composition and operation of
the family system. (Holman, 1983).

The construction of an ecomap is simple. The family is
represented by a large circle in the center of the paper.
Individual family members may be included by drawing each
one inside the larger circle. Position within the circle and
approximation to other family members can be used to signify
the individual's role in the family (convention suggests squares
for males and circles for females). A discussion of this placement

may he quite revealing for the family as well as for the school
counselor. Additional circles are then added to represent other
systems in the family's environment. School, church, extended

family units, parents' work settings, the children's circle of
friends outside of school, and sports teams or those systems
from outside activities, such as dance class or scouting, may be

included. The eeomap may be referred to from time to time
during family counseling to help illustrate relationships or
pressures involving the family or its individual members.
I MI

Figure 1. Ecomap
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Ecomap of the Southern Family
This ecomap is of the Southern family: Sam, age 40, Sue, age

36, and their children Sammy, age 12 and Samantha, age 16.
This map was prepared during an interview with the entire
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family. As viewed from the map, Sam and Sue are having marital

difficulties. Sue enjoys her work as a teacher's aide in a local
kindergarten and has been spending more time lately preparing
classroom ma terials for the teacher she assists. This job
provides Sue a source of self-satisfaction as well as a good income
for the family. Iler own children have always done well in school

until this past year when Samantha began to neglect homework
and lose interest in school. Ifer grades have dropped and she

has begun talking about quitting school. Sam works as a

mechanic but has become dissatisfied with his job over the last

several months. He has had continuing problems with back
pain and a recurring ulcer, both of which have caused short
hospital stays and numerous visits to the doctors in the past
year. This problem has resulted in missed work days and an

additional financial burden on the family. Sam has never gotten
along with his parents and while they visit with Sam's family
several times a year, the visits usually end in an argument
between Sam and his father, while his mother admonishes Sam
for trying to bully his father. Sue's family lives several states
away. While the family's relationship with her parents is not as
volatile as it is with Sam's, they are not very close and may go
more than a year between visits. The Southern family is fairly
isolated socially. They mentioned a few friends that live in
their neighborhood, but they see them only incidentally as they
do yard w(Jrk and have planned no social events with neighbors
in years. Sam was married briefly just after he graduated from
high school and still remains friendly with his ex-wife. She has
been remarried for five years and has infrequent contact with
Sam, although, he listed her among those he considered friends.

Gcnograms
I lelping a family produce a genogram ( Bowen, 1978; Ifolman,
1)83; MeGi Idrick & (lerson, 1985) ean be most instructive for
the school counselor as well as for family members. A genogram
is based on the idea of a family tree and typically includes the

present generations and at least one prior generation of the
oldest family member's. The genogram can be drawn on a single
sheet of paper, on poster board, or on a large chalk beard. As

noted with the ecomap, it is customary to use squares to

represent males and circles to represent females. Occupations,
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avocations, causes of death, and other events or descriptors

important to the family may be included. The genogram
provides family members with a sense of unity and togetherness
in their perception of a common past. It also helps to identify
patterns and traditions within a family. This may be especially
helpful if step-parents or step-children are present in a family.

The appreciation and acceptance of the fact that although
individual family members have different backgrounds, they

still have much in common can be both illustrative and
instructive for the family and counselor.
Figure 2. Genograrn
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Genogram of Bob and Betty North
Bob and Betty North married at the ages of 18 and 21,
respectively. They decided to get married when Betty
discovered she was pregnant. She subsequently obtained an
abortion without Bob's knowledge. Bob was angry and hurt
but they married, nonetheless, and subsequently had two
children. The children are Barbara, age 19, and Bobby, age 15.
Barbara has had some minor school problems most of her life
including being retained in fourth grade. Bobby is an average
student who divides his free time between sports and drawing
sketches. He is very good at both according to his parents.
Betty's parents divorced when she was 14 after many years of
drinking on the part of her father. Betty's relationship with her
father had never been very good and deteriorated completely
after he entered treatment for alcohol abuse. Betty never had
much of a relationship with her step-mother whom her father
married just two years after divorcing her mother. She did not
attend her step-mother's funeral when she died. Betty's mother
lives alone and has a good relationship with the North family.
Bob's father was a truck driver and was often away from home.

Ile had a stroke in 1992 and has since required almost total
care. Bob visits him in the nursing home each Christmas. Bob
is an only child and very close to his mother, Francis. Even
after his early indiscretions with I3etty, Francis always stood
by her son. She developed a close relationship with her
granddaughter, Barbara. The sudden death of Francis from a
heart attack was difficult for both Bob and Barbara.

Family Sculpture
If there arc small children or less literate or withdrawn family
members present in the family counseling session, the school
counselor may find it useful to enlploy family sculpture (Duhl,
Kantor, & Duhl, 1973; Papp, Silverstein, & Carter, 1975). This
exercise can provide a means of learning about the family's
structure and functioning, as well as give the members of the
family the opportunity to see how their roles and the overall
construction of the family arc perceived.
In family sculpture, each member of the fmnily takes turns

positioning the other members of the family into a living

sculpture which represents the family. The sculpture often
reveals the relationships and roles played by family members
and also, perhaps, something about lines of communication and
family processes. The role that the sculpting member sees for
him or herself often surprises the other members of the family
and can provide invaluable information for the school counselor.

Even the order in which each family member takes a turn at
sculpting, and the manner in which this turn is determined,
may be quite revealing. It is important that the school counselor

ensure that each sculptor has a free reign in completing the
sculpture without interference or resistance from others in the
family.

Figure 3. Family Sculpture

L._

Activities such as these foster a cooperative environment
during the counseling process. Once the school counselor has
the family murnhers' cooperation, goal setting, and a willingness
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to achieve these therapeutic goals, becomes more likely.
Furthermore, ecomaps and genograms can provide a focal point
for further assessment and counseling with the family or with

the individual student if continued family sessions are not
possible. Meanwhile, the information gathered during these
assessment activities provides an ongoing evaluation of the

family and helps in marking the progress of the family
counseling.

There may be times when a more formalized assessment is
required or desired by the school counselor. There have been

many such appraisal instruments developed for family

assessment that would be practical for use in a school setting.
A small sampling of those available include the following:
The Family Relationships Index (FRI) (Holahan & Moos,
1981) consists of subscales of cohesion, expressiveness, and
conflict taken from the Family Environment Scales, which was
developed by the same authors. The FRI is used with the entire
family and is relatively easy to administer and score. It provides
an evaluation of the degree of social support found within the
family environment.
The Conflict Tactics Scale (CTS) (Stratus, 1979) is based on
the theory that family conflicts become troublesome only when
the family seems unable to resolve the conflicts. The CTS

assesses the reasoning, symbolic aggression, and violence
present during family conflicts. It is orally administered to the

entire family using language that is understood by younger
children when necessary.
The Self-Report Family Inventory (SFI) (Beavers, Hampson,
& Ifulgus, 1985) was designed to be used in conjunction with
the observations of the counselor to provide "insider" as well
as "outsider" views of the level of functioning in the family. It
is based on the constructs proposed in the Beavers Systems
Model of family functioning. The SFI is easily administered
and can be understood by most members of a family regardless
of their age.
Lowman's (1980) Inventory qf Family Feelings (IFF) utilizes
a systems approach in the assessment of family feelings. It is
written in simple language to facilitate its use with children or
less-educated family members. In IFF, family members rate
each other. The family's typical communication and problemsolving patterns are then identified. The ability of the family
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and its members to give and receive positive feelings and
affection also is identified. The HT uses a unique charting
system that can include extended family and actually becomes

more useful with the addition of more individuals into the
process.
The Index of Family Relations (IFR) (Iludson, 1982) is a self-

report assessment which reveals the magnitude of family
relationship problems. The IFR can provide information from
the point of view of one or more family members. Since it is

best used as a continual monitor of therapeutic progress, it
should be administered on more than one occasion. The IFR
is relatively easy to administer and score. However, the usual
precautions for self-report tools are in order.
When working with school children, one of the issues to be
considered is how much cooperation will be forthcoming from
the family. A parent or, perhaps, even another family member,
has the capacity to undermine any or all of a counselor's best
efforts, including the attempts of other family members. Golden
(1988) defines a functional family as "one that is capable of

consistently implementing a plan of action in response to a
child's misbehavior" (p. 179). Any individual counseling efforts
carried out with an individual who is living in a dysfunctional

family are likely to prove unsuccessful for all involved.
Understanding this situation, Golden developed the Quick
Assessment qf Family Functioning (QAFF) (1988). This
assessment is designed to meet the needs of counselors who
have brief or infrequent contact with a student's family. As in
most cases, a good interview goes a long way toward providing

useful valuative information. A structured interview, as
advocated by Golden, should provide many answers regarding
the issues at harvJ including insights on the functioning level
of the family. The Q1.FF assesses families along five dimensions:
(1) Parental Resour, .es weighs the capabilities of the parents to

meet the basic nee( s of the children; (2) Chronicity assesses
how enduring a family's problems have been and how resistive

the family has been to intervention; (3) Communication
Between Family Members looks at communicaiion, as well as
the normal exchange of information, to determine whether the
system is closed or open; (4) Parental Authority measures the
effectiveness with which parents use their authority and the
hierarchy and roles within the family; and (5) Rapport With
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Professional Helpers assesses the parents' history in cooperating

with school officials and teachers, or others who have had
occasion to work with the parents regarding the in-school
children. The QAFF is easy to administer and was specially
designed for use by school counselors.

The Clinical Interview
The clinical interview with the entire family is one of the
least used assessment tools. The major portion of family
information is gathered from interviews with mothers and
children alone. To obtain information from mothers, and not
include fathers, results in a less than comprehensive picture of
family functioning and its relationship to school performance
(Fish & Jain, 1992).
Following the initial interview, families should be asked to
report on baseline behavior (Merrill et al., 1992). A family can
record how many arguments they engage in or how many times
a child does not bring his or her assignments home. This activity

is typically an easy task for families and the data should be
kept so as to record treatment outcomes. To analyze the data,
simple time-series plotting can reflect treatment progress (see
Iiinkle, 1992; Tracy, 1983) and can demonstrate accountability.
It is helpful to ask parents to describe an average day in the
family's life (Christensen & Marchant, 1983). Parents often

ask if the counselor wants to hear about a weekday or a

weekend. It is good to obtain information about both, especially
school days. This information will provide descriptions of who
wakes up when, who feeds whom, who coordinates activities,

and what general problems arise as the day progresses. For
example, it is common for parents to report that getting ready
for school and bedtime are particularly difficult times of the
day.

Clinical Diagnosis: Applications and Implications
in Family Counseling
Diagnosis is becoming more popular among community
counselors (Cowger, Hinkle, DeRidder, & Erk, 1991). However,

its use in family counseling has been minimized. The current
edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental

Disorders, Fourth Edition) (DSM-1V) (American Psychiatric

Association, 1994) has a modicum of diagnoses directly
associated with family functioning.
Moreover, diagnosis is approached with varying degrees of
ambivalence by many marriage and family counselors. Carlson,
Hinkle, and Sperry (1993) have indicated that this ambivalence
is mostly "due to the association of diagnosis with the medical
model, which seems so foreign to the developmental model and
systems theory model" on which counseling is based (p. 308).

However, the authors also reflect that counselors can use a
diagnostic system such as the DSM-IV without losing heart or
soul. Furthermore, knowledge of the DSM-IV assists the family
counselor in understanding the individual, marital, and family

behaviors within a family system and helps with case
conceptualization and treatment planning. For example, clients
diagnosed with Borderline Personality Disorder are needy in
their response to their families and to counseling. This
information can be helpful in developing strategies for change
within the family counseling context (Carlson et al.). Such

information not only explains dynamics, but also helps

determine the treatment style of the counselor. Knowledge of
the DSM-IV's multi-axial format, including Axis IVPsychosocial

and Environmental Problems and Axis V Global Assessment

qf (Relational) Functioning, assists the counselor in

determining the level of family stress. To illustrate, Carlson et

al. have suggested that families with less stress may be
candidates to drop out of counseling.
The DSM System and Family Assessment. Three models of

psychiatric diagnosis have been outlined by Harari (19)0):
categorical, dimensional, and multi-axial. These models'
limitations include the loss of information concerning individual

uniqueness, an emphasis on pathology, and a lack of

consideration for social factors, such as family and other
relational systems, as well as strcssors in family life.
The DSM system, which is categorical, unidimcnsional, and
multi-axial, has relatively few diagnoses associated with family
functioning. This nomenclature is so specific and idiosyncratic
that relationship problems are not addressed. In order to make
a diagnosis, systemic and contextual information regarding a

client's functioning are typically ignored. lIowever, the
contribution of such social factors to the client's diagnosis are
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meaningful and should be integrated both into the client's
diagnosis and treatment plan. Models for such information have

been offered for couples' problems (Sperry, 1989) and dual
career couples' issues (O'Neil, Fishman, & Kinsella, 1987). Birk's

(1988) integration proposal has suggested that an accurate
diagnosis should include three components: 1) behavioral
knowledge, 2) psychodynamic knowledge, and 3) the social
systems in which the problem occurs.
Assigning a client a DSM diagnosis has been a controversial
and historically uncomfortable process for many counselors
(Seligman, 1986). Although some family counselors resist its
use from an individualistic perspective, the DSM can facilitate

treatment planning, can assist with the anticipation of the

nature and progress of counseling, and can enhance

communication among mental health professionals (Seligman).

However, from a systemic perspective, treatment planning,
counseling progress, and communication among clinicians lose
their significance and value when a major, individualistic DSM
diagnosis is made instead of a family or marital diagnosis.
Family-related DSM-IV diagnoses, however, arc only assigned
to individuals. These diagnoses are listed in Table 4.
Table 4. DSM-IV Diagnoses Associated with Family Counseling

Parent-Child Relational Problem
Partner Relational Problem
Sibling Relational Problem
Physical Abuse of Child
Sexual Abuse of Child
Neglect of Child
Physical Abuse of Adult
Sexual Abuse of Adult

Traditionally, disadvantages associated with using the DSM

have included the promotion of a mechanistic approach to

mental disorder assessment, a false impression that the
scientific knowledge regarding mental disorders is more
advanced than is actually the ease, and an excessive focus on
the signs and symptoms of mental disorders to the exclusion of

a more in-depth understanding of the client's problems

(\Vilna ins, Spitzer, 8: Shodol, 1985, 198( ). It also has been

{
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reported that the DSM focuses too much attention on surface

phenomena at the expense of clinical issues and human
development (Vaillant, 1984). The minimization of an in-depth
understanding of the client and family and the focus on surface
issues reflects the DSM's lack of acknowledgment of systemic
contributions to mental disorders. Although advantages to

implementing the DSM have included the development of a
common language for discussing diagnoses, an increase in
attention to behaviors, and a facilitation of overall learning in
psychopathology, the DSM's disregard of the vast literature on
the association between systemic relationships and mental

dysfunction hinders its overall objective of describing

psychological and behavioral functioning.
One of the major criticisms of the DSM system is its exclusive
emphasis on mental disorders as they occur in individuals (APA,
1991). This emphasis severely restricts the DEIM's usefulness
in the diagnosis, as well as the treatment, of problems that occur
in the family. The DSM represents itself as a bio-psychosocial
nomenclature; however, the social aspects are obviously much
less important to the medical community.
The inclusion of .spectrum disorders or overlapping disorders
would be a helpful addition, at least conceptually, to the DSM

classification system. The notion of "spectrum" reflects the
th:..!ory that mental disorders overlap or exist on a continuum.
To extrapolate, such a spectrum would be more beneficial if it
included an axis regarding social context (Hinkle, 1992b).
The diagram on the following page depicts a continuum of
child behavior, ranging from healthy functioning on one end to
xt rune personality dysfunction on the other end. However, it

also takes into account the systemic nature of the presenting
problem within a social contest. School counselors may improve
their diagnostic processes with school children if they were to
adhere to such a social concept of school behavior problems.
7.'71
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Figure 4. Example of Spectro-Social Diagram of Child
Diagnosis

expanded social system
extended family
family origin
nuclear family
individual

health-4 oppositional defiant disorder-0 conduct disorder

I antisocial

personality
disorder
individual
nuclear family
family of origin
extended family
expanded social
system

Conclusion
After a thorough assessment of the student's presenting
problem, the school counselor must decide if a family counseling

intervention would be helpful. All failed attempts need to be
carefully assessed and analyzed for the reason for their failure.
This positions the school counselor "one step ahead" when
planning for family counseling. Amatea (1989) has suggested
that specific action steps must be identified and they should be

different from the ones used in the past. Although formal,
quantitative, standardized testing is not necessary for all family
counseling cases, qualitative or subjective assessment is always
needed. Likewise, formal DSM diagnoses are not essential, hut
can be helpful in treatment planning.
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Chapter Seven

Special Clinical Issues: Abuse,
Anorexia, Substance Abuse,
Attention Deficit/Hyperactivity
Disorder, and Antisocial Behavior
The high cost of health care and the unwillingness of insurance
companies to cover mental health services, combined with the
increasingly hectic nature of family life and the stigma that
continues to be attached to professional counseling services,

contribute to the fact that only one-third of all the school
children who need mental health services in this country
actually receive them (Office of Technology Assessment, 1986).

Because schools afford easy access to children, officials have
begun to utilize the public schools as the most effective place
in which to address public health issues (e.g., AIDS education,
free breakfasts and lunches for poor children). Interventions
at the public school level are more likely to be accepted by
families who naturally distrust "outsiders" and by households
too busy for or unable to afford professional services in the
community.
Within this climate, school counselors are likely to be the

onlyprofessionals in a position to help students and their
families deal with many problems traditionally thought of as
the purview of private practitioners. School counselors are in
a unique position to offer family counseling for students suffering

from physical or sexual abuse, anorexia nervosa, substance
abuse, attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder, and antisocial
behaviors. This chapter will offer information and some pointers

on delivering family counseling to families of students faced
with these problems.
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Abuse

The question of whether or not family counseling is an
appropriate clinical response to child abuse has been intensely
examined, particularly by those who strongly advocate that the
non-abusing members of the family, whether victim or not, be
protected from the abuser (usually by removal from the family).
There is no question that an abuse victim's safety is a counselor's

paramount concern. IIowever, the opinion that the abuser
behaves badly toward a spouse or children, independent of the
behaviors of the other members of the family, would define
abuse as a response outside the realm of the system. Perceiving

the family as a complete and working system, whether

functional or not, does not preclude the assignment of guilt,
but it does make the family more likely to address the issues
impol tant to the healthy functioning of the family. The family

approach highlights a family's communications. Such

communication moves in many different directions at different

intensities. The interaction of family members across all
generations is the basis both for problems and for solutions
from a family counseling perspective.

In his discussion of psychotherapy with sexually abused
children, Friedrich (1990) writes, "behavioral problems
represent the cumulative interaction of all members of a system
over one or more generations, and they reflect the difficulties
that families have in negotiating various transformations in the

life cycle" (p. 168). IIe goes on to point out, however, that
systems theory is evolving to a recognition of the different levels

.

within a system when addressing incest or abuse. Individuals
bring their own personalities to the family, either functional,
dysfunctional, mentally healthy, or pathological (Langevin,
1983). The abuser certainly brings his or her own pathology
into the family, perhaps developing it further from within the
system. Other family members may be simply reflecting roles
that have been imposed on them by the stronger personality
and pathology of the abuser (Friedrich).
It is not realistic for the school counselor to expect to break
the pattern of incest or abuse simply by getting the parents to
talk more to each other. It is likewise an incomplete solution
to remove an abusing parent and leave the remaining parent
and children to sort out what is left of their family. As Friedrich
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(1990) states, "devaluing the perpetrator and overvaluing the
non-offending mother" (p. 169) leaves other long-standing
dynamics between siblings and mother, and especially between
mother and victim, unaddressed. The effects of ignoring all

the irLeractions in the family, both before and after the
departure of the abuser, except those between abuser and victim
is woefully inadequate in helping the family heal and move on

with life. This omission will almost certainly have long term
effects as the children develop, begin relationships outside the
family, and contemplate marriage and children of their own.
Family counseling as a treatment for incest or abuse should
only be undertaken if the ultimate goal is to keep the family
intact. If this goal is not possible (due to absence of the abuser
from the family, adjudicated marital break-up, or otherwise),
then family counseling with the newly created, single-parent

led family may be most appropriate. This second family

configuration is the one more likely to be encountered by the
school counselor. Regardless, the counseling should encompass
first and foremost the security and well-being of the victim.
Counseling should address the circumstances which preceded
the abuse, identify alternative and acceptable ways for family

members to meet their emotional and physical needs, and
provide a "shoring-up" of the parental subsystem.
A family counseling approach is just as appropriate when the
abuse is perpetrated from outside the family. When one member
of a family, especially a child, is victimized, the entire system
is affected. The child feels vulnerable. His or her parents can
no longer be counted on for protection. Parents may not even
be counted on to believe the child's expressions of need if the

initial reports of the abuse were made by .the child and not
believed by the parents. The child often feels that the abuse is
a reasonable, negative consequence for some behavior on his
or her part. If a child is victimized, family members feel some
sense of blame or guilt that they were not there, that it was not
them instead who was victimized, or that they had somehow
driven the victim to others by not being a good enough parent

or sibling. The stress and tension on a family does not stop
with the discovery of the abuse or even with the conviction of
the abus r (should that happen).
Moreover, there are questions regarding trust between all
family members. Individuals in the family may feel that the
115
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child or sibling does not trust them enough to tell them about
being violated, scared, and hurt. Anger at the victim for having
put the family through the ordeal, embarrassment or, perhaps,
publicity following discovery of the abuse, is not uncommon.
These issues, along with constantly changing feelings, will need
to he addressed in counseling.
It is not often that a school counselor will receive a referral
specifically to address issues of abuse with a student. Children
are quite resourceful in hiding evidence of abuse in order to
avoid school officials' and outsiders' interference or difficult
questions. A family in which abuse is occurring can be an
incredibly impervious system. Therefore, it may be important
for the child to protect the family from external forces.
An abused child is usually convinced that he or she is mostly,
if not entirely, to blame for the abuse and may worry about
being thought badly of by others such as teachers or school
counselors. The child, or someone close to the child may have
been threatened directly with further pain if the abusive activity
is revealed. There may be unstated threats to family functioning
or economic stability if the student believes that a parent or
children may he removed from the family. The loyalty instilled
in members of the enmeshed, abusive family is very strong.
The fear and distress of abused children may be equalled by
the feelings of guilt and embarrassment carried by the child.
For these reasons it is often difficult for teachers, nurses, school
counselors, or school psychologists to recognize a child who is
being abused.
Several authors have offered lists of characteristics or signs
common in children who have been abused (Adams 6: Fay, 1981;

Ilyde, 1980; Smith, 1990). Although these characteristics are
not definitive in the identification of abused children, they do
signal educators and counseling professionals that abuse is likely

and that further efforts to work with the child in question are
in order. Following is a compilation of signs offered by many
experts in the field of child abuse research:
Dirty or unkempt appearance
Inappropriate clothing (e.g., long sleeves in warm
weather; wearing coat in the classroom )
Sleep disturbance
Change in eating habits

,

Reluctance to go home after school
Reluctance to have school personnel contact parents
(even about seemingly noncontroversial issues such
as PTA membership or permission to go on a field
trip)
Injuries which arc unexplained or for
which explanations seem implausible
Nervous or anxious behavior
Strong reaction to being touched
Frequent, unexplained absences or tardiness
Shy, withdrawn behavior
Frequent attempts to isolate self or avoid cooperative
activities (e.g., working in pairs)
Reluctance to be alone with someone
Fights, arguments, or difficulty getting along with other

students
Overly cooperative or eager to please
Dramatic change in grades or academic performance
Sudden mood shifts or rapid changes in behavior
Secretive, or evasive response to routine inquiries
Regressive behavior
Irritable or argumentative with teachers or school
personnel

Once the school counselor has become convinced that it is
likely a student has been abused or is being abused, some action

must be taken. Most states have mandatory child abuse and
neglect reporting laws and most school systems have policies

regarding the procedure for school personnel to use in

complying with the law. School counselors should know these
laws and procedures and should act accordingly in reporting
suspected abuse or in advising faculty in this regard. When a
suspicion of abuse has been reported, the school counselor may
find that he or she is in an even less effective position with the
student and/or the family. Unfortunately, it is not possible to
know how a family will react to an abuse investigation.

Even if the school counselor did not make the report, the
family is likely to be very defensive with any school or agency

employee and be generally angry about the whole process.
Furthermore, establishment of a working relationship with such

a family may not be possible. In most cases, however, the
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children in the family will continue to attend the same school.

A consistent, supportive and open response by the school
counselor towards the abused child may build an environment
from which counseling may be beneficial. The counselor also

may wish to take the initiative in contacting the parents
whenever possible regarding school business. If these contacts
are used ,s an opportunity to support the parents' efforts ith
the child and, if some of these contacts can be used to report
NN

positive responses by students, this effort may increase the
likelihood of a more positive outcome. It may be that a direct
and non-judgmental contact early in the intervention will prove
helpful later. Following is an example of a possible first contact
by telephone with a parent:
"Hello, Mrs. Easter. I am Don Westerly, the counselor
at Jason's school. I called to discuss with you something
a bit unsettling, but I know you to be the kind of parent
who would want to hear this directly from me. It seems
that we have some evidence that requires us to make a
report to Social Services (or the agency required by local
law) regarding possible abuse (or neglect) of.lason. I know
this news will cause you distress and you will perhaps be
angry at me or Jason's teacher. I called to let you know
that we want to make things at school as good for .lason
as possible. I feel like we can work together for what you

and I both want; a healthy, happy Jason who is doing
well in school. Please let us know if we can help. We will
be back in touch soon to talk with you further."

This contact will give the parent evidence that the school
counselor has not judged her (or him) as completely at fault or
bad, and that the school counselor is willing to maintain some
involvement with the family. It will be important for the school
counselor to he involved with social or legal agencies as the
situation progresses. Often times, abuse investigations result

in families that are left intact, but which have been either
recommended or court ordered to receive counseling. The
school may he a less threatening and more convenient place
for this counseling to occur.

Whether or not the school counselor has heell involved in
the discovery and report of abuse, dealing with all abusive family
118

in family counseling will be a challenge. A number of authors
have attempted to describe the "typical" incestuous or abusive
family (e.g., Alexander, 1985; I3oniello, 1986; Friedrich, 1990;
Reposa & Zuclzer, 1983; Roberts, 1984). There are a number
of characteristics that many of these families display. Families
in which abuse exists are often very isolated and self-contained.
They do not engage socially with neighbors, co-workers, or
schoolmates. This tendency towards the "siege mentality"

makes it difficult for the counselor to enter or join with the
family. There may be a lengthy trial period with a school
counselor before the family system becomes open to the
counselor at all. This opening may only happen if the family is
either compelled by law or some other strong force to stay in
counseling through this period. Once in the system, however,
the counselor may never enjoy full membership in the family
system, which is all the more reason for the counselor to have
good joining skills.
Abusive families expend a vast amount of energy in an effort

to maintain the status quo. This desJe for order and stability
results in an unhealthy homeostasis. Thc family fails to adapt
and change overtime and members of the family grow older
and change as external circumstances change. The family may
be so entangled or enmeshed that they do not respond to the
cues that signal changes. The challenge to the school counselor

is to help the family respond to changes adaptively without
threatening the security and order so important to maintaining
the family system.

Alexander (1985) writes of an absence of negentropy in
abusive families. Negentropy is what enables healthy,
functioning families to grow, adapt, and develop while avoiding
the chaos and disorganization inherent in growth and change.
Dysfunctional families, especially those in which abuse exists,

do not have this ability and, therefore, react to changing
situations with inconsistent and unpredictable responses. The
results for the child in such a family is often a poorly developed
identity and failure to successfully differentiate from the family.

This failure to differentiate is primarily due to inwlequate
communication within the family. If the counselor can aid the
family in improving communication and, thus, problem solving,
then the family is free to grow more productively. Conflicts
that continue require the family to put an inordinate amount
119
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of energy into avoiding or suppressing the problem, which, in
turn, draws energy away from healthy pursuits.

Friedrich (1990) proposes characteristics of incestuous
families based on a more multi-generational approach to
understanding the family system. The characteristic pattern
involves a loss experience by at least one parent. This
experience could pertain to an actual physical loss of a parent
due to death, an experience of abandonment or desertion due
to divorce, or the withdrawal of the parent from his or her own
family as a result of familial abuse. This loss experience can

result in a parent being unable to form or keep strong

attachments either with his or her spouse or with his or her
children. Further issues to be found in some abusive families
include poorly defined boundaries, confused family roles and
hierarchies, and unrealistic or ill-defined goals and expectations.
When developing a treatment plan for an abusive family, the

school counselor must he certain that the plan addresses the
needs and safety of the victim and that it also supports the
family unit. A f=ily approach, which considers a systems
theory base, will make it possible to discern the events which
led to the abuse, and thus allows a picture of the extent of the
abuse in the family, including other family members either
directly or indirectly victimized. This approach also will make
it less likely that the victim will be blamed for the discovery of
the abuse.
As the school counselor begins to join with the family, it is
important that he or she avoid the tendency to become protector
and advocate for the "helpless" victim through displays of anger,

condemnation, or contempt towards the abuser. The school
counselor should not underestimate the importance of loyalty

to the family unit and to individual family members.

Unfortunately, the surest way for the counselor to remain
outside the family system is to challenge this loyalty. A
perceived attack on the family unit or any member of the family

will often result in a displacement by the family of their own
anger onto the counselor or the school, Having the family focus

anger onto outside forces such as the counselor or Social
Services workers blocks the chances for the victim to give up
his or her feelings of responsibility for the abuse. As noted
earlier, it is necessary for family counseling to address the needs
of everyone in the family, irrespective of whether it remains

intact or is reshaped as a result of the abuse.
In his discussion of treatment of sexually abused children
and their families, Friedrich (199()) offered several working
assumptions under which a counselor must operate. Many of
these apply to the family counseling provided by the school
counselor or school psychologist:
1) be willing to be active and directive with the family
from the beginning.
2) the welfare and safety of the victim and siblings are
paramount.
3) believe the victim and do not engage the abuser in
denials.
4) be sure the proper authorities have been notified.
5) coordinate all counseling activities with
Social Service agencies or, when appropriate, justice

officials. This includes authorization for
free exchange of information pertaining to the abuse
between all parties involved.

6) It may be that remaining intact or reunification is
not possible for the family and that option must be
given its full weight.
7) Within these parameters, be willing to work with all
persons involved.

The school counselor may have to insist on setting
appointments quickly following disclosure of the abuse. The
importance of doing so may be lost to family members as they
sort out their initial shock and deal with their own individual
responses to the situation. The school counselor may need to
be quite directive in establishing a plan of action and early goals
for the family counseling.

Once family counseling has begun, it is important for the

school counselor to recognize that the family may view family
counseling not as a pleasant or constructive action, but rather
as a required consequence of a family tragedy. It may help to

establish good lines of communication and expectations for
honest exchange. Solid communication allows for discussion
of the positive and negative reasons for counseling. Also,
communicating gives each family member a chance to voice
feelings about being in therapy. This will he an excellent time
121
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to explain how family counseling works. The counselor should
discuss expectations of everyone involved (couiselor and family
members alike), issues of confidentiality, cooperation with other

agencies, the counselor's theoretical approach, and the
formulation of initial family counseling goals. In joining the
family, the counselor must adopt and use the communication
style of the abusive family. This process will include socializing
before serious discussions occur. Although the use of certain
terms may seem inconsequential, adopting the jargon of the
family, as well as nframing negative comments or actions into

positive terms or terms perceived as supportive, can be

instrumental in achieving a place in the family system for the
counselor. The school counselor also should develop an
appreciation for each member of the family and the desired
qualities noted in that individual.
The early setting of expectations and goals is essential to
productive counseling when working with abusive families.
Initial goals may need to be narrow and specific and easily
attained so as to foster a pattern of success. For example, the
school counselor would not want to encourage the family to
work on a broad goal of improving parental communication as
an initial task. Perhaps asking that parents consult with each
other before giving permission for children to go to a friend's

house may be more easily understood and attained by the
family.

Some school counselors may find it practical or therapeutic
to initiate individual sessions with the abuse victim and then
gradually include other family members, beginning with the
non-abusing parent. Friedrich (1990) and Barrett, Sykes, and
Byrnes (1986) advocate that specific conditions bc met before
the abuser is included in the process. Friedrich does not begin
family sessions until he is certain that the abuser has accepted
complete responsibility for the abuse, has been involved in sonic

counseling, and has been psychologically assessed. Barrett et
al. suggest an "apology session" in order to include the abuser
into family counseling, They caution that if there is evidence
of any potential problems for the victim in doing so, this apology
session should wait and the abuser should continue counseling
independent of the family's counseling.

Others argue that family counseling should begin very early
( Larson & Maddock, 1986; Madanes, 1990, 1991; Minuchin,
122
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1974). Madanes suggests that the guiding principle for the
counselor in such situations be that the family can have no
secrets. This notion is promoted by obtaining each family
nlember's account of the abuse. Even though the counselor

should he careful not to place undue pressure on the victim, he
or she should offer the victim the opportunity given everyone
else so that the victim's account of abusive events is revealed
only when the victim is ready. This is thefirst step in a process
Madancs refers to as reparation and includes fifteen additional

steps. While this approach is primarily designed to be used
with a family in which the abuser is a member of the family,
with some adaptations it would be appropriate with a family in

which a member has been abused by someone from outside
the family. Step 2 requires each family member to make a
statement regarding why the action of the abuser was wrong.
While the abuser may have difficulty expressing reasons and
mav minimize the abusive actions or provide pat answers (e.g.,
it's illegal, or the Bible says it's wrong), it is up to the counselor

to help facilitate others in the family to note the pain, loss of
freedom, invasion of privacy, and violence associated with the
abuse.
In Step 3 the therapist also adds that the abuse was a violation

of the vietim's spirit or heart, causing what Madanes (1990)
refers to as "spiritual pain." The abuser's spiritual pain is
acknowledged in Step 4 and the counselor expresses concern
for the difficulty experienced by the abuser as a result of his
behavior. Madancs equates spirituality with sexuality, noting
that a sexual violation is a violation of a person's spirit. I laving

One's spirit damaged is much more harmful than a simple
physical attack.

Madanes ( 19)0) indicates that Step 5 usually occurs

spontaneously. It involves the discovery of sexual or physical
abuse experienced lw the victim or other family members at
the hands of someone other than the identified abuser or even
at some other previously undisclosed time. Abuse in a family
ntrely occurs in isolation. There is frequently some generational
family history of abuse. The counselor indicates concern for
the newly revealed abuse victim(s) and again notes the spiritual
pain of the victim and the abuser. The counselor then discusses
t he pain experienced by the non-abusing parent (or in the ease
of inui-parental abuse, both parents) and other members of the
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family in Step 6.
Step 7 involves an apology offered to the victim by the abuser.
Madam;s (1990) insists that this apology must be done by the

abuser by getting on his or her knees before the victim. The
humiliation of this act is a necessary part of the process and
may have to be repeated before everyone can agree that the
abuser is truly sorry. Forgiveness by the victim or others in
the family is not required but may be given if the individual so

desires. Madanes writes that a humiliating apology is
therapeutic for the abuser and for the victims and should occur

early in counseling. Other members of the family are then
directed, in Step 8, to offer kneeling apologies to the victim for
failing to protect him or her from the abuse. This allows the
victim to be freed from blame and liberates his or her identity
as "victim."
In Step 9, the family discusses the consequences of any further
incident of abuse. The counselor encourages the family to be
severe in their response. Usually, additional abuse should result
in institutionalization or removal from the family. It is not
until Step 10 that Madanes (1990) suggests that the counselor
see individually the child who was the victim of abuse. The
counselor, while expressing concern and compassion reminds
the child that bad experiences can lead to a "higher" compassion
which allows one to understand more clearly the pain of others.
It also is helpful at this time to put the abuse into perspective

regarding the rest of the child's life and experiences,

emphasizing the positive.
Next, in Step 11, the counselor devotes energies to finding a
"protector" for the abused child. The initial thought in these
circumstances would be to seek the mother as the protector.
However, in many cases, the mother in an abusive family is
weak or ineffectual arlhas perhaps already failed in her efforts
to protect the child. It is better to identify a strong, independent,
but accessible member of the family for this role. Perhaps
someone outside the immediate family such as a grandparent
or aunt or uncle would be most appropriate (Madanes, 1990).
The actual reparation begins with Step 12 in which the family

determines sonic act of restitution for the abuser (Madanes,
1990). This step would obviously be inappropriate if the abuser
were not a family member. This act will be only symbolic since

there is no act which could repay a victim for the abuse he or
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she suffered. The reparation should be something that will
provide a long term benefit to the victim and some significant
sacrifice by the abuser.

Next, in Step 13, the counselor takes the family into

discussions of appropriate ways for the abuser to engage in more
"normal" activities. This discussion may include talking about

work or school, acceptable activities such a sports or hobbies,
and development of friendships. Appropriate and inappropriate

responses to sexual feelings are discussed or are perhaps
assigned to a parent and child pair (e.g., father-son) for further
discussion. This step may not be necessary in cases of abuse
from ouAde the family; frank sexual discussions are difficult

for many parents under the best of circumstances. The

counselor may find that the parent greatly appreciates the
counselor's support and guidance during this phase. Repair of
the bonds of love and affection to pre-abuse levels may be
impossible. However, in Step 14, it is the counselor's task to
attempt to restore the positive emotional feelings as much as is
possible. The love between parents is especially important to
repair. Madanes (1990) points out that mothers may be angry
at the offender as a result of the abuse or she may be angry at
the victim. In either case, the counselor must help the mother
to remember the love she once felt for her family members and
encourage her to regain that feeling in order to aid in the overall
healing of the family.
Step 15 involves efforts by the counselor to return the abuser
to some role as protector of the younger members of the family.
A full sense of trust and dependence on this individual may be
difficult, but some return to the traditional hierarchy in the
family should be sought. Finally, in Step 16, the counselor
supports the abuser in self-forgiveness. This is never an easy
task. This plan may be more successful if the abuser is
encouraged to do good deeds. Donation of time or money to

local efforts, such as prevention of domestic violence or
protection of children, will help to discourage feelings of despair

when remembering previous acts or when inappropriate urges
reappea r.

While the sat ad counselor may choose to use some other
approach in dealinc; with the alnisive family, it is important
that certain basic principles be considered. The parent-child
relationship is important for healthy family functioning and
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optimal development of the child. This fact is especially true
in an abusive family. The relationship with the father or the
step-father, who is often an offender, will temporarily cease when

he is removed from the home or removed from a position of
power and authority after the discovery of the abuse. Should
the offender be another family member or someone outside
the family, the father's role as protector has been seriously

threatened. The relationship between the fathcr and his
children will be affected regardless of his role in the abuse. In
many abusive families, the mother's role has been diminished,
often to the point that the mother is equal to the children in
the hierarchy. Building her power in the family and enhancing
her skills as a parent is essential to a return to normalcy for the
family. One way in which the school counselor can help to
empower the mother is to help her identify specific behavioral
symptoms in her children she would like to modify or alleviate.

Once identified, a straight-forward behavior management
approach can usually be employed to address the desired
behavior change. With support from the school counselor, the

mother can successfully begin her newly enhanced role as
parent.
If there exists a history of abuse in the mother's childhood,
which is often the case in incestuous families, this issue may

have to be dealt with first. This occurrence in the mother's
history would likely mean that the mother has few friends and,
perhaps, poor relationships with her own family. Building a
support system for the mother will give her confidence to claim

her role as parent without her having to fear the inevitable
separation from the counselor. Ilelping her to recognize that
she is not like her own parents is usually a positive development.
A support group or group counseling arrangement specially for

adults abused as children may be a good start for her. The use
of positive reframing by the school counselor will likewise
reinforce messages of competence and strength that may be
new to the mother. Establishing the idea that her goal has
been to be a competent parent all along is helpful. She now
has the chance to complete that goal without being blocked by
the situation created by t he abuse.
The relationship between parents and chiklren may have been

impaired before the abuse began and almost certainly was
affected by the presence of abuse before it was revealed to
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others. Often, this parent-child conflict involves several
children. It is almost certain that the mother-daughter
relationship will be strained if the daughter is being sexually
abused. The daughter will have the issues of a lack of protection

from mother and if the abuse is incest between father and
daughter, the mother will have difficulties regarding her
daughter being more desirable to her husband than she.
Friedrich (1990) notes that in incestuous families, male children
may be inappropriately idealized, resulting in discipline that is

inadequate, wh ereas, female children may be devalued and
overly disciplined. Helping the family gain a balance will depend
largely on the functioning level the mother is able to achieve as

a parent. One important realization to help a parent attain
and understand is that misbehavior on the part of their children
is a measure of the child's need for parenting. Abuse in a family
results in confusion for all the children and creates an inability
to regulate feelings and emotion; this fact is especially true for
victims of abuse. This control and regulation of one's emotional
responses is primarily learned through interaction with healthy,
functioning parents. The abused child should be helped by the
counselor to express his or her anger. The abused child often

targets anger at the non-abusing parent who did not prevent
the abuse from happening. While helping the child to express
this anger, the school counselor also must support the mother
in accepting the anger from the child. Refraining this tolerance
of the abused child's anger, as a provision of support and a
demonstration of good parenting, will make it more likely for
the mother to accomplish acceptance. When the mother feels
capable of taking care of her children and protecting them, and
the children feel confident in relying on their mother, progress
has been made.
When reaching the final step advocated by Cloé Nladanes
(1990, 1991), the abuse-related therapeutic process is over.
IIowever, this does not end the need for counseling intervention.

Abuse can smolder in silence and reappear when resistance is
low. For that reason, a long-term expectation for counseling
should be stated by the school counselor. Sessions may occur
a month or two apart in order to keep up with the family's
progress. This plan may prevent the re-occurrence of abuse or
allow for early detection should it occur again.
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Anorexia Nervosa
Anorexia is a disorder that more and more families are being
forced to face. The clinical definition of anorexia nervosa is a
refusal to eat. The stated reason for this refusal is usually a
desire to lose weight and/or a lack of hunger. Accompanying

this problem is a distorted body image and a multitude of
physical consequences (e.g., cessation of menstruation and
excessive weight loss). Since most cases of anorexia nervosa
occur in adolescent girls, very often the school counselor or
school psychologist is the first mental health professional to
have contact with the student or her family. Treatment of
anorectic individuals can yield varying success rates. Often
the primary treatment is hospitalization and forced feeding.
Family counseling is one mode of treatment available to school

counselors that has produced successful results (e.g.,

Lieberman, Minuchin, 8,7 Baker, 1974).
Studies of family interactions and common features of families

of anorectic students have found what Minuch in and his
colleagues have termed the "anorexigenic" or "anorectic" family

(Minuchin et al., 1978). This terminology, based in a family
systems approach, proposes that certain family conditions and
interaction patterns are at the root of anorexia nervosa.
As noted previously, Minuchin (1974) views the family as a
system interacting with other subsystems operating within and
outside the family. Part of the function of the family is to foster
the healthy development of its members. One's sense of identity
comes from the messages received from interaction with various

groups. The family is certainly the earliest, if not the most
important, of these reference groups. It is in this context that
a child gets his or her first chance at independence or autonomy.

Autonomy is possible because the individual knows that the
family is there to support those initial tentative attempts at
independence. As a child develops and becomes more and more
independent, the family transactions provide crucial knowledge
and assurance that the family support is still there. This is
how the process works in healthy, functioning families. As the

children grow up and leave home to start their own families,

they will develop new transactional patterns made up of
negotiated compromises and some unsettled conflicts or

disagreements. These new transactional patterns comprise the
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familiar patterns or interactions for this newly formed family.
When children are brought into the family system, their own
personality interacts with the family's rules and traditions. Their

personalities alter and adjust based on the accumulated
feedback provided from the family as a whole and from,
specifically, the spousal and parental subsystems. As the child
develops, mof time will be spent away from the family, which
increases the imp.Nrtance of the social system outside the family.
This external information is then brought back to the family
where the child integrates it into his or her emerging identity.
The family may choose to blend the new information into its
transactional patterns.
There are two characteristics of family functioning that family
systems theorists believe are essential to healthy growth and
development (Lieberman, Minuchin, & Baker, 1974; Minuchin,
1974; Minuchin, Rosman, & Baker, 1978). First, the boundaries,
and diverse strengths of these boundaries, found in the various
subsystems are part of the family. Secondly, a family must
have the ability to react to continual demands for change. Every
family has a variety of boundaries that define the subsystems

within that family. The boundaries in an enmeshed family
include a high level of involvement between one or more family

members. This enmeshed family can become totally turned
inward, creating its own self-contained system. Within this

type of family there is a blurring of boundaries and an
intensification of communication and concern among the

individuals in the family, which reduces the ability of the family
members to recognize individual identity.
At the other extreme are families with rigid boundaries. The
communication in these families is minimal and difficult when

it does occur. In these disengaged families, a high level of
individual distress is necessary before the family's protective,
supportive mechanisms come into play. Even then, these
mechanisms may not accommodate the level of stress present.
Highly enmeshed families behave in just the opposite way by
being overly protective and hyper-responsive to any stress
experienced by family members. In either situation, the
formation of a strong, competent identity is made difficult.

The other task of a healthy family is to maintain the

equilibrium of the family and its functioning. Equilibrium is
guarded by responding appropriately and reacting to the
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constant changes which occur in a less than static woi ld. One
constant source of change within a family is the growth and
development of the children and, to a lesser degree, the adults
in the family. This changing situation makes it necessary for
the family system to adjust and accommodate continually.

The Anorectic Family
A young adolescent who develops anorexia nervosa has
probably been a part of a highly enmeshed family (Minuchin et
al., 1978); or, as Kog and Vandereycken (1985) describe it, the
family has a very tightly knit family structure. This pattern of
family interactions places considerable emphasis on loyalty and

self-sacrifice for the good of the family even if it results in a
detriment of personal gain or development. The end result of
efforts expended by a child in such a family is expected to be
approval or acceptance (i.e., love) rather than skill acquisition
or self-satisfaction.
Anorectic families are typically child-oriented. The energies
of the family go towards taking care of the child, and there

evolves a high level of alertness to the needs of the child.
Correspondingln the family's vigilance is easily adopted by the
child, who then develops a hypersensitivity to his or her own
needs, especially those relating to physiological functioning.
This focus on somatic issues is typical of all members of the
anorectic family. Kog and Vandereycken (1985) note a higher
incidence of weight and eating problems among members of
the anorectic child's family. Minuchin has suggested that in
families with an anorectic child, everyone in the family often
will have concerns or preoccupation with diets, eating habits,
table manners, or food fads.
Families with an anorectic child have included the following
circumstances: a mother whose diabetes is primarily controlled
through diet; a father who constantly chided the overweight
grandmother regarding her eating habits; parents who insisted
that no activity or event involving the children could interfere
with the family's dinner hour; and the grandmother who insisted
that all of her grown children, in-laws, and grandchildren must
be at her home for Sunday dinner every week. When the family
reacts to a loss of equilibrium through somatic difficulties, the
entire system reacts to protect and care for the "weakened130
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family member. Once again the need to address a change or
conflict is diverted to care for the individual who is "sick." If
the anorectic child serves this purpose, the family depends on
its continuation. No matter how the parents or siblings may
complain or feel burdened by the anorectic child, it is important
to continue the total control and protection. Anorexia becomes
a part of the child's identity, perhaps the only aspect of his or
her identity that is different or separate from his or her family.
The family myth may hold that all will be well once the child
begins to cat appropriately again.
The enmeshment in anorectic families evolves to a point that
any affront to the patterns and rules of the family becomes a

challenge to everyone in the family. Acts of self-sacrifice on

behalf of preserving the family order are highly praised.
Adolescence brings the conflict between family loyalties and
the gravitating draw of peers to a peak, creating a heightened
conflict. Instead of shifting focus outside the family, the
anorectic child doubles his or her efforts to understand and
respond to the parents. In the anorectic child's attempt to alter

the parents, he or she is simply increasing the level of
involvement with an already over-involved family. The strong
external boundaries present in anorectic families may hide the
weak, blurred boundaries that exist within. There are often
cross-generational coalitions that develop between parent and
child or parent and grandparent which are formed against the
other spouse. The child is usually a part of this conflict.

In an ideal situation the school counselor applying family
counseling may choose to see all members of the anorectic's

family for each session. There are situations, however, in which
working with only a part of the family can be effective. It is
important for the school counselor to keep in mind that family

counseling targets the family and not the individual. When

using systems theory, the school counselor will always be able
to identify at least one subsystem as a unit of intervention

(Minuchin, et al., 1978). The school counselor may first see
everyone in the nuclear family. Further exploration, however,
will reveal family rules and patterns of interaction, extended
family, social networks, and other subsystems which need to
be addressed. Likewise, if the s, iool counselor works with an
individual, the individual will be viewed in relation to his or
her position and role in the family. As Minuehin and his
13 1
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colleagues (1978) have indicated, the individual is viewed as
being "... in the web of significant relationships in which people
interact" (p. 80).
The school counselor should make efforts to join with, the
anorectic family. One method for joining, or bonding, is to ask
the family about their interests. If dad fishes, then the counselor
should show interest in fishing, and so forth. In order for an
intervention to be effective, the identified patient (i.e., the child

exhibiting anorexia) must be an active participant in the
counseling process. Discoveries and conclusions are best when
made by the student rather than by the professional. The school
counselor, by virtue of having joined the family's system, will
activate change by interpersonal transactions within the system.

lIe or she will change the system and be changed by it as a
result of active participation. When utilizing a family systems

approach, the school counselor not only sees the family as
directing the behavior of the anorectic child, he or she also
sees the anorectic child as directing the family's behavior.
Medical attention is necessary for some cases of anorexia
nervosa and should be utilized when health functioning is in
jeopardy. Salvador Minuchin, working with a variety of
clinicians, has developed a number of approaches to working

with anorexia nervosa from a family counseling approach
(Lieberman, et al., 1974; Minuchin, et al., 1978). School

counselors will find two of these approaches particularly helpful.

The Family Task
The Family Task (Minuchin, Rosman, & Baker, 1978) entails
giving the family a set of recorded instructions to follow. The

counselor leaves the area and observes through a one-way
mirror or videotape, intervening only when necessary.

Recorded Instructions
Suppose all of you had to work out a menu for dinner
tonight. You would all like to have your favorite foods for

dinner, but in putting this menu together you can have
only one meat, two vegetables, one drink, and one dessert.
We'd like you to talk together about it now and decide on
this one meal that you would all enjoy. Remember, it can
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only have one meat, two vegetables, one drink, and one
dessert. You must end up agreeing on this one meal that
everyone will enjoy. Turn off the recorder and go ahead
with your discussion.
'P4

2. All right now, we're ready for the next task. In every family

things happen that cause a fuss now and then. We'd like
you to discuss and talk together about an argument you've
had; a fight or argument at home that you can remember.
We'd like you to talk together about it. You can cover what
started it, who was in on it, what went on, and how it turned
out. See if you can remember what it was all about. We'd
like you to take your time and discuss it at length.
3. We're ready for the next task. For this one, we'd like each
of you to tell about the things everyone does in the family:
not only the things that please you the most and make you
feel good, but also the things each one does that make you
unhappy or mad. Everyone try to give his or her own ideas
about this topic.
the table you will find a folder
4. Here is the next task.
with two picture cards in it. Each of these pictures shows
a family scene. We'd like you to make up a story together

about each of the pictures. We'd like you to tell what is
happening in the picture, what you think led up to this
scene, and what the people are thinking and feeling. Then
make up an ending for the story. First make up a story for
picture one, and when you're finished with that, make up
a story for picture two. Remember, discuss the pictures
and make up the stories together.
5. We are now ready for the last task. We have something we
want you to make together. On the easel we have made a
model for you to copy. In the folder in front of you there

are enough pieces for you to put it together. The pieces
are divided into bunches. There is one bunch for each of
you to start with. Make your copy on the table and stay
seated. Remember, it's for the whole family to work on
together.

PreparaL in for the Session
1 .

Family members are asked to seat themselves as they wish
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at the table, as long as all are facing the camera (or mirror),
full or profile.

2. On the table is placed the tape recorder containing the
Family Task cassette, a folder with the picture cards, and
a folder with the color-form model pieces in envelopes.
The model to be copied is taped to the wall facing the family.
3. Be sure to distribute the pieces used in task No. 5 according

to the number in the family prior to the start of the task.

Verbal Instructions
W=,

1. Explain about the videotape, cameras, microphones, and
one-way mirror. Tell them you will be watching.
2. "We have some things for you to do today, for you to do
together as a family. The instructions for each of these
arc on this tape recorder." Explain the mechanical use of
the tape recorder, how to turn on the play button, how to
stop it, etc. MAKE SURE YOU LOOK AT ALL FAMILY
MEMBERS WHEN EXPLAINING.

"First, listen to the

direction for the first thing to do. After you have finished

the first task, go on to the second, and so on. Any

questions?" The counselor leaves the room.
3. If the discussion for task Nos. 2 or 3 lasts excessively long
and seems interminable, as will happen on occasion, go

back in and suggest that the family proceed to the next
task. In these cases, the task has usually been more or
less completed, but the discussion goes on ruminatively.
4. If for the last task the family does not grasp the task about
copying the model and starts making up their own creation,

you may go in and tell them to copy the model. Give
them a couple of minutes first, because sometimes
someone from the family will call this problem to the
attention of the others and then they will shift to copy the
model. However, if it is clear there is no internal
disagreement about the task and everyone has the wrong
idea or the one who thinks that they should make his own
version "wins," then you can go in and set them straight.
This task is an exercise in building family communication

and cooperation. It is also an opportunity for the school
counselor to assess family functioning along a number of
dimensions.

The Family Lunch
School counselors w.11 find it useful to work with the student
as well as the anorectic families dur'ng mealtime and may wish
to employ treatment techniques adapted for use in the school

from a procedure known as The Zamily Lunch (Liebman,
Minuchin, & Baker, 1974). This program has a number of phases
which contain specific goals:

1. Informal lunch sessions including the school counselor
and the anorectic student, for the purpose of assessing
the degree of negativism and anorexia.

2. Application of an in-school operant reinforcement

paradigm to initiate weight gain.
3. Family lunch sessions to accelerate arid reinforce weight
gain.
4. Application of an at-home operant reinforcement paradigm
as a family task to prevent weight loss.
5. Family counseling to change the structure and functioning
of the family. This counseling can be conducted by the

school counselor as well, or may be referred to a
professional outside the school setting.

To begin the process the school counselor arranges to have
lunch with the student on a regular basis (at least three times a
week) if not daily. Initially the school counselor will give
messages regarding hunger and eating. The counselor (referred
to as male in this example) can say that when he was hungry
his stomach hurt and he had a light-hcaded feeling, fic would
say that it feels good for him to eat and be satisfied. No attempt
should be made to get the student to eat his or her lunch. The
school counselor may ask permission to eat some small portion
of the student's lunch such as a carrot or stick of celery and
then should offer to share his lunch with the student. This
procedure enables the school counselor to assess the degree of
negativism and anorexia manifested in the student. It also
provides an opportunity to relate to the student on the issues
of sharing and eating food, thus avoiding a power struggle over
the act of eating. The school counselor should take advantage
of the opportunity to talk with the student by gathering family
135
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background information in an informal manner.
Following the initiation of the lunch sessions with the school
counselor, the counselor should implement (with the student's
cooperation) a plan in which the student has access to activities

he or she enjoys contingent upon weight gain. The student
should weigh-in each morning with the school counselor
present. If he or she has gained half a pound or more since the

previous day, then he or she will have access to the agreed
upon activity. Arrangements with the administration to miss
class and engage in the chosen activity should be handled by
the school counselor. If he or she has gained less than a half
pound, then he or she must attend all classes and continue his
or her assigned routine. The student should discuss the menu
items available (within the limits of the school cafeteria) and
have whatever he or she would like for lunch as long as it is a
well- balanced diet. The school counselor may wish to bring in
outside items, such as fresh fruits or vegetables or Nikery items,
to supplement the lunch. This would all, of course, be planned

with the student. The school counselor should explain the
procedure to family members and suggest that they discuss it
with the student. Any questions arc to be directed to the school

counselor rather than to the student. The school counselor
may need to emphasize that the program at school is to be
negotiated between the student, counselor, and parents. Once
they have given permission, the parents will have no other role
in the school eating plan.
Once some weight gain has been achieved, the anxiety levels
of all involved will have been reduced and it will be time to
initiate the family lunch. The family lunch session should be
held in a private area (e.g., conference room or vacant teachers'
lounge) and should include the school counselor, the student,
and his or her parents, as well as other siblings, if possible. A
teacher or other school staff member with whom the student
has a good relationship can be included at the student's request.
This group will demonstrate a united front as school personnel
and parents work together in support of the student and his or
her best interest. The goals of the family lunch arc, first, to
enable the student to eat in the presence of his or her parents
without the development of a power struggle, thus providing
an entirely new experience for them with respect to eating,
and, second, to redefine the presenting problem and dismantle

4.)
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the family's myth that they are fine except for the presence of
their medically sick child. This latter formulation, which forces
the student into the rigid role of being the sole repository of all
the family's problems, is a recognition of the interpersonal
transactional conflicts that exist between the parents and the
child. This knowledge will decrease the student's centrality
and the manipulative power of his or her symptoms.

At the end of the first lunch session, a weight goal is

established. The initial weight gain and family lunch session
will start the process of disengaging the child from his or her
role in the family's dysfunctional transactions. This process is

continued by the assignment of an operant reinforcement
paradigm, which the parents will carry out. Providing the
parents something to do at home will further reduce their
anxiety and their feelings of helplessness. The parents should

be fully supported by the school counselor and the
administration in this undertaking. The school counselor
should tell the parents that it is their responsibility to enforce

the paradigm and that working together usually results in
success. If the child refuses to cat and loses more weight, this
indicates that the parents are not working together. The school

counselor should remind the student that it is his or her

responsibility to follow the paradigm. The authority for the
paradigm remains with the school counselor. If there is a crisis,

the parents should call the school counselor; they are not to
acquiesce to the child's refusal to eat. This procedure gives the
student increased responsibility and autonomy. As long as the
student follows the procedure, the student can have complete
control over the area of eating.
An example of such a paradigm would include a provision
that the student must gain a minimum of two pounds a week in
order to maintain normal activities. If he or she gained less
than two pounds from Friday to Friday, he or she would not be

allowed out of the house during the weekend and could not
have friends come to the house. In addition, a member of the
family would stay at home with the student. This produces a
great deal of stress in the family system, causing the members
of the family to join together to ensure that the student ate. If
he or she gains between two and two and a half pounds, he or
she would be allowed to be active on either Saturday or Sunday,

but not both days. Ile or she should be given a choice of days
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and activities. If he or she gains more than two and a half
pounds, activities on Friday, Saturday, and Sunday should be
allowed.

Once weight gain has progressed in a gradual manner, the
family subsystem as a whole will need some reorganization.
Family counseling at this stage would be aimed at changing the
structure, organization, and functioning of the family and the
quality of the interpersonal relationships in the family. As
previously noted, the school counselor may be best suited to
continue this process (the family task des2.ribed above can be
utilized as a part of this process), or a referral to an outside
professional agency, including medical monitoring, may be
appropriate. It is certain that once the student gains weight
and begins -.) eat regularly, the entire problem for the family is
not fully solved. Yet, the family has made a good start in that
direction.

Substance Abuse
When a child abuses alcohol or drugs, the abuse is often
treated as an isolated event. There is certainly more to a
substance abuse problem than can be seen on the surface.
Substance abuse affects the entire family, and may also disrupt

an entire community or school. It is not an easy task to
determine which factor is primary in alcohol and/or drug abuse.

Kaufman and Kaufman (1979) have noted that the most
important causes in the current generation are societal, and
involve the dysfunction of family and community. For example,
the Kaufmans have reported in a survey of 20 young women in

a residential drug treatment program, that the women had
experienced sexual abuse by their father, father surrogate, or
older brother before the age of eleven. Certainly a consideration
of family factors makes sense when a school counselor addresses
substance abuse problems in school.

Moreover, when families are asked to take their drug-using
adolescent children to outpatient clinics, 85% do not follow-

through with the recommendation (Foote, Szapocznik,

Kurtines, Perez-Vidal, & Ilervis, 1985) and, of those who
capitulate, 50% drop out after two sessions (Arbour & Bramble,
1985). Bry and Green (1990)11;:ve reported that while families,
may have resisted previous recommendations for therapy, they

are often familiar with visits to the guidance counselor.
Receiving family therapy in the school can become incorporated

into the response class of "visiting the counselor" and may be
called "counseling" instead of therapy. In this way, troubled
families that may have been unreachable for other therapists
may att end treatment at school (p. )1).
In these cases the objective of counseling is to help the parents
help their adolescent do better in school, rather than an activity
related to "unhappiness, family dysfunction, gripes between
family members, or 'mental' problems" (Bry & Greene, p. )1).
Counseling can be scheduled right after school or in the early
evening when the parents have finished their work day. In this
way the counseling fits the families schedule rather than the
counselor's (l3ry & Greene).
,N number of studies have attempted to characterize common
features found in families of substance abusers (e.g., Kaufman
& Kaufman, 1979 Steinglass, 1987). The features all point to
family counseling as a reasonable approach to intervention for
the school counselor.
Substance abuse by at least one of the parent figures is
very common and may result either in direct modeling

of the abli:e by the child, or in inadequate parenting
which leads the child to substance abuse.
2. There are cross-generational alliances formed which
serve to separate the spousal subsystem.
3. The substance abusing child serves as the symptom
carrier for family dysfunction.
4. The abuse by the child maintains the homeostasis in
the family.

5. While the parenting may he inadequate, the presence
of substance abuse by the child reinforces the need for
parental control and for the continuation of parenting.
6. F(L.A.Is on the child's substance abuse acts as an effective
means f(ir parents to avoid acknowledging or addressing

marital difficulties.

7 Generatiomil boundaries are diffuse. The t-tilistance
abuse of the child and the snhsequent erisi it produces
may offer the only catalyst for any joint action by the
family.

"
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Weekly family counseling sessions have been found to effect
the way families deal with drug problems among school-age
adolescents. Bry, Conboy, and Bisgay (1986) found that by
following family problem-solving, parents have learned to
discuss between themselves the consequences for the drug
behavior rather than attack one another. Families prefer
problem-solving among themselves when compared to other
treatments (e.g., medication, behavioral contracting) (Mittl &
Robin, 1987). Some families have even significantly decreased
drug use and decreased school failure after family problemsolving (Bry et al.).
In general, families with substance abusing children tend to
contain enmeshed mother-child relationships, fathers who are
considerably disengaged, and sibling subsystems which include

a combination of siblings who have either individuated from
the family or who are enmeshed with the identified patient.
These enmeshed siblings are often substance abusers also and
buy drugs for each other, as well as cover for each other with
parents and other authorities. Clear boundaries between the
substance abusing child and his or her parents are rarely found.
The combination of an enmeshed mother and a disengaged
father creates a complex circumstance for the child, and it is
not surprising to find that such families frequently exhibit
marital difficulties. The most typical pattern is that of a male
child enmeshed with his mother. This alliance results in the
father feeling separated from the family and reacting by way of
further disengagement, violence towards the members of the
family, or a combination of both. Enmeshment may become
extreme resulting in the mother's inability to separate from

the involved child without somatic, suicidal, or psychotic
responses. Providing protection for the child from trouble with

the authorities is the only area on which parents can find
common ground. The family may initially deny the existence
of a substance abuse problem while, at the same time, may
need the problem to avoid focusing on marital discord or other
pn)hlents within the family.
Pressure for change in the family of a substance abusing child
is usually absent. In a family system, the substance-abusing
child has many functions. Ile. or she is likely to be the symptom
cart ict of the family dysfunction which helps to maintain ilw
,,tattv, fpar homenstu.sis ). The child's difficulty reinforces the
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parents' need to control and provide parenting (inadequate or
not). The substance abuse provides a "site" for family battle so
that marital conflict can continue to be denied. The child is
not viewed as an individual and the family feels helpless. Any
blame for the family's difficulties is usually focused on some
source outside the family. The child may be overprotected as
the family focuses all of its conflict managing resources on the
substance abuse problem of the child. The special role of the
child is to provide the family with a problem upon which to
focus, thus alleviating the need to address other issues. The
role of the child becomes one of family stabilizer, an admirable
role to be sure.
It is important to remember that the unit for intervention is

not the student, but that it involves, at least, the parental
subsystem. It can be assumed that the adults in this family are
communicating through the child. This creates problems for
them particularly when the child is not available. An initial
goal of the school counselor is to remove the child from this

triangle, allowing the child to function normally while

maintaining family stability. At this point, there is no concern

for exploring insight or expression of feelings. There are

guidelines which are appropriate for school counselors wishing
to utilize a family counseling approach to counseling families

with substance abusing children. These have been adapted
from those offered by Haley (1979).

1. The school counselor should have the entire family
present for the first session. This task may require a
considerable investment of energy on the part of the
school counselor.
2. Blaming is counterproductive. Parents, or supervising
adults, should be put in charge of solving the problem.
The school counselor should convince them that they
are the best qualified to provide the help the child needs.
This fact requires the family to communicate about the
child, as they have been, but in a more constructive way.
Specifically,
a) Discussions shmdd be limited to dealing with and

solving the problems associated witgh the child's
substance abuse. Ot her family issues should he
excluded from discussion. Consequences of further
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drug or alcohol use by the child should be
addressed.

b) The past and supposed causes of the substance
abuse are omitted or ignored. The here and now is
the focus.
c) If necessary, the school counselor should join the
parents against the student. This should be done
even if it appears to make the child too dependent
for his or her age or if it appears to be depriving
him or her of independence and personal rights.
Once "normal" returns, rights and privileges can
be restored.

d) Marital conflicts or conflicts between family
members other than the substance abusing student
may surface and should be ignored. If family
members insist, the school counselor should tell
them that those issues must wait until the identified
patient is back to normal.

c) Expectations of normal functioning of the child
should come from everyone. Normal functioning

would include continued school attendance,

keeping part-time jobs, or responsibilities at home.
These expectations should be immediate.
3. Improvements on the part of the family will result in the
family becoming unstable. Parents may even threaten

separation or divorce. At this point the student would
usually begin to have problems again in order to return
homeostasis to the family. If the school counselor has
successfully allied with the parents, they will turn to the
school counselor, leaving the student to continue his or
her improvement. The school counselor must either move
the student out of the conflict and allow it to go on directly
between the parents, or help the parents solve the problem
which allows the student to remain free of the relationship.
4. The school counselor should enter into this process with
the expectation that it will require intense but brief efforts.
As soon as positive changes occur, the school counselor
should begin to plan for termination. Not all of the family
problems will he, or should be expected to be, solved. A
newly est ablished contract to address other family issues
can occur. For example. many families with substance
1
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abuse may also exhibit child neglect or even physical and
sexual abuse.
Our suggested approach for the school counselor in providing
family counseling to the family of substance abusing students
is based on the above guidelines. From the beginning, the school

counselor should promote the idea that the solution to the
substance abuse problem is actually a family solution. The
school counselor may wish to make the telephone contact to
set up the initial family meeting while the student is in the

counselor's office. As noted, this process may take a
considerable amount of time and energy but it is the basis for
any success that is to be achieved through family counseling.
It may first be necessary for the school counselor to convince
the parents that a problem exists. Often, the denial process
has had a long time to develop. The school counselor also may
find resistance from the student when the issue of including

the family is presented. It is imperative that the school

counselor avoid any tendency to place blame; he or she should
stress the need for a joint effort. Through the use of reframing,

family behaviors can be characterized as helpful and well
intentioned (e.g., "Tie is protecting his family like a father is
expected to." or "I ler intentions are to do what a good mother
would do."). Reframing avoids the problems associated with
a tempting family counseling in the face of resistance.
In i tia Ily, the family counseling sessions should concentrate
on sett ing goals for treatment. The school counselor should
help direct the family to appropriate goals. Certainly one goal
of counseling should be to help the student cease his or her
substance use. Should other issues arise, the school counselor
should challenge their relevance to the issue at hand. If no
relevance to the substance abuse problem can be shown, the
issue should not he addressed. The major role for the school
counselor at this juncture is to ally with the parents in an active
stance against the substance abuse. The parents should not be
allowed to get into issues involving marital conflicts. A united
front is very important. If mother is over-involved with her
child, it helps to put the father in charge, for the time being.
This plan may involve encouraging father-child activities. This
arrangement rnay not feel comfortable at first and may need to
heLJii in the school counselor's office before it is transferred to
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the home. During this time the school counselor will want to
provide subtle support for the mother as the father and child
begin to form a different relationship.
It is expected that the student will, in response to the family
counseling efforts, cease his or her substance use. Stanton and
Todd (1979) have sugested that this process takes about three
to four weeks once the family counseling has begun. As the
student begins to show improvement, it can be expected that a
family crisis of some kind is going to occur. Most often this
crisis will involve a marital conflict that surfaces as the child's
"sickness" disappears. It is at this time that the child may

need to "develop" a problem in order to save the parents'
marriage. The school counselor's alliance with the parents
should help deflect this pressure and allow the child to continue
his or her progress. If other family problems surface, as they
often will, the school counselor should refuse to address these
issues unless they are related to the substance abuse. It is
important to keep the focus on the major therapeutic goal which

is to eliminate the problem of substance abuse. Should the
student relapse, the question of accountability has to be
addressed. The family will have to take responsibility for any
relapse. The school counselor will not find the family ready to
accept this responsibility without a considerable amount of
resistance. Stanton and Todd write that the counselor "should
help the family either to accept it or to effectively disengage
from the addict so that he must accept it On his own" (p. 62).
Ultimately, the parents must return to the executive position
in the family and gain influence over their substance-abusing
child (Haley, 1980; West, liosie, & Zarski, 1987).
The final sessions of family counseling are primarily for the
purpose of disengagement of the school counselor. If there has
been a successful period of abstinence from the alcohol or drug
use, then the family can turn its attention to other issues such
as the student getting a job, improving grades, and staying in
school, or disapproving of activities away from home. These
concerns can be addressed through small, easily attained goals
such as having the studnt finding two or three appropriate job
listings. The counselor should involve the parents in this task
while, at the same time, reminding them not to become overly
involved. Parents might also begin at this point to deal directly
with any marital proNems. The school counselor may find
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this is an appropriate time to provide a referral for marital or
further family counseling outside the school setting so as to
address longer term issues. Usually, if the family counseling
has proven to be successful then the issue of termination is not
difficult. There may need to be some follow-up on a monthly

basis for a while, but the family will be ready to resume
responsibility for family functioning without much resistance.

Not all school counselors will feel comfortable with this
approach. The school counselor will, of necessity, play a very
active and often directive role in the counseling process. The
school counselor will need to be supportive, energetic, and

available to the family during the month or two that the
described process should last. Flexibility will be an absolute
necessity when dealing with substance abuse problems and the
school counselor may be required to suspend some personal,
moral, or religious beliefs to accomplish joining with the family.

The family is likely to be quite demanding of the school
counselor's time and energy. While a school setting is one
appropriate place for family counseling to occur, the school
counselor should insure that the parents are ready to meet the
expectations of such counseling. Being available to the student
on a daily basis certainly provides an advantage that counseling
in other settings does not.

Attention Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder
When a child has a chronic problem, such as attention deficit./
hyperactivity disorder (AD/IID), there may be significant family

tension and a disruption in family functioning (Feetham
lIumenick, 1982; Ross & Ross, 1982). O'Brien (1992) has
indicated that usually "children and their families have been
aware of and attempting to cope with the problems of AD/IID
for a long time prior to seeking treatment" (p. 109).
Lewis (1992) found AD/IID prevalence rates ranging from 5%
to 14% with more boys having AD/IIll than girls. In addition,
as many as 1596 to 20% of children with learning disabilVies
have AD/III) (O'Brien, 1992; Silver, 1990). ADMD is presumed
to be a neurological disorder that affects motor functioning,
impulse control, and the ability to pay attention (Silver, 1990).
Two factors, although possibly independent of One another, tha
could indicate a poor prognosis are aggressive symptoms and a
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harsh family environment (Marshall, Longwell, Goldstein, &
Swanson, 1990; Milich & Loney, 1979). Children with AD/HD
may feel angry and devalued and may manifest irritability and
a depressive mood. These children at times ridicule themselves,
before their peers and family members have the opportunity.
They sometimes blame many of their problems on AD/HD,
thereby making them free of responsibility for their behavior
(O'Brien). A review of the literature revealed that children
and adolescents with AD/HD may have difficulty with academic

achievement, antisocial behavior, drug use, and even arrests.
Other problems include oppositional behavior, low self-esteem,
and poor peer relationships (see Anastopoulos, Guevremont,
Shelton, & Du Paul, 1992). Moreover, attentional and behavioral

problems usually result in long-term problems for school
children and their families (Lewis).
Family problems may include negative parental perceptions,
parenting problems, poor parent-child communications, and
sibling difficulties. Unfortunately, AD/HD children's problems

may work synergistically with family difficulties to further
deteriorate the family atmosphere (IIechtman, 1981). Many
parents with an AD/HD child view their family as extremely

chaotic or rigid, resulting in the belief that there is little
opportunity for change. Parents of children with AD/HD
typically have difficulties with discipline which include power
struggles, management of defiant behavior, poor socialization,

and reciprocal interactions that seem to maintain problems
(see Anastopoulos et al., 1992; Lewis, 1992; Lorber & Patterson,
1981; Tallmadge, Paternite, & Gordon, 1989).

Although there is no consistent counseling approach or
educational curriculum for treating AD/IID, treatment is
generally multifaceted and features special education, behavior
management, and family counseling. In addition, about 80% of
children accurately diagnosed with AD/HD respond favorably
to some type of medication (Silver, 1990). Co-existing learning

disabilities should be identified and an educational plan
developed to treat the academic deficiencies. Once this has
been accomplished, family counseling in the school can assist
the family in understanding AD/HD, in planning behavioral
management, and in improving communication. It is important
for the family to he perceived by the counselor as sharing in
the problems as well as die successes of the child with AD/HD
1 16

(O'Brien, 1992).

Assisting families with an AD/HD child improves

communication and may facilitate enhanced family functioning

(Lewis, 1992). The stance that the parents take regarding the
child with AD/HD is an important initial consideration in family

counseling. This parental stance can range from the concern
that something is terribly wrong with their child, to blaming
the school, to seeing the fault as the child's. Because of the
array of possible perceptions of the parents, it is crucial for the
schoci counselor to remain empathic and to recognize the
parents' frustration and attempts to cope with the AD/HD child
within the family environment (O'Brien, 1992). Recently,
parent training has become popular in addressing AD/HD
(Newby, Fischer, & Roman, 1991).

Parenting prwams have various formats. Barkley (1987)
has focused on the social processes within the family that may
be responsible for developing and sustaining non-compliant
behavior. Cons isteiit consequences, plans for reducing parental

stress and conflict, utilization of timeouts, and nondirective
playtime are hallmarks of the I3arkley parenting program.
Fifteen to twenty minute daily playtimes are designed to
increase the quality of the attention parents give the child.
Parents are asked to attend to positive rather than negative
behaviors, which should improve the general relationship
between parent and child. Parents need assistance in viewing
the positive side of their children's accomplishments, as well
as in seeing their MAID children in a realistic light. Parents
may he angry with the school or school counselor, or they may
feel guilty and ask the counselor what they have done wrong

(O'Brien, 1992). Children may be openly rejected and

considered for residential placement. In addition, siblings of
the child with AD/HD may feel that a "double standard" is

operating within the family, resulting in negative and

provocative behavior, or even shame for their sibling with AD/
HD.

In order to be successful with an AD/IID family, school
counselors should establish a high level of therapeutic rapport,

flexibility in applying interventions, and be able to deal
effectively with a family's natural resistance to change
(Patterson, 1982). Fend & Weinhold (1989) have illustrated
fa in dv ef iiitisultiu shills for chihl behavior changes that can
I

n
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easily be used by counselors working with families with AD/HD

children. First, all behavioral problems must be clearly
identified. In family counseling it is important for the school
counselor to have the parents prioritize the problems in order
of their disruption to family functioning. Next, goals for each
behavior must be made and a relative action plan established.
Finally, the plan must be implemented. Fundamental
counseling skills will facilitate this family behavior change
process. These include rapport building, information gathering,
self-disclosure (especially if the school counselor has children),
some degree of confrontation, interpretation, and closure. Since
a number of children with AD/HD will demonstrate extreme
defiance, a discussion of antisocial behavior in family counseling
may be appropriate.

Many parents with AD/HD children emphasize the child's
deficiencies. Braswell & Bloomquist (1991) have suggested that

parents divert the focus of their thinking from the student's
weaknesses to the student's strengths. Parents must be trained
to focus on the positive rather than the negative; they should
be informed that something can be done about their child's
problem. A continual emphasis on deficiencies will undoubtedly

affect the parent-child and other family relationships.
Parents can learn various methods for helping the child with

his or her AD/HD problem. This may include behavioral
management and, in many cases, cognitive-behavioral
interventions conducted by the parents. Strategies for change

may encompass modifying the home environment to

accommodate the child's skill level. In just a few sessions,
parents and child can begin making therapeutic changes within

the family (Braswell & Bloomquist, 1991). Gard and Berry
(1986) have reported that five essential parenting skills are
crucial to child behavioral management: 1) positive interactions

between parents and child, 2) reinforcement procedures to
enhance specific child behaviors, 3) ignoring in order to
decrease negative and oppositional child behaviors, 4 ) giving

the child clear and consistent commands, and 5) using
consequences to reduce inappropriate behaviors.
School counselors are in an excellent position to assist parents
in learning behavioral management and cognitive-behavioral
techniques. For example, parents must learn to accurately
observe both their child's and their own behavior. Parents also
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need to be educated about inadvertently reinforcing problematic
behavior. Additionally, parents need to recognize which of their
responses to the child's impulsive or distracting behaviors are
reinforcing. Children who are taught to "Stop, Think, and Plan"
will do best in family environments that are supported by the

parents. Parents also can be taught cognitive-behavioral
methods which allow the child to solve his or her own problems
(Braswell & Bloomquist, 1991).
Additionally, family counseling can enhance family problem-

solving processes. This includes learning how to define

problems, considering alternatives and options and then
choosing the best one, implementing a strategy, and, finally,
checking to see if the plan is working. Braswell and Bloomquist
(1991) have developed a five-step problem-solving process for
families with AD/HD children.

1. Stop! What is the problem we are having?
2. What are some plans we can use?
3. What is the best plan we could use?
4. Let us do the plan.
5. Did the plan work? (p. 192).

The school counselor can help the family learn how to
negotiate plans and how to reinforce the AD/HD student for

appropriate participation and cooperation (Braswell &
I3loomquist).

Braswell and Bloomquist (1991) have indicated that

communication problems are a major source of difficulty for
families with an AD/HD child. Such problems include arguing,
interrupting, vague/ambiguous statements, blaming, speaking
tangentially, dominating conversation, poor eye contact, and
destructive verbalizations. Skills training in communication
helps the family realize their destructive patterns of verbal

interaction while they learn new communication skills.

Counselors working on family communication should model
appropriate communication, teach the family different ways of
speaking, and provide the family with recurrent feedback. It
is often helpful to videotape communications skills training
sessions and play them back for the family in order to provide
direct feedback (l3raswell & Bloomquist).
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Antisocial Behavior
(Thildren in school will at some time or another engage in
some behavior which either conflicts with society or with
society's expectations. When this antisocial behavior becomes
repetitive or develops into a pattern of social or personal conflict.
the school counselor is often called upon to address and change
this behavior. Antisocial behaviors include stealing, lying, and
running away. Although society, including parents, disapproves
of these behaviors, elements such as competition, winning, and
some degree of nonconformity arc rewarded. Often times

"getting caught" has been portrayed as the real "sin" rather
than the act itself.
Family sanctions or models provided by adults may be a basis
for the beginning of antisocial behaviors. Morn instructing her

son to tell a caller that "Mom's not home" makes lying
acceptable. When a daughter sees her dad eat grapes from the
produce section of the market, she learns that at least some
stealing is allowed. These are all innocent examples. If parents
actually engage in more blatant antisocial or ill (ill.)e.tav.or,

the child will certainly take notice and may be expected to
imitate these behaviors. Many antisocial behaviors result not
from specific parental models, but from the
feeling
disengaged or alienated from his or her parents. When needs

for affection, consistency, or stability go unmet, the child will
turn to members of his or her peer group, whose moral values
and ethical codes are not as well established. As noted earlier,
children may respond to a family break-up with antisocial or at
least undesirable behaviors. We have already examined how a
child may be placed in a family role that requires him or her to
be "disordered" in some way in order to preserve homeostasis
and keep the family together. The child's identity is likely
dependent upon his or her role as troublemaker. problem child,
or worse.
Once a problem area has been identified, the first task is to

help the family accept the need to work with the sehool
counselor towards a solutiinl. This task may include convincing

the parents that there is a problem and a solution and that
they are an essential part of the solution. In general, the school
counselor will need to join with parents and provide I hem with
models and directives to improve parenting skills,
r)r she
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facilitates more functional patterns of communication within
the family.
Over time, most children will display some antisocial behavior.
The vast majority of these children will grow into law abiding
citizens. Paren's need to be reminded of this fact. It also is

important that parents avoid the tendency to label children as
"bad," "delinquent," or as a "troublemaker" because of some
limited antisocial behavior. Parents should know that such

children can be successful. Parents may require help in
determining which behavior to address. Trying to correct a

multitude of behaviors at once will probably prove frustrating
for theparents as well as for the child. It can he helpful to have
the parents focus on one specific behavior. Meanwhile, the
school counselor should concentrate on marital problems or
family conflicts which the counselor has hypothesized as the
basis for the problem (Wells & Ilinkic, 1990).
While using the strategies noted earlier to achieve improved
family functioning, the school counselor will want to give the
parents specific guidelines regarding the iden,:ified problem and
how to address it. Shaefer and Millman (1981) have provided

some specific direction to be used in response to particular
problem behaviors. These guidelines, along with encouragement

and direction from the school counselor, should provide the
parents with a concrete manner in which to respond.
I

Individualize. Parents should make certain that they
tailor their responses to the individual personalities.
preferences, and characteristics of their child. Parents
know better than anyone what will, and what will not,
work with their children. It is important for parents

not to attempt cookbook remedies. Successful

measures used with one child may fail with another.
And what works with a certain child ill one situation
may not work with that same child if circumstances
are different.
2. Pc specific. When setting rules and expectations, it is

essential that everyone understands the rules and
expectations in the same way andean agree on their
meaning. This agreement also should apply to I he
statement of consequences for both positive an(1 negative
I), Ilaviors. lIli1l cleat and easily understood rulcs ond

'
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regulations will benefit both parent and child in the
smooth day-to-day operation of the household.
3. State the reason. The importance of understanding the
rules is necessary, as is understanding the need for a
specific rule. If children perceive that a rule was
established solely to benefit the adults in the household,
or Wati decided arbitrarily, the potential for rule breaking
is certainly greater.

4. Expect obedience. When any request or directive is
delivered from a parent to a child, the child is much more
likely to comply if the adult conveys the expectation that
the child will obey. Many times children desire structure
and control, even when they protest against it. Allowing
the child inordinate freedom places an undue burden on

him or her. By providing structure and direction, the
parent can alleviate that burden.
5. Make few demands. It is not necessary to try to anticipate

every eventuality in setting rules. Parents who are fair
and flexible provide a well functioning model for their
children. Setting a multitude of rules also makes it
difficult for parents to be consistent in enforcing all of
them.
0. State rules and provide praise impersonally. It is much
better for a parent to say, "hitting others is not allowed."
than to say, "Jason, you are not allowed to hit your sister."

In the same manner it is better to praise the efforts of a
child. (e.g., "This room looks very neat and clean now.")
than to as!.ociate good works with the goodness of the
individual (e.g., "What 0 good girl. You cleaned your
r( om."). The latter approach, while seemingly benign,
can lead to the logical conclusion that if she does not
clean her room, she is no longer a good person.
7. Make direct statements. The more specific and brief the
directive, the less likelihood of confusion. "Pick up your

shoes please," is mud; better than saying, "What are
these shoes doing in the flo(n- again," or coaxing with, "I
sure would like to have this floor nice and clear."
ft s _tate rules positively when possible. Express rules in a
prescriptive rather than a prohibitive manner. For

example, say "walk when r ni arc in the Imuse," rather

than "stop

Say. "dirty clothes go in the
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hamper," rather than "stop throwing your dirty clothes
On the floor.-

9. Be aware of your tone. The way in which parents say
things when they state a rule or give a directive can
determine the way in which a child will respond. There

is little place for sarcasm oi put downs when parents
interact with their children. An irritated or disgusted
tone in one's voice is very likely to draw Opposition from
a child.
10. Give a choice. When giving a child a directive it may go
easier, as well as teach responsibility, if the child is offered
some choice. For example, a parent might say, "Do you
want to take your shower in the upstairs or downstairs
bathroom?" This question leaves no mom for not bathing
but does give the child some choice.
11. Be flexible. The rigidity of the house rules should he
flexible enough to bend if a special eireinnstance calls
ior it or as the child develops and is able to handle more
independence.
12. Be consistent. Being flexible does not mean being wishywashy. Once a rule is set, it should be enforced as strictly

one day as the next and only altered if eirounstances

really warrant, not just for the convenience of the parent.
13. Be reammable, Make sure t hat in the zeal to gain control
of behavior, the parent does not make the consequences

more serious than Inc behavior warrants. The loss of a
privilege, time alone ill a room for a short period, extra
chores, or sonic form of restitution (i.e., making up for
the damage done by repairing, replacing, or paying for a
replacement are all effective consequences. Corporal
punishment is usually ma helpful for the child or the
parent and seldom has more than a short-term effect.

In addition to the general suggestions above, there are some
responses specific to individual pr((blern behaviors. If stcutin
is the problem, parents should know that stealing ean occur foi
many reasons Younger children may riot have developed til
understandin of individual ownership. Older children steal to
obtain desired items, to demonstrate an independence from

a Irilt ml hoi it y, or to impress peers NN itl th(..ii daring Or bravado.
It is not uncommon for stealinir., o ur in the aftermath of a
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separation, divorce, or death of a parent. To address stealing,
parents should make sure they confront the child immediately
hy telling the child they are aware of the stealing and will
administer appropriate consequences. Asking a child if he or
she did something when parents already know the answer
usually sets up the child to lie and leads the child into deeper
trouble with parents. At the point of discovery, confession in
not necessarily helpful. The consequence that makes the most
sense is either restoring the stolen object to its rightful owner
ir restitutical. Restitution may involve monetary compensation,
replacement of the object, or provisicin of some compensatory
act (i.e., working for the injured party). all of which ,,hould be
accompanied by an apology. Any consequence imposed should
result in some inetmvenience or loss to the child. School
counselors must not forget that stealing sometimes occurs
because of a dysfunctional transacti(mal patterns in the family
or due to a parent-ehild relationship that is lacking. While
parents respond as prescribed, the school counselor should
continue to work with the family to repair the relationship or
communication patterns ill the lannly.
The one characteristic that parents appear t( prize above al:
others in their children is honesty. The truth is, however, that
children freqilently engage in Lyin. Very young children may
he tumble to reliably distinguish reality from fantasy. )Ider
ehildren. once able to recognize the difference, will either blame

others for their actions, invent stories that never occurred,

elaborate the facts of a real incident, ur simply reverse the truth
te.g a child says that the dog has been fed when in fact it has
riot 1 The reasons for lying are as varied as the lies t hat children
tell. A child will often 1)(2 mc)tivau...d u) lie in self-defense, so as
to avoid punislunent or emharrassment. Lying may he a means

to deal with unpleasant realities through denial or it may be
due t o a lailtire to trust an adult to deal fairly when told the
truth. Following tile IlloddS ot familiar adults, or fulfilling a
self-image as a hal. call result ill children lying. They rnay lie
to get attention or to dein( Illqrate loyalty te a peer. Whatever
the rea,AW, lymg i a hehavior. When practieed frequently hy
addle!) it k upsetting to adults
ean help to prevent
lying hy nut insisting that ehildren omfess to their behaviors,
This notion was noted in the pre\ ious discussion of stealing. It
c, tInportant Hi the eIiool eounselor I tRip the parent!.

realize how influential their own behavior is On the behavior of

their children. The school counselor should promote open
communication between all members of a family. With better
ecanmunication between parents, as well as between parents
and children, it is possible to identify what the child gains from
lying and to develop more acceptable ways for the child to obtain
what he or she seeks.
It is not difficult 0) imagine all the reasons why a child may
run away from home. Running away is often the last of many

behaviors of a child with problems. Fleeing from home is a
desperate act, often undertaken as a means of communication
rather than as a real attempt to leave. Parents can prevent
running away by watching for signs that a child is having
difficulty and by responding to these signs. Children who do
not receive affection or praise may turn to peers or to the streets
in search of acceptance. Children often threaten to run away
or they leave signs that are easily read to indicate their intention.

Parents should not challenge the child by telling him or her to
go ahead and leave or act as if they do not care if the child
leaves. This is a time to express concern and affection: "I sure
would miss you and I would worry about you if von left." Next,
presum an option for communicating with the child: -Can you
tell me what's bothering you maybe we can work things out."

Parents should remember that there is a need for further
autonomy that comes along with development.
If a child has run away and returned, the school counselor
should help the parent avoid taking immediate punitive action
Any sort of extreme reaction either totally punishing or totally
capitulating is unproductive. The real answer for the family of
rtillaWly IS lb establish a functioning system of
cimiumulication. It dist) is necessary to examine the role played
hy the run-away child. Just as wnh substance abuse and many
other po.bkmi behaviors, the child may act to preserve ale
1,imilv homeostasis lw bringing a large amount of negative
(t..;1(H11 UpNI1 Idol (it licn,clf,

Conclusion
1).1,,ed lilt
a Indy counseling. p5,. tieularly
family
member
plays
a pari
.deals tht.oi y, assumes that every
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The identifici patient may be signaling that the family is in
distress; that the family is acting to close family boundaries
and isolate itself from the surrounding community. The school
counselor who understands these processes may be the one
hope for a complete and lasting solution to the family problems
brought to school by students.

Emk;

Chapter Eight

Issues of Divorce and
Marital Conflict
It has not gone unnoticed by anyone in the field of counseling
that divorce is a common issue. School counselors, by virtue
of their primary work with children, encounter divorce as much
or more than any other segment of the counseling profession.
It is surprising, then, that it has not been until recent years
that any systematic attempt by school counselors to address
this particular issue has occurred.
When a married couple separates and eventually divorces,
there are many emotional and practical adjustments which must
be accomplished. The children's adjustments arc as difficult
as those of their parents, but the child's aceomodations differ
in many ways from those of the adult. A series of studies of

children in divorcing families found six tasks necessary for
adaptation to the changing situation in a divorcing family
(Papa

& Oids. 19)2; Wallerstein, 1983; Wallerstein & Kelly,

Accepting the reality of the marriage break-up. Younger
children may have difficulty comprehending the situation
beyond any arguing they may have witnessed. If there is

sonie understanding of what the implications of the

divorce arc, a child may become muddled with feelings
of fear or apprehension. This fear can he associated with
being lett alone, with not having both parents present, or
v. i t II the guilt of having some responsibility for the breakup )1dur children may deal with the situation through

denial or they may retreat into beliefs of parental
reconeiliati(m.
.1

l)iscng;m.itii fi
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children in a divorcing family to get on with their usual
activities and separate themselves from the turmoil that
is often present with divorcing parents. They also may
be so upset that they stop working in school, playing with
friends, or participating in sports.
3. Addressing loss. The loss of a parent is traumatic if due to

death, but when that parent is lost, regained, and

repea!edly lost again, the impact is multiplied. This

situation is the ease in many divorced families. However,

there are many more losses than these for children
experiencing divorce. They must deal with the loss of a
life style, both economically and functionally. Family
routine, ritual, and tradition arc all changed or lost with
the absence of one parent from family activities. Also
lost, for at least the ;nitial months or years following a
family experiencing a divorce, is a sense of security that
comes from two parents working (i.e., employment, or
child and home care) to maintain their family, paying
the bills, and protecting the children from all outside
threats.
4. Addressing guilt and anger. As previously alluded to, most
children feel some sense of responsibility for the divorce
of their parents. Children are aware that divorce is the
choice of at least one, if not both, parents and, is therefore,

not inevitable. In addition, anger may he directed at
themselves as well as at parents who have subjected th,.. in

to the trials of living in a divorced family. This anger
often goes on for years, sometimes never subsiding.
5. Accepting that divorce is permanent. Often children hold
on to the hope that their parents will reunite even in the
face of overwhelming evidence to the contrary, including
remarriage by one or both parents. It may, in fact, take a
physical as well as emotional separation from parents to
accept the reality of divorce. This acceptance may not
happen tintil children reach adolescence, go away to
college, move into their own accommodations, or marry
themselves.

Developing positive expcetatic,os for relationships.

tliddren from divorced
tuuy fuld it difficult to
overcome the fear that they \vill f;lil at any relationship
they attempt, just like their parents. This belief can result

I

I

in an avoidance of intimacy or in the development of
only superficial relationships, along with the poor selfconcept and the depressive mood that such relationships
foster.

For school children, the resolution of these tasks may hinge
on a number of factors which need to be addresF2d in family

counseling. The child's Own ability to deal with stressful

situations in general, as well as divorce in particular, depends
on different variables. Some of these variables can he facilitated

or enhanced through family counseling with the school

counselor. Papalia and Olds (1992) have identified five specific
factors that can effect the resilience of a child, and which can

indicate a child's ability to rebound from stressful situations.
These factors are (a) elements of the child's personality, such
as adaptability, high self-esteem, support from family and other
adults; (b) experience gained in dealing with stressful situations;
(c) the number of sources of stress; (d) the overall amount of
stress to be dealt with; and (e) availability of "compensating
experiences," which include successes in other areas of life.
While all children may need to accomplish these tasks in order

to adjust emotionally to divorce, it is not the case that all

children from separated or divorced families need counseling.
Understanding and feedback from a supportive environment
at school, a mature and thoughtful approach taken by parents,
along with the reasonable passing of time, may be all a child
needs to make necesF,ary adjustments. Richard Gardner (1982)
notes that "divorce per se does not necessarily produce
psychopatholoAy in the child" (p. 39). Ile goes on to point out,
however, that "the child of divorce is more likely to develop
such reactions (psychopathology) than the child who grows up
in an intact, relatively secure home" (p. 39). Other researchers
have recorded school behavior problems, academic difficulties,
delinquent behavior, and friction with peers in children from
divorced families (Hetherington, 198( ; Kelly, 1987).
While most school counselors would agree that children of
divorce would benefit from counseling, a child's ability to benefit
from a counseling relationship is different in un actually having
d need for ,:uch intervention. Therefore, an important task for
()I not counseling
a school counselor is to detet
is needed.
Sn
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Many of the anxious and depressive feelings that children
may experience in a divorce are temporary and specific to
circumstances. Support or a friendly smile could be all that
these children require; therefore, family counseling is not
necessarily warranted in such cases. Children in this temporary,
adjustment period may engage in behaviors that alarm parents,

family members, or teachers. The students may write stories
about divorce in response to an English assignment or show
inordinate interest in stories or movies about divorced families.
For the parent, this response may be especially painful, but for
the child it is often therapeutic to release the feelings of sadness,
depression, or anger through the attention to such stories. This

reaction is adaptive and does not necessarily indicate a need
for family counseling. Should this interest reach unusual levels,

so that it takes up most of a child's time, distracts from
schoolwork or other interests, or develops into an obsession,
then counseling becomes more appropriate.
School counselors should he attuned to the fact that parents
often ask mental health or school professionals to speak with
their children so that the parents can receive counseling for
their own concerns. With the child or children as identified
putient(s), adults can address their own adjustment issues while
having the satisfaction of being a good and caring parent as
demonstrated by their willingness to participate in counseling.
The school counselor will need to be careful not to challenge
this parental belief while also avoiding the trap of joining the
parent in identifying the child as "the one with the problem."
It is generally not a good idea to "treat" a child in the absence
of a problem. On the other hand, it may be useful for everyone
to e::amine and perhaps modify the family's functioning as a
unit.
As previously noted, should adjustment difficulties persist for

the child, reconsideration for family counseling is in order.
Gardner (1982) suggests that four to six weeks following a
divorce or separation is a "reasonable" period of time to expect

adjustment problems to occur. Should such behaviors as
fighting, tantrums, or acting out at school or home persist

beyond 1 1/2 months, family counseling may be needed. This

time frame holds true if persistent depressive mood is present
for longer than a month. School counselors will remember
that the ,yrnptomc C Cf deprey,ion in childrcn does not always

I
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follow the same pattern as depressive mood in adults. Young
children may manifest depression through overly active or
aggressive behavior, while an adolescent will react to depression

with negativism, antisocial behaviors, and protestations that
he or she feels misunderstood. There arc situations when the
child's response to the separation or divorce is so intense that
it would be unwise to wait for several weeks to see if problems
dissipate. The intervention necessary in these situations does
not require immediate family counseling, hut it will, most likely,
initially involve support and rev. surance from a trusted adult
such as the school counselor.

In the event of a separation or divorce, some children may

warrant intervention by the school counselor because they have
already displayed some difficulties prior to the announcement

of the marital break. It may he that the previously existing

problems were, in fact, rooted in the marital conflict and began
to manifest themselves before the marital problems; or, there
may be existing psychological difficulties which are merely
exacerbated by the stress of the separation or divorce.
Another area for the school counselor to note in determining

the appropriateness of intervention is the student's peer

relationships. The ability to refrain from fussing or fighting
with peers is usually retained even if sibling disagreements
escalate following the parents' marital break-up. If a child is

unable to cor trol his or her feelings to the point that an
unusually high number of arguments or fights occur with peers,
perhaps the child's difficulty in adjustment is severe enough to

require interention by the school counselor. Certainly the
observations and trained eyes and ears of an experienced
counselor will go a long way in making the determination about

the need for counseling. In the same manner, parents are not
always seeking their own gratification if they request help from
the school counselor. Parents typically have a reasonably good
feel for the usual behaviors of their children and may be able to
"sense" trouble helm e it is apparent to others. The school
counselor is usually well served to consider parental requests
when they occur.
In addition to standard counseling and assessment concerns,
the school counselor must be able to determine the point in
the separation process that the family in question finds itself.
rohatmon (1')73) has proposed six different stages or stutions
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through which individuals pass during a divorce. Family
members neither enter the stations at the same time, nor do
they spend the same amount of time in each station; however,
in order to achieve some level of stability, each station must be
entered and successfully completed by families facing divorce.
Initially, couples will find themselves in emotional divorce,
which typically occurs prior to any physical separation. During
this time the couple is beginning to feel more negative than
positive emotions about the partner. The waning of excitement,
expectation, and caring are accompanied by feelings of being
betrayed or lied to, since one's dreams are not coming true.
The partner who feels this may vacillate be ween these negative
feelings and denial in an attempt to convince himself or herself

that the trouble is not real. An increased attempt to "patch

things up," or act as if nothing is wrong may ensue. This acting
can he confusing for the children since their allegiances may
be questioned by one parent or the other. Also, a parent often
turns to the children for confirmation of his or her feelings or
for validation of anger or resentment towards the other parent.
The next station is legal divorce in which the couple are
actually separated and the divorce is recognized outside the
family. The parents often react with depression, a combination
of resignation and relief, and feelings of ambivalence and guilt.
Children may have a different position in the family structure
as parents depend on them more for emotional support and as
the family's roles are readjusted. Many of the major decisions
for the adults in the family have been relegated to attorneys or
a judge and the adult's power may feel diminished as a result.
Children suddenly find themselves with adult responsibilities
as the family struggles to realign itself.
.1s the family begins to consider and implement economic
rearrangements, such as alimony, and/or child support and
costody, the family moves into the station ,alled economic
divorce. This period is often more difficult and scary for tile
children since the sole support on which they depend is now
threatened. Depending on the age of the child, the econt mite
impact may he experienced as a loss of extra treats. or a iss 4
desired luxuries, or the potential loss of Il ftitiii I e
;Ill
opportunity for a college education). The nt.,ed h tt ii
1.11',
by the children may come at a time when the p;nent,...to
.1

epatf'd to he supportke since they themsek

insecure and uncertain.
The fourth station is the time when the school counselor is
most likely to find him or herself involved. This station is called
the co-parental divorce and the problems ()I:custody Divorced
parents often return to court for battles involving custody, child
support, or visitation. The participants may choose to discredit

each other in order to strengthen their own case. Parents or
grandparents may attempt to enlist children in this process
from one side or the other. The fact that the children are
required to develop a split in allegiance is only part of the
problem the school counselor may see reflected in school
behavior. Children also arc learning about the ugly side of adult
c7"

behavior as they watch trusted individuals lie and scheme
against people that the children love. This realization can make
the child doubt the love his or her parents have professed. It
also may serve to provide a jaded view of those that have been,

and continue to be, role models. These custody issues often
come for children at the time when they are developing their
own morals and internal rules of interaction with others. To
find a child lying to a teacher, showing a lack of respect, or
plotting with one child against another should not be surprising
if that child is in the fourth station of a divorce.
As the family moves into the fifth station, community divorce
and the problems of loneliness, parents commence to make or

seek new friends and begin new activities. The new life that
has been carved out for the family will gradually settle in and
the parents may start pursuing long-desired activities that they
never pursued when married. There is a strong signal to the
children that their former life is gone forever and this life may,
in fact, have to he mourned as an additional loss. The parents
may become more self-centered and concerned with their oWn
healing, creating in the children a sense of abandonment. The
non-custodial parent may, in fact, encourage a child's feeling of

anger and depression in order to torn the child against the
parent with which he or she lives. An increasingly common
situation is where the children do not live with either parent;
they reside with grandparents while parents attempt to "get
their lives together." During this stage of the divorce, the parents
may rarely see the children as mother and Inflict. concentrate
on their (0,V11 adjustment and enjoy their new freed( an. The
children may exhibit acting-out behavior, depression, ur a lack
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of concern for grades or personal accomplishment.
Psychic divorce is the final station through which Bohannon
(1973) suggests that divorced families pass. This stage should

involve the acceptance and final adjustment to a new life
circumstance. A realignment of identity for the parents, as
ixell as a chance to reorganize family hierarchy and roles for
the children, is necessary. Difficulty can develop when all
members of the family do not reach this point at the same time.

The school counselor may he instrumental in helping the
children and parent communicate effectively in order to
alleviate some of the misunderstanding and conflict that can
develop. Working independently with the child is an inefficient
way to improve family communication.

School counselors can count on being asked to address at
least one, if not all, the possible situations that accompany
families experiencing marital problems. The school counselor
may be required to deal with single-parent families, most often
headed by mothers many of whom may be entering the work
force for the first time so that they can support themselves and
their children. Children in these families may be spending
more time without adult supervision or adult interaction. They
may be assuming many parental duties or totally separating
themselves from the family. Isolation is common among the
adolescent children in a family that is divorced or divorcing.
The family will likely be experiencing financial and emotional
hardships that go along with single-parent child rearing. School
counselors may he asked to deal with newly constituted stepfamilies as parents re-marry, intact families on the verge of
break-up in which the parents are making a last-ditch effort to

keep a relationship going, separated families, or divorced
families.

In this chapter, as well as elsewhere in this hook, we have
presented specific suUestions or guidelines for the school
counselor to follow. These are not rigid procedures and, when
used optimally, they will reflect the creativity and personality
of the individual school counselor implementing them. As with
any procedure the manner of presentation, the existing rapport
bet wculi i.,(ittlisclor and client(s), and the thning of the delivery
will go a 1011).; way in determining the success of t he endeavor

Guidelines for Intervention
The Family Floor Plan
The family floor plan (Coopersmith, 1980) is an exercise that

is often used as an assessment technique, but it works well
when used as a means of facilitating family comrrttnication and

giving feedback to the family regarding their et,,rts. Having
one's own space, where that space is, and the degree that others

respect the sanctuary of the space is an important aspect of a
family. In using the family floor plan, the school counselor
asks the parent or parents to draw a floor plan of their childhood

home or the one they most identify with if there is more than
one. The children are instructed to watch. Coopersmith
provided the following directions and questions, which may be
altered:
1. As you draw, note your mood for each room.
2. Let yourself recall the smells, sounds, colors, and
the people in the house.
3. Is there a particular room where people gather?
4. When the members of your extended family visit,
where do they go?
5. Are there rooms you could not enter?
6. Do you have a special place in the house?
7. Let yourself be aware of how issues of closeness and
distance, privacy, or the lack of it are experienced
in this house?
8. What is the place of this house in the neighborhood
in which it Ftands? Does it fit or not?
9. Let yourself recall a typical event that occurred in
this house.
10. Let yourself hear typical words that were spoken by
family members (p. 142).

These questions and directions are meant to encourage
memories of the family's rules and procedures for usual
operation. It indicates the roles of family members and how
they may relate to roles of the parents in their family of origin.

It provides shared experiences that can be helpful in the
therapeutic process. Alternatives to this procedure may include

having the children draw their current house floor plan.
encouraging the children to ask their own questions while
1 l;

,
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parents draw, or instructing all family members to draw their
current or sonic previous home as a group project. In any use
of this technique, a vast amount of information may be gained.
Family members will also have many opportunities to examine
their roles in relation to each other, the implicit rules of the
family, and the areas of the home which are viewed as "hot
spots- for conflict. Additionally, places of safety and support
may be discerned in light of separation and divorce.

Generational Support
In a family in which the two-parent system has been disrupted,

regardless of previously existing generational boundary
violations, it is important for the school counselor to find ways
to support the defining of the roles and places of the different

generations in a family. There should be an observable
difference in the way a family perceives a parent as compared
to a child or, a grandparent. The school counselor tray have to
help establish a hierarchy or lend support to a hierarchy with
weak definition of boundaries. Moreover, many counselor's
interventions are subtle and unobtrusive.

A counselor can strengthen a parent's role by addressing
family questions directly at him or her and then seeking
confirmation from other members. This approach mav include
asking a parent's permission to give a task to one the children.
If differing perspectives emerge, giving the parent's perspective
More weight can strengthen that parent's position within the
family.

Such simple things as where family members sit may be
symbolie of family position and can be altered by school
counselors. The school counselor can place parents or
grandparents t( gether in one place and the children 0)fiether
in another. t avi ig mother or father the counselor's padded,
swivel chair while others sit in the chairs brought in from the
outer office is a subtle hut effective support for the 1;ene7(Ltif tat

1)(mm/urn's in the faniilv. It may be necessary to help the
parents in defining roles by suggestmg a reassignment of chores

and hy differentiating between the adults' tasks and the
ellildren's tasks. it is important to encourage parents to meet

with the school counselor, or with adult friends, to seek
(Ikcipline rather than delegating thi,, ih.1; kith('

children. It is important to discourage parents from allowing
older children to parent the younger ones. Even if older teens
baby sit for younger siblings, encourage the parent to set down
rules before going out rather than leaving that in the hands of
the older child.

Joining a Subsystem
There will he times in dealing With a divorced family in which

the school counselor will encounter a dysfunetional

organizational system: the children will hold more power than
the single parr nt; there is a dominant grandparent who i rent s
th:: parent and the r2hildren equally; or there are members of
the family (siblings or a parent and child) who are too ennleshed
or involved and have separated themselves from the rest of the
family.

Should any of these situations occur, the school

counselor may wish to e,igage in joining one of the suLystem
groups in order to strengthet, that group, with the long term
goal of effecting a ell.:nige in the overall family organization.
Initially, the school counselor will detel mine which subsystem
is in need of strengthening and will then move to add the powei
of the counselor's role to that subsystem There at(' a variety
of ways to bring, about this alliance. Some of the followitul have
been suggested by Sherman and l'redinan 1986):

1. The ,chool eounselor eati

'.Ic,est thal 111(21y1I-furs

taNeted subsystem sit together and then hr. CH .The joins
this group. As noted ablive this al;ti will help to delineate
the boundaries of t he subsystem.

The school counselor should make eertHn that
the rip.'mbers
w hen

UI

tIn. ,ubsysteni gt.t fnll attention

speaking, and that tile continents to di,

subsystem are giveii ,.Atta con\ideLitiun Tho c.,(ani,:eloi-

w ill need to intervene at times io i!.;k that the uthei
meinhets of the family acknowledge what has been said
by the nu:whets of the targeted !.nlisystem.
lc school ounseloi 7:,bould avoid tal,mLi, on a poi cut

ole Inn niav iR ed

e.ncourage or guide the

parent(s) to a ,,unie that po,,iiton within tile tarnily
(Ill OIL parent,.

the .,,aruntal role within fin'
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It nmv he necessary for the school counselor to provide

definition to the roles of the parent(,,). This

would include who makes diseipliniry decisions.

The counselor may have to help the parent( s

determine which child has which chore, what the nile
of the grandparen!-- ;
be within It, tin ir family,
and who is responsible for planning different aspects of
the family's life. This division will almost

certainly require some negotiation, w hich gives

the counselor the opportunity to educate the

family about

this

valuable

tool

regarding

family itinct k ming.
5.

Feedback

from the school counselor to
family subsystems and members regarding how family

power is used may be necessary. Thu counselor
will explain how using this power has resulted in
the opposite of the desired alt2ct
tictit1L;
()la teen mav complain that he (II she wants the parent
to leave him (it her ;dime yet the teenager continues to
confront and engage the parent)
o. It may be necessary for the scliaiol counselor to remove
a parenting child from such a role by asking the child to
sit with the other children. Should the child continue
to assume the role of parent, the counselor should stop
him or her and guide the parent to take on the task the
child was about to undertake.
7 The school coutc..elor must inform au, 1111cU ni,inh,,,s

of the family about the appropriate role
different stills:stems

1\ it hill

for

the family unit

"flits includes the rules under which they shoind opyrate
Is well as the responsibilities they may hold in the family

subsystems ill the family gain or relinqukh power, it will
he neces,,aly for the school counsulot to make adjustment,. in
his or her alliances in order to maintain an appropriate balance
ot these ,arbsvstems, I hice the
is ill an organiyatHoal
pattern which is cottiltIcive to healthy tunctioning, then the
locus eon turn towards t.t,It111111. skill'. in conflict rt-ailtitiom and

manal;einent

tiot«l cattier, thi ereitti nv and individual talent.. ot the
,,chool counselor v.111 (h('tt'trttiut iii v, hat extent OR-J.
As

If,

,

techniques will he used. The procedures outlined elsewhere in
this hi iok. with refinement tic adaptation for specific situations,

will help the school counselor work with families that are
separated or divorced. The actual changes that occur within a
family arc the result of many factors, most of which arc mit uf
the control of the counselor. Nevertheless, a willinp family
working with a competent school counselor can accomplish
many positive results. Nvorce is one of the m(mst devastating
events taking place in today's families. .1.s a result, divorcing
parents necd to adapt their parenting skills in order to promote
child growth ( Palmo et al., 1984). Signe divorcing couples will
avoid ckiseness by (listancing themselves frran one another;
In rwever. others may regulate closeness by initiating conflict
(Bowen, 1)78).
l'P) I h) has pi eented a procedure for divorced or
divorcing parents. It sur."2,gests that separating or di\ (acing
parcnts share with their children helpful inflirmatinn ahout ilic
kik: of the marriage. This includes information ahout ;heir
love for the children, the potential finality (if the marriarw, the
emitinuati(m, (if parental roles, and that the divorce us not the
children's fault and that they irre not to blame. Such information
can he delineated in a Hilmilv comisehng session as illustrated
hm

'I he \Vorst llov
Attitln,clur: lIii I Fuller

Super, isor .1. Scott Hinkle
;Hid Consulting Services
\ eisity \orth (mmlii ii Cricensburo

been reit_ ied to die unideisit clinic by lii prilicip;11
iiiil ,,c11()(11 tc.ichei licitaiim. he \NJ!, thc "wurst buy in r,chool

ln fact, the principal had indicated that hill
slIldclit with whrn he had ever bet it
l',ill lived at home w ith Mother rind
patents had beef] (ikon cml ffir th,t r

%(a,.!

fifth grader,
other, a third grade! Ilk
It

at WY (init. (It

the dit tiro,: that Hilk hehavkir began to deteriorate
twmi .(

tit

heiit10,, it

Itypudic:it:cd that Hill wa:, nii,diehavino,limnr-,L, he

(it controf and that his l'ilit'iar vus mulaphot le or the
JI,')
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mother's loss of control over her life. During the third session,
I deliheratcly sent Mother and Brother to the waiting room.
Aaer an informative conversation with Bill, we had a private
talk with Mother. I told her that after talking with Bill, who, by

the way, had been very helpful, it be:mme apparent that he
misbehaved because he was losing control. I also shared that
we thought his attempts to get his parents hack together, by
meeting to discuss his behavior, was a great sacrifice on 13111's

part. Mother agreed.
Subsequently, I told Mother there was a sure method for
reducing his being out of control (and, metaphorically speaking,

her's as well). Consulting Peek's

991 h) procedure,
recommended that Mother, as well as Father, discuss their
(

I

divorce with Bill and Brother. Again, Nlother agreed. In separate

sessions. Mother and Father shared with their sons that they
would always Ill theit parents, that they loved and eared for
lien]. and, that regardless of the boys' behavior, the parents'
marriage was over.
Within one week hill's sehtml and home behavit 0. improved

remarkably. Ilis grades nise and Mother made an unsolicited
appointment for individual counseling.
.11Io1y515 : "Fhis case noilized both behavioral inct«phor and
mrents linumunicat ing with their children. Mother was feeling
out of con( rid since she lost her husband to am )ther woman.
Hill's misbehavior was positively re.t.ramed to he both protective
and helpful. When the parents took control Mid told their SOW-,

that they would not re-marrv, hut would always he there fur
them a', parents, Bill's mishellavinr was no longer needed hy
him, or his mother. By telling her s ats that she and Father
would nut be together again as a couple Mother publicly closed
t he relationship and ma .. e a counseling appointment to discuss
can eer issues and relationships with other men.

Oruple's Oninseling
in,havitu problems tnav be a ninet ion
which have nnt \ el deteriorated
to, the point ol separation and divorce These couples may
dkosuss their issues with the school coillrl'*lor as tIllV
ot par elltS' Mal Hal

1100,111
I

lo) relate to then child's school prohleni
ha., suggested that the eounsehn ask if them e is a

conunitment to the marriage. Is the couple motivated to remain
in the marriage'? This issues should be dealt with earlv in
colinscling. it one partner already has "one foot out the (kirir,-

a more direct discussion about the commitment in the

relationship is required. If an outside affair is occurring, many
counselors believe that this must discontinue for discussions
ahout marriage counseling to proceed
raiunselors also should ask if there is commitment to wuth
um the tnurrha'w. Previous attempts to improve the marriage
may leave the couple hopeless. .\re there aversive behaviors
.

which block couples communication? This may include

embarrassing one partner in front of the other, turning

statements into power struggles, and blaming a partner for
problems in the marriage. It is hest for counselors to deal w ith
au explanation
this directly. Also helpful is a posiri.VC rcfrunic
of how each partner originally had good intentions, hut through
misunderstanding and misperceptii ni, hoth now feel that they
must defend themselves or attack the other (Follim;stad, l')Y;

Are there beliefs regarding the marriage that net d

restructuring? Such heliefs may Mehl& roles, rale-making
expectations of oneself and partner, persi)nal indeNnclenye.
and beliefs that personal identity max- conflict with marriage
goals.
The key to restructuring beliefs foi- the couple lies in the ahility

of the counselor to convey that the couple'', current sit nation
is understandable hosed on past learning history ;ma family ot
origin issues changes in ideas will only conic about ,.v1iL n new
beliefs make sense to them.
When a couple is in t reat nicht. thre1.2 sv,aerus need to he
t he int(21%)(.thhi:t1,
tht:
,imultaneouslv
mid the inter-generational The counselor has several impol etti
t;i1;s: (a) inquire ahout the couply's cs.pectatio!, for Cm111,,,,
diSelisS adolitikt ratiVi ts.ates (length of sesions. latenc,s.
missed appointments, telephone contact ); and ),..) hc
emum_1()C,s expect;itinw, h) uhisclint; Cu c, ttlipot tank ot
balance: don't quote OR eonn,,eliti- in a Ot it F IYC f
arguments a; (I (!kell,,,,i()hs ;It honly) \\"(1:1.,.,c,,. re;li
Away to avoid tikingulation
hy011 u Y.:Y,j()11 until both partners are pri sem hi or( L to join

'he couple from a holaneed po,pectiv,. the conii:-,clor
,ThOtoni
ow. paltrier. .iod hi ol

hc
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cognizant of the following:
1. Shake hands with both partners.
2. When socializing, make sure you are invested in "small
talk" with both partners.
3. When asking about the presenting problem, try not to
let one partner monopolize the conversation for too long.
4. Make sure each partner knows that what they have to
say is important to the counselor.
5. Opening attempts at assessment should be balanced and
fair (Weeks & Treat, 1992).

If the counselor sees the one partner individually in the
beginning of counseling, then the other partner should also he
seen separately. If individual sessions are deemed necessary,
make them as equivalent as possible in frequency and time. If

one partner appears for a session when both partners were
expected, it is up to the counselor's clinical judgement whether
or nut to see that partner individually. If so, the next seFsion
should be an individual one for the other partner. If potential
couples counseling began as individual counseling, it could he
problematic to see the couple and a referral outside the school
should be considered.

Conclusion
The quality of the parents' relationship always affects their
cliildren's behavior. Bergman ( 1)85) has wisely reflected that
All symptoms in children stabilize unstable marriages,
and if a "small" symptom (wino( stahilize a marriage,
then a "larger" symptcirn is needed.
2. The greater the magnitude of the marital conflict, the
greater will he the magnitude of the symptom.
3. The tivrre covert or hidden the marital conflict, the 111(m'

a symptom will be needed to stabilize the marital
conflict so it can remain hidden and covert (p. 4).
Mum)! counselors need to consider the relati(mship of the
parents (or custodians) of the strident if effective interventions
are to he implemented. From a systemic perspective, it is
inqmrt;mt to evaluate all tlw systems that affect a student \

school performance, including the status cif the stiidciits
parent' relationship. If this is neglected, individual types of
loter
are typically futile and have little long,term
ill-cfr.c11(!;6.

Chuptcr

ita

A Family Approach to School
anti Community Crisis
Management
On any avura,(2 day in

school, a school counselor must

deal with issues invulving vinlence, multicultural and
multiethnic conflict, and general unrest and upheaval. It takes
a skilled and persistent counselor to he effective and not to

"burn out" under these conditions. When a school is faced
with a crisis, the challenge to a school counselor heounes
unimaginable. Even crises that happen elsewhere ean
ultimately affect students in schonl.
For most sehnols, the hulk of their crisis preparation is firstinn training for some of the faculty or coaching staff, occasional
fire drills, and the, ohservance of niriladu awai cness week oncu
a year. The authors arc reminded nf the "duck and o Iver
drills of the l9on's. These drills did little to reduce fears nr
heihten preparation for students or teachers.
( if additional concern for the school cuunselor is the ma, ivr
in which counseling is understirod by most parents, tcachut

and school administrators. While many pndessionals and
parents now rect ignite the value of Ownselin4, they have little
understanding, uf what actually takes place in counseling. A,.
in a magician's trick, snme(Oie is put m a magic closet nitl ends
monewhere else ur entries nut changed. Nn one knows what
happened in the elnser hut the results can he impressive. Thuse
individuals are gning to he making the rett.'rrals to the schonl

counselor, ntten without ;Inv infnimation regarding 1hr
apptopt iatenes,, of cuunseling, fur a pal ticular student. 1 hew
also ;111: OR: indtvuluals no how the ,,,ehool unonseloi omy
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rely regarding observations of behaviors or behavior changes,
and the timing of these behaviors relative to the crisis. The
school counselor needs to know how a child is likely to react
following the occurrence of a crisis; it what point intervention

is most useful; and how adults in the child's life (teachers,
parents, and grandparents) can hest facilitate the child's coping

Neither teachers nor administrators are trained to

al )ilities.

handle ;i crisis in the school and they usually turn to the school

c(iunseior for help and guidance. The school counselor has
usually undertone no more crisis managementtraining than
other schotd professionals btu he or she draws on personal
knowledge of people and thcir behavior to address the situation
to the best of his or her ability.

A crisis is an event ot inordinate and unexpected intensity,
such :Is violence. It may result in loss of life, disruption of daily

functitining, or overwhelming emotions, despair, and fear.
Survivors of a crisis ( ften find themselves consumed with fears

or they imagine that they could have suffered the fate of the
less fortunate. The survivors may feel guilty that they escaped
while someone less dcserving suffered. Petersen and Straub
10')2 1 have offered the following as examples of crises that
my face a school or ehool system:
Eight year-old Sarah was an anti-\ child of divorcing
parents I ler classmate', were often provoked into fights
by her sarcasm. Sarah was in ;) small plane along with
her mother and grandparents when it crashed, killing
them all.
Four high school seniors lett a party early (We Saturday

night and crashed their car while speedint down a
winding road. There were no survivors.
The principal of a middle school appniached his school
early one morning to find the body a student hanging
from he bleachers. A suieide.
A fire started in OR' library of a hi01 school 011;ociroLly
'tver one-third of the bnildh, N as burned and Audents

had to be assigned to three otlici ,ehords resultino, iii
the separation )1 h kaltL ()topics, and Lamirritek;
,

0-ade
111mmln a iii '11,0 Ii

-hnskin..1
bet

1_,

0.11(1 /icy'

to I',0

;41';',

.(0,(;;;"

.

til"
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Two students left their elementary school riding bicycles.

They were never seen again. The abandoned bicycles
were found a block away from the school.
A tornado tore through a town clearing a path 100 yards
wide. Several people were killed and many houses were
demolished (pp. 3-4).
Johnson (198)) has suggested that there are three categories

of trauma which may be experienced by school children:
victimization, loss, and family pathology. Victimization and
loss are the major issues most school counselors will have to
address.
Victimization refers to situations in which an individual child

or children are the targets of phrical assault, sexual assault
(either rape or incest), or robber:. It also is reasonable to
include in this category, situations in which children have loculi
victims of accidental or natural disasters or have witnessed the
actions described above happening to someone else. (Sexual
abuse is discussed in Chapter 7). When anyone. especially a
child, experiences crisis in which he or she is victimized, the
initial response is likely to be a noted lack of response, often
described as feeling numb or deadened. This response may be
accompanied either by a sense of exposure or by a feeling of

being unprotected and open for additional victimization.
Following the initial shock there may be sympunns of a physical

nature, such as disturbarees in sleep or eating patterns, and
somatic complaints, like stomaeh aches, nausea, breathing
difficulties, and muscle fatigue. Additionally, the victitn

a

,I iNis may report hopelessness, lack of concentration,
,listractibility, and feelings of guilt ot shame at having survived
when others weru not so fortunate.
As the individual is separated from the crisis event. he or she
niav alternate between periods (of detachment from the event
mthlt:r victims ( if any), and periods of near total absorption
1? h tilt' event. Or With locales and stimuli similar to that of r lie

This response does not lin.Nin that the individual has
10110
her.elf: it indicates that the individual nriy
t,,
o her individuak upon IA !min to focus Hanle,
s,.
Jo(
oit mill. Usually th,t e is, vs ith the passage of thne.
Ii tn ni 1.10((1Unill Mate simil ir to that which existed
ky `.1
A la! iiin` III 1 CHI/ to normalcy is a
I
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that counseling intervention is warranted.
Loss as a result of crisis may include the loss of friends or
family due to death, the long term loss of contact with a friend
or family member due to hospitalization for treatment of illness
or injury, or a sensation of loss which comes from the death of
a person not close to the individual but somehow so similar as

tn suggest identification with that victim (e.g., death of a
classmate not acquainted with the individual or of a person of
the same age or sex). Additionally, a crisis may result in the
loss of one's home, familiar places (e.g., school, church), homes
of friends, or family, and/or the permanent or temporary loss
of a way of life.

Dealing with loss involves many of the same processes as
previmisly described. A student will pass through a period of
disbelief or denial before experiencing emotional responses -to the
anger, depression, and/or feelings of guilt or shame
loss. Filially, a person who has experienced a loss will usually
come to some degree of acceptance and healthy acquiescence
to the current realities. Elisaheth Kfibler-Ross (1983) has
delineated much the same process for children who experience
the death of a loved one.
Children deal with It tss differently. Their reactions depend
on their emotional state prior to the crisis, their sense of security
within the family, and their developmental stage. Pre-adoleseent
children will selchnn have sufficient cognitive deveh)pment to
understand and accept a loss. These younger children who are

touch more likciv to react to the absence of their basic wants
and needs. dual with the loss through their own adjustment
process. Isolation and refusal to be involved in any family
activities are lilclv from children who find their needs tin met.
\Vass and Cason ( 198.1) ()whiled children's concepts of death
at different ages:
Life Period
Infancy

Late infaney
ehddhood

early

Conejlpts of I )enth
No concept of death

I Walh is ro Vursihlc: a temporary

le:41101mi. iti ture, ol slecp

Middle childhood,
late or pre-adolescence

Death is irreversible
but capricious; external-internal
physiological explanations

Pre-adolescence,
adolescence, adult

Death is irreversible,
universal, personal, but
distant: natural physiological,
and theological explanations

41s stated previously, when viewing the family as a system, if
one member of the family undergoes a behavior change, the
remaining family mcmbers will also adjust and change. Many
of the crises described above are such that the immediate effects
will involve all members of the family. There arc other crises,
however, that can initially affect just one member of the family,

such as the suicide of a school mate. In either circumstance,
the family, as a unit, will be facing the crisis in one way or
another.
crisis strains the fabric of even the strongest, most functional
family. Following a crisis, family routines are disrupted, roles
may shift, and a great deal of emotion is experienced by the

whole family or by a single memher. If a stronger, more

dominant member of a family is sidelined ur lost as a 7etilllt of

a crisis, the communication pathways and usual routines of
the family's functioning arc disrupted. If a quiet, unobtrusive
family member suddenly needs more attention or becomes the

center of the family's focus, everyone must adjust their

respective roles. Whereas when a capable, dependable member

of the family becomes depressed or unresponsive, the
expectations of the rest of the family arc suddenly in doubt.

For example, can this individual, previously the family's "rock,"

be depended on in the future
Conventional wisdom says that during a crisis a family will
pull together and support (Hle another, functioning as one singleminded unit . In reality, this often is nut how a family responds.

A crisis can result in inordinate pressure ()II family structure.
It

tilso must be remembered that many families are mil

1,iiictioning optimally even before a crisis occurs. Families can
reaet by pulling apart infl blurring the lines of communication
wc,entinclits develop. Dormant family
:,epar;,'-c
f.i,;4tmetio,! may utlact dui ing the aftermath of a crisis making
177
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the stressors on the family greater than those which can be
attributed to the crisis itself. A family, in order to regain
reasonable functioning, must make the necessary adjustments
following the [post-crisis] upheavals.
Most families will respond with cohesion during the first hours
or days immediately following a crisis. Negative feelings,
jealousies, or conflicted relationships are often put on hold. To
illustrate, the family may be able to forget mom's drinking, dad's
harshness, or even abuse towards the children, and other family
difficulties. I however, once the initial shock has subsided and
things begin to return normal, suppressed conflicts may resurface; only this time these conflicts may be accompanied by
heightened tension and stress resulting from the crisis. The

family may eventually return to prior patterns, functional or
not, with the added history of responses resulting from the
reactions during the transition period. 1, amines who arc not
capable of adjusting and returning to previous roles may have
to form new patterns of behavior. For better or for worse, the
family may find itself irre,.ersibly different following a crisis.
The family may change the communication patterns they use
in terms of who speaks either for the family or for individuals

in a family. Furthermore, the communication lines between
individual members may he altered as the result of the family's
response to a crisis. Also affected are the family's problemsolving strategies, the negotiating processes used to make family
decisions, and the alliances between family members.
The emotional spuce between members of a family is often

:It a fragile balance. A move by either member to close that
space niav be seen as smothering or as too enmeshed. Any
attempt to hroaden the emotional space could be interpreted
as abandonment or lack of caring. ln the aftermath of a crisis,
a parent may move closer to a child emotionally, in order to
protect or shield that child from furtlu-,r danger, or as an
nvercorrect it )11 I() the guilt associated with not being a betftr,
protective parent in the first place. It is typical fot parents
to blame themselves for mishaps or tragedies that befall their
ehildren. The resulting "parental blanket" placed around the

chik: can be c xpetienced by the child as an intrusive and
unwelcome move by parents. The subsequent response of die
child e;111 hi ()I1C' 0f quiet, yet resentful, surrender. After all.

parents me,m well. M he other hand, the child mav react by

actively resisting or pulling away from the new, unwanted
closeness. The ripples of this push-pull situation can go on for
some time before some agreeable compromise can be reached.
If this new adjustment cannot he mode comfortably for everyone
in the family, then the family's energy is diverted from healthy
funetionnig and growth.
A family with inflexible roles will function poorly in the face
of change. This rigid response may he necessary to maintain
the status quo in a family in which unplanned, uncontrolled
responses are threatening. This rigidity may work well to hide
the dysfunction in a family from the outside world. A family
that is keeping secrets must not vary in the roles taken on by
each member of the family in order to keep those not in the
system from penetrating or learning about the family. This
inability to change, however, can be devastating to the family
system in the event of a crisis. A ci-isis can bring attention to
the specific n des and responsibilities of each family member.

A crisis also can highlight the breech of this agreed upon
behavior shonkl it prevent anytine from carrying out his or her
expected rule.
The school counselor. just by becoming involved, creates an

imbalance in 1lic family's system. The family's standard
operating procedure has to he adjusted to include the counselor.
Healthy families will adapt with little difficulty and will, in fact,
gain valuable experience in making adjustments. Following 2

crisis, the school counselor can provide a focal point of calm
and reassurance which may Makc it possible for the family to
cope with the changes resulting from the crisis. Families with
functioning difficulties limy find the inclusion of the school
counselor an additit mai source of stress, which will result ill
further chtsure and a heightened set Ise of the family as a fortress.

The roles of the parents. in particular, may be shaken and the
inclusion of a seemingly more capable adult will likely be viewed

as threatening to the parent and disconcerting to the children.
Reactions to the school counselor may vary from an anticipation
of lie ur she being able to -fix" everything to a suspicion that
(he cutuiselur intends to dismantle the family. The latter i:,
especially title if the faillIk I as 112(i tiny Ilisinry of conflict,.
with public tIent.'ies HI' the school. The family may expect the
school counselor, bv virtue of his ui her profession. to know all
there tu linow ;thou( how the family works. A entniselor who
17')
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speaks of things getting better may surprise family members
who believe that things cannot improve.
.1 school counselor must he aware of these possibilities when
entering or joining a family system, especially in the hightension aftermath of a crisis. Johnson (1 Q89) offers a number
of tr(mhle sh)oting stnacgies for proicssionols.
an
adaptation of those strategics for school counselors who find
themselves assisting a family in crisis:
What stage of post-crisis adjustment is the family in?

2. If conflicts among family memhers or between the

family and the school counselor exist,

did

differences in mutual expectations create these
misunderstandings? Would clarifying those
assumptions assist the family?
3. Oath, misunderstandings about the role or nodulous

of the school or school system account for the conflict
between the school counselm and the fdmilv?
4. Are there unspoken or indirectly spoken messages al )( ait

expectations that the school counselor is missing or
misinterpreting?
5

Could the conflicts. whether or not a result of

misunderstan lings, have their basis in any expected
roles that ma be incompatible, or different 0 0'. than
they were lx ,.ore?
h I mild the sch )ol cotmselm
conflicts be nie icsult
of a misundei ;tood expectation of n ties?

Are there dincrences between the roles the school

counselor expects (as a result of his ur her own

background) and the roles particular family menthe's
fill? Is the school counselor certain that
differences do not underlie the difficulties"!
'.ould the familv's resistance or unnei.,cssaiN, conflicts
and problem., he a means of resisting needed ehatige"(Consider how the problem coul(1 Illoct1H11
tamily change).
1

(). If the school counselor IS expt.1 0 IlCi111:!,

)

IC:. with

a particular family mentb;A, is the schoul counselor
violating the family's rules 'Ind proccdure. regal ding
communication patterns and feedback

I

1().

If the school counselor is becoming entangled in
a family conflict, is there any indication that he or
she is being "triangled" by one of the members?

11.To what extent has the crisis strained bonds of
affection, disrupted normal parenting functions, and
challenged scripts within the family?
12. The school counselor should look closely at his or her
own affection and affiliation needs to make sure that

these needs arc not being projected onto the
counselor's assessment of the family.

13. Is the school counselor clear about his or her own
values so that negative evaluations of the family on
the basis of those values can be avoided? Is the
assessment of the family based on the extent to which

its values contribute to the development and wellbeing of each family member, and not on whether they
match the values of the school counselor? Ilave
the values of the family shifted as a result of the crisis?
14

In aJsessing parenting skills, is the evaluation

based upon the school counselor's bias about parenting

styles? To what extent has the parenting style in the
family changed or deteriorated since the crisis?
15. Are all strategies planned with attention to their likely
effects upon the whole family system?
A crisis can serve as a spotlight on a family. It can confirm or
dispel long-held feelings of security and safety. It can call into
question promises of love, endurance, and loyalties and can
affect relationships between the parents, between parents and
children, and between siblings. A crisis can highlight flaws in
family members who have previously appeared flawless. It can
elicit strength from the family weakling or courage from the

quiet wallflower. These revelations not only cast these
individual members in new, perhaps unsought, roles, the new

roles may threaten the positions of others. The entire

understanding of family process may come into question.

Conclusion
The school counselor must always enter this potential family
"mine field" with caution; he or she must put aside previously

ir7
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held perceptions of how families "are supposed- to behave and
be willing to enter as a part of the system.

Family counseling skills are even more important when
working with families in crisis. In One particular incident,
application of family counseling techniques in the school was
called for when a high school student experienced behavior
problems at school and was eventually suspended. Although a
number of significant problems occurred at school, the majority

of the student's problems were associated with difficulties at
home. In this case, the mother had been consulted, but the
father exhibited detachment regarding his child's problems. )ut
of frustration and an inability to communicate with his father,

the student came to school and shot a teacher, a student, and
then committed suicide. The student's family had been in crisis
for several months as a result of the parents' marital difficulties.

Joining or entering this family, exploring family issues, and
potentially discussing the marital relationship with the parents.
may have benefited the family by reducing tension, enhancing
communication, and changing relationships. It also may have

prevented the violence that devastated the school and
community.

182

Chapter Ten

Getting Started
Having read the previous chapters, you may find yourself
asking how you can add a family counseling approach to your
services. Carlson (1987) notes several essential resources which
must be present in order for a school counselor to implement

family counseling in his or her school. First, the school
counselor would need to seek and secure the support of the
school principal and other appropriate or influential members
of the school administration and school system. The support
of fellow school counselors, psychologists, exceptional children

program staff, and certain elements of the community also
would prove helpful. Secondly, adequate training, of which
this book may be a part, would need to be arranged for school
counselors and psychologists interested in conducting family
counseling in their school. Thirdly, there must be available
financial resources to allow for direct services to students above
and beyond the usual guidance counseling and psychometric
services provided. Lastly, there must be a blending of family
treatment with the traditional educational and academic process

and the problems inherent therein (Carlson). The research
indicates that families with such problems have success rates
from between 70 and 90 percent when school-based family
counseling is a mode of intervention (e.g., Gross K.: Mascari,
1991; Shore & Vie land, 1989).

The family counseling approach advocated in this book is
one that requires an overall shift from linear thinking towards
an interactive, interrelated. systemic approach (see Table 5
below as adapted from Amatea (1989)). It is essential that the

school counselor perceive him or herself as a potent force
injected into the student's family system a system which has,
through functional or dysfunctional means, created a unique
183
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pattern of communication. This communication pattern
includes hierarchies and rules which have taken family
members to tneir current state with at least some degree of
This awareness will result in the school counselor
respecting the family members, their present interaction

succes-

patterns, and the likely reluctance by the family to fully include
him or her in the family system, at least initially.

Table 5. A Comparison of School-Based Family Counseling
to Traditional School Counseling Approaches
(Adapted from Amatea, 1989)

Family Counseling
in School Setting

Nature of the Dysfunction
incongruent Anonproductive
family hierarchy,
maladaptive interactional
patterns, problems with
family and school structure
Nature of the Change Process
modify family hierarchy
and/or patterns of
communication and
interaction, change
family structure
Focus
1 ) structure of family

2) assess family hierarchy
from observed interactions
during family counseling
sessions
3) here and now

1S1

Traditional School
Counseling

improper conditioning,
poor environment, poor
self-esteem

provide consistent
punishment or
reinforcement
(praise),
increase pressure on
-Ytrents to take more
control
1) history of learning
including deficit
patterns
2) identifying solution
through reinforcement
phnishment history

3) past history and
connection to present

problem

Methods of Change
1) directive/cooperative
2) establish goals,
make family responsible
for results

3) reframe in order to
gain motivation
4) uses both direct &
indirect methods of
change

1) directive
2) establish goals, make
individual and or
family responsible for
results
3) motivation from
reinforcement of
success assumed
4) uses primarily direct
methpds of change

5) empowerment of parents
Change Agent Style
uses direct,
counselor-as-expert
style, & indirect,
cooperative style

uses primarily direct,
counselor-as-expert
style

Tailoring Programs
The basic elements proposed by Carlson (1987) and ourselves

will be common to nearly all schools. The individual school
counselor, working within his or her school, will need to tailor
our approach to fit the setting in which the family counseling
is to take place. There are, for instance, "unique characteristics"
in smaller or rural schools that require different approaches to

counseling as compared to efforts conducted in larger, more
urban schools (Rose-Gold, 1991).
The smaller, more rural, and poorer school systems will have

tighter budgets and smaller staffs than their larger, urban
counterparts. The school counselor may be an important part
of students' lives in such small systems. In these schools, school
counselors are likely to find close relationships between school
personnel and students, and their families. In situations where
a student's family is not well known, the teachers and staff of
schools in smaller communities are likely to lulow something
185
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about the family, including the accomplishments and problems
of family members. In such settings, the parents of a student
are likely to have attended the same school, with some of 'he
same staff.
When compared to larger districts, the relationship between

the school and the community is likely to be more intimate
and perhaps more interdependent in small or rural systems.
Rural schools may be remote from support services, such as
mental health agencies, social services, or medical providers.
I lowever, while services may be physically closer in larger cities,

their availability to students and families may be just as remote

due to financial, ethnic, or cultural obstacles. Parents of
minority students may not trust or feel comfortable with
services provided by the community; these parents may feel
more comfortable with their school and school counselor.

Starting at the Foundation
There are initial strategies school counselors may implement
when first approaching problems with students. Such strategies
will facilitate the beginning steps of family counseling and will

maintain family counseling components as part of a
comprehensive school counseling program (Rose-Gold, 1991).

Eiuly identification of student problems within a systemic
context will give interventions of any kind a better opportunity

to succeed. Early identification will also facilitate a family
counseling approach. Families may be more willing to be
involved if they collaborated with a school counselor, at the
first hint of a problem, rather than waiting until the problem
became large and complex and the consequences potentially
more serious. Establishing a good relationship with parents or
care givers early in a young person's tenure at the counselor's
school will certainly increase the chances for success should a
family intervention become necessary. Likewise; the inclusion

of parents in all school programs will encourage a more
cooperative attitude among students, parents, and school
personnel. Such cooperation will foster better performances
from students and may serve to prevent some school problems.
When problems do occur, this established relationship will
facilitate the family counseling process.
Schnol counselors shouki establish and maintain mntacts with

human service and social service agencies that serve your
school's families. These contacts will not only enhance
cooperation between the school and the community; they will
widen the circle of individuals that may support or participate
in family counseling. Remember, that in a truly systemic
approach, agency personnel involved with a family are a part
of the family's system; therefore, it may be desirable to include
these professionals in a family counseling session or treatment
plan.

It follows that if improved communication and cooperation
among school, family, and communi'y is a goal, then improved
in-school cooperation and communication is also necessary.
Rose-Gold (1991) advocates the establishment of an advisory
counsel within the school. Including teachers and support staff
in the planning and establishment of family counseling in the

school increases the possibility that these teachers will

participat e in the family counseling process when it becomes
necessary.
School counselors will need to be constantly mindful of a

basic assumption in family counseling that differs from
traditional approaches in education and mental health. That

is. when using a family c:nmseling approach, the counselor views

the behaviors of his or 'aer students as adaptive re-nonses to
the system in which the youngster functions. Carlson (1987)
has suggested that the behavior of a child cannot be considered

"deviant- but is rather "dysfunctional for maximal
development.- We could ;.idd that it is "a good adjustment
mechanism- considering the circumstances. Furthermore, a

systems approach does not recognize a specific correct manner
in which a fannly or any social system should be organized. It
also is necessary to compare the system's pattern of behavior
with the social environment in which it operates. More to the
point, it is necessary to examine whether or not the individual
student's development is enhanced or impeded by the manner

in which the system responds. This underlying, systemic
understanding must be incorporated into the thinking of the
school counselor, and, subsequently, the counselor must help

others within the educational process to utilize this way of
thinking (systems theory, family intervention, and assessment)
as \yell.

(V7
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Family Counseling in the Schools:
A Note About Assessment

As noted in Chapter 6, an important element of family
counseling is assessment. The ',chool counselor, by choice or
by policy, may have in the past left the responsibility for any
student assessment to school psychologists or psychometrists.
Since family assessment is an integral part of family counseling,

the school counselor will wish to assess the family either him
or herself, or in collaboration with a school psychologist familiar

with the systemic components of holistic assessment. The
assessment of families, it will be remembered, is interwoven
with intervention and treatment. As the counselor moves
through interventions, the responses of the family and the
Outcomes of the interventions confirm either the validity or
the dubiousness of hypotheses which were formulated to explain

the structure upon which the symptomatic behaviors reside
(Aponte & Van Deusen, 1991; Carlson, 1987; Minuehin, 1974).
Family structure is not easily and directly detected or observed;
it must be discovered through observation of the interactional

patterns of the family. Carlson (1987) has pointed out that
hypotheses are ultimately evaluated by challenging the existing

family structure and by observing the family's responses.
Observation of the interactional patterns between families and
other segments of the overall social system, such as the school,
is another important part of the assessment in which school
counselors should be prepared to engage.

School counselors may prefer to engage in less formal
assessment procedures which incorporate a therapeutic
component as a part of the process. Examples of this type of

assessment are found in Chapter 6 and include the use of
ceomaps, genograms, or family sculpture. These assessment
techniques will allow the school counselor who is familiar with
implementing interventions to engage in an activity in which
they feel comfortable and in which the family may feel a sense
of therapeutic productivity. In like manner, if a school counselor

is more comfortable with direct, score-based, objective

evaluations, they may wish to use such assessment instruments
as the Quick Assessment of Family Functioning (Golden, 1988)
or the Family Relationships Index (Holahan & Moos, 1981), as
well as other assessments described in Chapter 6. School
counselors will experience greater success in conducting family

r)
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counseling if they keep in mind that family assessments should
evaluate the presenting problem, the family system, the family's
broader social system, and the family life cycle (Holman, 1983).
The important point is that school counselors should prepare
to use assessment throughout the family counseling process to

establish hypotheses, confirm or reject hypotheses, and to
assess progress as the family and the family's social system

change.
Within these few pages we have attempted to provide a general
overview of family counseling as it might be used in a school

setting. We have presented information on how to address

specific issues which a school counselor is likely to encounter
(suoh as those discussed in Chapters 7 and 8). Some final
general points can be further presented here that apply to any
Case in which a counselor wishes to utilize a family counseling
approach.

Sonic Closing Comments
Successful use of family counseling approaches may require
some didactic work as clients become students of the systemic
way of thinking. The concept and techniques of family

counseling need not be kept secret by the counselor. The

elements of family counseling may prove even more successful

when clients understand and put into practice the

communication and interaction patterns being modeled by the
counselor. When a mother uses reframing in discussing the
behaviors of her son, the son may no longer hear himself

described as a misbehaving or "bad" child; he becomes

"energetic." As a result, the school counselor may find that he
or she has an ally in the counseling process, while the children
experience a more positive response from Morn. Morn
subsequently finds a way to see other than negative behaviors
from her children.
Ikhaviorul pn,blcms can be a function of peer difficulties
and a host of other problems, but issues within the family are a
likely place to explore such problems (Silver, 1992). Although
some behavior may seem eccentric, it may be metaphorically
perceived as protective in nature (Haley, 1980). Many child
problems will last for years if parents do not do something
Iniev, 198( 1). For example, in some eases, a student's behavior
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may escalate until one of the parents takes charge of the

situation (Grove & Ilaley, 1993). In other cases, the mother
could escalate the problem behavior in order to get the father
to take charge. Furthermore, reframing this situation can make
the student's "direct" behavior and the mother's "indirect"
behavior appear to be benevolently directed at helping the

Likewise, when parents have divorced, it is helpful for the
counselor to help the parents clarify their relationship. For
example, the parents often need to say something like "We're
not getting back together." This is helpful in two ways. First it
helps the children see the finality of the marriage. Secondly, if

one of thQ parents also believes the couple may get back
together,
also assists that parent with the closure of the
relationship as husband and wife (Grove & I laley, 1993). It is

better for the parents to communicate directly than to
communicate metaphorically through the problems of the
student (lIaley, 1989).

Furthermore, schools need to be in step with the realities of
divorce. Generally speaking, schools have not been in touch
with the needs of children dealing with divorce. As Elkin (1985)
has indicated, "Rarely does one find the word 'divorce' in school
books" (p. v). If schools and school counselors were more
involved, they could become a tremendous source of support
for a family having problems and, at the same time, demonstrate
to children that there are caring adults in the world, at least
within the school environment (Elkin).
As school counselors become effective in assisting children
with problems from a family perspective, issues regarding
various family constellations will become important. Such
family profiles arc beyond the scope of this book; however, they
are certainly worthy of a brief discussion.
For example, step-families (also known as 1-,!constituted,
aggregate, hi-nuclear, compound, consolidated, joint, meta, or
re-coupled families) are becoming more and more common
(Medler, Dameron, Strother, & DeNardo, 1987). Such families
have problems similar to those of any other family, but they
also have difficulties that are idiosyncratic to "composite"

families. To illustrate, the step-family tree or genogram generally
looks more like a "family forest" (Nledler et al.). Issues that are
of particular concern include dealing with loss, divided loyalties,
190
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belonging, membership in two households, unreasonable
expectations, fantasies of natural parents, guilt over causing
the divorce (Med ler et al.), and the myth of instant love.
Additional stressors for step-families include disciplining
children and having a biological parent living elsewhere (Med ler

et al.).
Med ler et al. (1987) have indicated that "rapid growth in the
number of school-age children living in step-families indicates
the need for school counselors to initiate programs to assist

step-family members" (p. 54). This moy include family

counseling and parent training. Family counseling with these
families will be similar to that with nuclear families; however,
the goals will be somewhat different (Visher & Visher, 1979).
For example, helping the adoleseeni and both families with
issues regarding visitation (e.g., feeling pressured to visit or kept
from visiting) can be helpful (Med ler et al.). Additionally, the

myth that time will take care of everything needs to be
addressed. School counselors are in an optimal position to
dispel this and other myths regarding step-family functioning.
Moving from a nuclear family to one in transition involves new

experiences (Poppen & White, 1984). This process can be
facilitated by the school counselor working with the family.
Economic difficulties and inadequate living environments are
other major issues that obviously need to be addressed when
working with children in the schools. Additionally, family stress
associated with children with disabilities, impaired parents, lack

of social support, and placements outside of the home are
important concerns for healthy family functioning. Matters
regarding diversity, adjunctive treatments outside of school (e.g.,

alcohol- and drug-abuse therapy for parents or children), and
coordinating service delivery systems will be required of the

school counselor working with families (Tracy, Green, &
Bremseth, 1993).
Our discussion regarding therapeutic letters was initiated by
our observation that not everything that can be done to help

families occurs in the session. Therapeutic letters can he
utilized for a variety of reasons, including acknowledging
mistakes that have been made as well as enhancing motivation.
It is a good idea to consult other school counselors when writing

a letter to a family in order to avoid writing indirectly about
the situation that may need correcting. In addition, consultation
191
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regarding the letter writing may be helpful because the
counselor is attempting a different stance or one that is contrary
to what has been discussed at previous meetings with the family.
If the letter writing's purpose is to heal a "counseling break,"

then the letter needs to be sent as soon after the fracture as

possible in order to make an impact before things settle down.
To be sure, "mistakes" are not professional misgivings or
anything unethical; rather, the mistake is one of interpretation,
insensitivity, or emphasizing the wrong point (Omer, 1991).

It is important to assist parents in defining their roles and
family leadership, and in enhancing their communication. It
takes months and even years to learn a particular trade (e.g.,
beautician, electrician, counselor), but people can become
parents without any training. Helping with duties and feelings
regarding these roles can be an effective way to improve family
functioning, as well as school performance.
To conclude, experience has indicated that integrating family
counseling into the schools is not an easy task (O'Callaghan,
1991). Mascari, Danzinger, and Gross (1992) have illustrated

this point by describing three types of families. The family
"from hell" plays "let's fight" from the beginning of treatment.
This type of family is difficult for any counselor but may be
more problematic for the beginning sehool counselor working
with families. All the same, they need assistance and should
be approached in some manner. The family "living in hell"
functions in such deplorable conditions (e.g., poverty, illness,
inadequate housing) that school issues take a back burner in
terms of priority. This family also needs family counseling,
which may include helping the family to access adjunctive
services from the community. The family "visiting hell" is more

workable since their distress appears to be temporary. This
may be the easiest family for the school counselor to work with
and may be the type of family that beginning school counselors

approaching family counseling should attempt. Once

experience and confidence are gained, more difficult family
circumstances can be addressed.

Chapter 11 presents ease contributions from school
professionals; the eases in this chapter are actual cases that
have been altered to protect the privacy of the student, family,

and school. We believe that these eases nicely illustrate

school problems and that they represent systemic
1 02
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interventions utilizing the student's family.
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Chapter Eleven

Case Contributions From School
Professionals
Case presentations of in-school counseling sessions offer an
exceptional opportunity for learning about family counseling.
The following brief cases illustrate many of the family counseling

concepts discussed in this book.
Case 1

The Brothers Who Soiled Their Pants to
Save Their Parents' Marriage
Counselor: Michael Wells
Supervisor: J. Scott Hinkle
North Wilkesboro, North Carolina
Wells & IIinkle (1990) reported a case in which two brothers
Donny, age 8, and James, age 7soiled their pants on a regular

basis. A combined structural and strategic family systems
approach was implemented based on the hypothesis that
problematic elements of the family system were contributing
to childhood encopresis. The family consists of Father, age 33,
a small business owner, and Mother, age 32, who was not working

due to long-standing somatic problems. The parents had been
married for twelve years, the first marriage for both. Mother
had been hospitalized at least once per year since the delivery
of her first child and was often sick. Their sons were exhibiting
encopresis. There was a great deal of involvement from the
paternal grandmother, age 66, who convinced her son to call
for a family counseling appointment. During the initial family
counseling session, it was discovered that the parents had been
sleeping in separate bedrooms for the last three years and that
Father often sleeps in the bovs' room. Early sessions featured
05
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a minimal amount of time spent in discussing the soilings.
From the first session the major theme of the treatment was
the belief that the encopresis was a family problem with a family
solution. In addition to obtaining a complete description of
the presenting problem, the opening sessions included an
assessment of the degree of motivation held by each family
member to work for change. The parents' extreme frustration
with their lack of an effect on the soiling and the persistent
demands made of them for improvement by the grandmother
indicated a strong desire for change.
The introductory interview revealed that the boys' soiling

occurred only at home and only during waking hours. The
parents reported trying rigorous behavioral treatments including
punishment (spanking and taking away privileges) for soiling,
rewards for not soiling, and making the one who soiled clean
his own pants and his bedroom on the day of the occurrence,

all to no avail. Following the social stage and problem

formulation, an attempt was made tr, increase the day-to-day
awareness of the soiling. We set up the expectation that nosoiling was just as likely as soiling, and the family was given the
assignment of predicting whether or not each of the boys would

soil during the next week. The predictions were made each
night, and the results were to be written down and posted on
the refrigerator.

During the second session, family members were asked to
describe the family, talk about family roles, and share their
perceptions of the roles of other family members. It was
hypothesized that a number of dysfunctional elements were
operating. including the parental disengagement; the perception

by family members that mother was sick or inadequate;

(;randmother was overly involved and domineering; and the
younger son had a learning disability which required placement
in special education classes.

By the third session, the rate of correct prediction of
eneopresis by the family was approximately 5(1 percent, with
i'amily member predicting correctly more than 60 percent
of the time (Wells & Ilinkle, -1990). The actual incidents of
soiling, however, dropped to zero for James and two for Donny.

In the third session, the parents sat at opposite ends of the
office, with Father and the boys on the sofa. It was suggested

that Fat her and Nlother sit together in order to facilitate

ri4

conversation with the counselor and to enhance the family
restructuring process. As expected, considerable resistance

was encountered from the mother, but cooperation was

obtained. The counselor said they made a very nice "family
picture" with the two parents in the center and the boys on
either side.
Most of the questions in this session were purposefully
presented to Father with the preface, "Since you are the dad
,..." This direction was an attempt to establish some traditional
family roles for the family and to assist Father in regaining power
he had relinquished to his mother. Similar strategies were used
to empower Mother and to establish the parents as a jorit voice

of authority in the family.
Mother and Father agreed to go on a date before The furth
session. It was necessary for the counselor to guide and prompt
them through all the planning steps of the datQ. including the

anticipation of and planning for obstacles, ail the while

reminding them that this activity would help the whole family

and give them the needed break from the hard work of
alleviating their sons' soiling. In order to include the boys in

the homework assignment, they were given the task of observing

their parents' attire prior to the date and reporting back to the
counselor regarding how the parents were dressed and if they
seemed to enjoy their date.
The boys also were seen separately during this session and
participated in a "secret" with the counselor. James was
instructed to tell Donny anytime that he soiled his pants.
Donny, being the older brother, would then help James clean
himself, wash the soiled clothing, and dress James in clean
clothing. This plan was to be kept secret from the parents.
Donny's seeking James' aid should he soil was not addressed.
This procedure established Donny in the hierarchical role as
older brother. The parents were told not to pay attention to
their sons' soiling behavior, since the counselor was attending
to it as an expert.
During the fourth session, the parents were again prompted

to sit together. Their date was discussed and the boys

commented positively on their parents' time away. Since the
assignment was successful, it was repeated, and the family was
praised for their progress and cooperation. The boys reported
having one soiling incident each during the previous week.
11)7
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NIother and Father sat together without prompting for the

fifth session and all subsequent sessions. The boys even
indicated that their parents were sitting together at home. In
the meantime, Father's mother had called a family meeting,
including aunts and uncles, to discuss Donny's and James'
soiling. The parents indicated they were unhappy with
Grandmother's intrusive behavior. Mother said that Father
should tell his mother the meeting would not take place. Father

stated that he would. In order to clarify boundaries, he Nvas
challenged by the counselor to call his mother while in the
office, lie did, and he and his wife were pleased. No soiling
was reported for either boy during the past week.
By the seventh session, Father reported sleeping in the
bedroom with Mother. The counselor and the parents mutually

decided to meet again in three weeks. Three weeks later, Mother
reported being free of headaches. She had decided to go back
to work. Three weeks passed between sessions eight and nine.
School had started and each boy continued to do well both in
school and at home with n ) reports of soiling.
Two weeks elapsed between sessions nine and ten. The

..

closure session concluded that family counseling had been
successful. Three months later, a follow-up session found the

family functioning at the same, improved level with no incidents
of encopresis.
Analysis: All nuclear family members were included in a
fmnily counseling process that utilized strategic homework

assignments, predictions about family behavior, and the

=,

restructuring of family roles and boundaries. Initially, a inure
direct approach was used which consisted of record keeping
lw parents, predictions of soiling behavior made by all family
members, and cooperative correction of any soiling incidents
by the boys. This approach brought the eneopresis under
control and allowed the family to relax and focus on resolving
the underlying problems through the family sessions.
A strategic approach also was utilized in order to address the
entire family, rather than singling out the children and the
encopresis. A number of family systems issues were evident:
the disengagement of the parents, the role of the grandmother
as "de facw- head of a house in which she did not reside, and
the confused mle of the children. Therefore, a structural fannly
appn)ach was used to restruetnre the roles of family members.

WOW.

The encopresis was hypothesized to be associated with the
role confusion among the brothers. Donny had regressed to
the behavior of a younger child by soiling while James began to
soil after Donny had taken his role as younger child. The soiling

also may have been an attempt to relieve the tension of the
stressful marital relationship of their parents. Mother's sleeping
separately from her husband, physical complaints, and inability
to obtain a job indicated significant relationship issues. These

issues were hypothesized to be systemically associated with
Father's enmeshment with his mother. After restructuring the
family roles and boundaries, Mother's physical complaints
significantly decreased, she found a job, and Father moved back
into the bedroom with his wife.
Grandmother's external source of power often left the family
with no real leadership. Therefore, restructuring was necessary

to empower Father as leader of the family, a role previously

assumed by his mother. The parents were encouraged to
function once again as a mutually supportive partnership in
leading the family.
Case 2
The Parents Who Didn't Want to Go to School
Counselor: Michael Kahn
Consultant: J. Scott Hinkle

Greensboro, North Carolina
Mrs. W, age 47, sought counseling for her 15 year-old, eighth-

grade son, Joseph, because of his repeated failure to attend
school (which resulted in his repeating the eighth grade). The
school's pursuance of a truancy action brought Joseph and his
mother in for faraily counseling. During the initial session,

Mother reported that Joseph had been diagnosed with a

developmental learning disability. Additionally, most of his
friends attended a different school. The ease was transferred

to me after being managed by a counselor intern for
approximately six weeks.
Joseph often would spend time at his father's business when

he skipped school. Apparently, his father did not attempt, or
was unable, to get Joseph to school. Father was not very
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involved in Joseph's life and Joseph's mother was not very
consistent or credible with regard to discipline. She felt guilty
about disciplining Joseph because of her divorce five years
before. For the most part, Joseph was able to do what he pleased.
Shortly after counseling began, Mother obtained a job requiring

her to work from 11 p.m. to 7 a.m. Joseph was left at home
alone because he did not want to stay at anyone's house. Mother
reported that her ex-husband did not want Joseph with him in

the evenings, since he had remarried and had a One year-old
son.

During our first sessionIoseph said that his life "sucks." lie
also said that his life would be better if he had a girlfriend and
a driver's license. Ile seemed uninterested in talking to me,
but was not overly resistant. He was apathetic, but willing to

come to counseling. The first seven sessions involved

discussions about school and home and some art therapy.
It was hypothesized that Joseph's problem with truancy wati

connected to his situation at home. His mother was
subsequently invited to school. Unfortunately, she and Joseph
failed to follow through with homework assignments. During

the fourth family session, Mother reported that Joseph had
chosen to skip his driver's test. Joseph said that he wanted to
wait until he was eighteen. During the seventh session, Mother
reported that Joseph was now staying at her son-in-law's when
she was at work. However, Joseph was still skipping school. I
felt that we were not making much progress.
Accordingly, I decided to take a more directive and strategic

approach to the ease. I called Father to arrange a family
counseling session with him. Ile agreed to a meeting with Joseph

and his ex-wile. During this session, Father agreed to care for
Joseph on alternate nights.
The tenth session took place at school and included Joseph,
both parents, the school counselor, the assistant principal, and
Joseph's five teachers, After Joseph was asked to wait outside.
Father and Mother presented a plan that was developed in the
previous session. The school staff were ready to make it work.
In addition, they were open to promoting Joseph to the ninth
grade if he showed sonic progress and motivation. Joseph was
brought into the room and the plan was presented to him with
an emphasis on support and not punishment. The plan simply
stipulated that if Joseph skipped school one day, one of his
200

parents would attend school with him the following day for
the entire day. Each teacher agreed to have a desk available
for the parent if it became necessary for them to attend school
with their son to provide him support. oseph and his mother,
or father, depending on which parent attended that day, would
meet with the school counselor at the end of the day. The
teachers, the counselor, and both the parents indicated that
they wanted Joseph to be successful in school.
Joseph attended school the day after the meeting. However,
he failed to attend school the following day; he reported that
he was upset with the difficulty of his math work. Unfortunately,
neither parent followed-through with the proposed plan. Their
excuses ranged from responsibilities at the father's business to
previously scheduled appointments. Unfortunately, I neglected
to discuss these and other potential barriers to success when
the plan was first initiated.
Mother came without joseph to the eleventh session. She
reported that Joseph was now staying at his father's house and
had not returned to school. She agreed to give the plan another
try.

The twelfth session had the parents and Joseph in
attendance. This time we discussed the barriers to the plan.
Father responded that he could not afford to spend the entire
clay tt school. Mother said that she could not get Joseph to
school the morning after he failed to attend school. Rather
than discuss the parents' ability to cooperate, Father was asked
to stay until 10;15 a.m. at which time Joseph's mother would
take over. Father indicated that if one of his assistants at the

business did not come to work, he would he unable attend
school. In that event, the counselor asked Father to agree to
let his wife fill-in at the business.

Again the parents did not follow-through with the plan.

Subsequently, and without the counselor's knowledgeIoseph

and his mother met with the school psychologist for an
evaluation. The psychologist sabotaged the plan by telling
Mother that the family plan wo,.1d humiliate Joseph. Needless
to say I V% as not happy with this situation. The results of the
psveho-edneational evaluation indicated that Joseph was at the
third- or fourth-grade levels in most subjects. He was

recommended to the ninth grade with a special tutoring
arrangement and received tutoring during the summer.
Joseph eventually moved to his father's home and his 111( ,t her
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was accepting of this arrangement. She appeared to be pleased
that Joseph's father was more involved in his son's life. She
reported being angry about Joseph reaching the eighth grade
with so many academie deficiencies. Mother began attending

a support group for parents in similar situations. Following
many cancellations, Mother ended her relationship with me
one month after the twelfth session.

Following the summer vacation, Joseph began the ninth grade
and began his skipping behavior again. The parents were asked
to attend a family counseling session with Joseph's new teachers.
In addition, the school psychologist was in attendance and was

asked to help guide the session. The same strategy was

attempted, but this time the parents were given the ultimate
responsibility for Joseph's being successful in school. Every

potential excuse was turned into a reframe concerning parenting

opportunities and success versus failure. The school

psychologist was asked to tell the parents how important it was
for their son to attend school and improve his test scores. The
parents agreed to the plan and agreed to meet with the school
counselor and the school psychologist in one month in order
to check on their progress.

Immediately after the session, the school counselor and
psychologist penned a letter to the parents telling them how

inspired they were with the parents new-found commitment to
their son's education. Joseph skipped school one day during a
four week period and both parents attended school the following
day.
Analysis: The most important aspect of this case was the

school counselor's tenacity. The counselor did not give up on
the family and continued to survey the social context for a way
to solve the problem. In hind sight, the counselor did not
consider all the harriers to failure and an important component
of the school team had been left out of the treatment plan.
From a systemic perspective, this omission was a blunder that
came back to haunt the counselor. The plan was a good one, so
the counselor enlisted the school psychologist the second time
around. The parents also were given more responsibility during
the second attempt. The counselor knew that if the school did
nothing when skipping began again, the family might get the
idea that the school did not care about Joseph's attendance.
Also. Joseph may have developed the belief that the people
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who said they would help him had deserted him.
This strategy, "circling the wagons," is based on love and
protection. It was hypothesized thai Joseph did not invest in
school because he felt unimportant and unloved. When several
caring adults, including his teachers, gathered to tell him that
they wanted him to be successful, the strategy was effective.
Case 3
The Girl Who Sacrificed Her Education for I kr Family
Counselor: Thomas A. Burgess
Supervisor: J. Scott Hinkle

ligh Point, North Carolina
(Although the family counseling sessions in this ease did not
occur at school, for reasons that are obvious, the school problem
and its solution are worthy of mention. This ease was previously
discussed in the Journal of Mental Health CounselinA Vol. 15,
No. 2, 1993).

The Bates family was court referred to a public family
counseling agency for the chronic school avoidance of the
fourteen-year-old daughter, Alma. In the previous school term,
she was absent 150 of 180 school days due to reported chronic

anxiety, depression, and numerous somatic complaints.
Medication did not alleviate the identified patient's (IP) frequent

illnesses and anxiety. Testing and behavioral observation
reflected that Alma suffered from both avoidant behavior and
social phobia with secondary depression.
Alma's parents did not cooperate with the school's attempts
to alleviate the problem, suggesting that the family system was
maintaining Alma's presenting problems. For example, when
she attended class, her father would presume that she would

become ill and waited outside the school to take her home.
Alma's father had sukgested that her absences resulted from
the school's lack of concern and not from problems within the
family system. Unfortunately, the parent's inability to have
Alma attend school led the courts to threaten her renmval from
the home if the family did not participate in family counseling.
A thorough family assessment suggested that family members
rallied around Alma whenever she exhibited any indication of
103
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anxiety or somatic discomfort about school. Family members

hoped this attention would allay her feelings of anxiety
concerning school and subsequently reduce her symptoms.
This attention included taking individual walks with her and

offering protective words of encouragement. It was

hypothesized that this reactivity maintained Alma's excessive
anxiety by attempting a first order change and indicated an
enmeshed or overly involved family system. It was further
hypothesized that the family's tendency to protect Alma served
the systemic function of keeping the family together. Father
had frequently reported that "caring families are involved in
the day-to-day living of each member's life; anything less was
uncaring." At this point the purpose of the symptom had been
found and the strategic family counseling process began.
Initial family counseling interventions attempted to reinforce

boundaries around the individual subsystems and draw
attention away from Alma. This intervention included
behavioral modification exercises to reduce the family's level
of accommodation. While there was modest cooperation, the
parents did little to decrease their excessive attention.
It was discovered that Mother checked on Alma every morning

and began crying when the client expressed any degree of
anxiety or somatic complaint. The directive intervention
incorporated had two therapeutic fronts. The client was
prescribed the symptom and instructed to become as anxious
as possible at school in order for school personnel to understand
better the source of her problem and thus allow them to proceed
despite her parent's reaction. Alma was resistant to this plan
and said that she could not go to 3chool if her mother became
emotional. Her reaction suggested that ignoring another family
member's feelings was not acceptab e, but she eventually agreed.

The parents' unwillingness to insist that Alma attend school
was an indication that they did not care whether their daughter
Wati placed out of the home (this was one of the possibilities
that the juvenile court had outlined to the parents). The family
was advised to meet every night to discuss what it would be

like for Alma to be placed in a foster or group home. The
following day, the school counselor reported that Alma was
brought to school by her mother and that Alma remained all
day

After six sessions, Alma Nvas attending school three days a
20 1

week until 1:00 p.m. At the seventh session, she reported that
her anxiety was significantly reduced and that when she did
become anxious she would focus on her school work and the
anxiety would decrease. During this session, Alma presented a

brighter affect, did not sit between her parents, and
spontaneously engaged her mother in conversation. The school
counselor subsequently reported that the father had telephoned

and asked the school not to contact him when the client
complained of anxiety. These positive changes indicated that
the boundaries between subsystems had been strengthened,
and new coping mechanisms were being implemented by Alma.
The family system adapted to a new level of functioning with
Alma remaining at school until approximately 1 :00 p.m., three
to four days per week. She would complain of physical problems
approximately one to two days per week, resulting in absences
from school. At this point, the counselor predicted Alma would

relapse, would refuse to go to school, and would develop

incredible number of physical maladies. This predicted
regression was refrained as an attempt to test the parents'
resolve about keeping her at school. This strategy addressed
the family's high degree of reactiveness to the counselor and it
challenged them to prove the counselor wrong. Mother, as well
as Alma, quickly declared the counselor "crazy," while the father

stated that the agency was trying to strip the family of any
pride attained by Alma's improvement. IIowever, after the

prediction the client reported less anxiety and somatic

complaints, and school attendance increased.
Twelve months following counseling, Alma was attending
school regularly, rarely reported anxiety, and interacted with
the counselor in a more relaxed manner. She had continued to
differentiate from her parents and had enrolled in a driver's

education program, a further indication of her ability to
disengage from her family. Since she was not hampered by her

previous symptoms, she had assumed the responsibility of
further developing the social and life skills she had not acquired
earlier.
Analysis: Family counseling demonstrated that the fan-lily's

behaviors had benignly maintained or contributed to Alma's
school avoidance. The directives allowed Alma to differentiate
from her parents and replace negative reactions toward the
phobic situation. Alma's, or her parents', inability to change
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would have resulted in the ultimate form of family disloyalty
by engineering Alma's removal from the home.

In terms of reframes, Alma agreed to have more of the
symptoms so that her behavior at school could be better
understood. The parents were put in a position to discuss their
d::ughter being removed from the home. This was the ultimate
disengagement and resulted in some degree of improvement
in enmeshment - Alma increased her school attendance.
Case 4
The Power Struggle
Counselor: Kenneth Simington

Winston-Salem, North Carolina
.lane was an eighth-grade student newly enrolled in our school.
She lived with her single mother, Ms. P, who had been transferred

to our city by her company. Jane's mother was an ambitious

career mother who was moving up the company ladder.
Mother's job required a considerable amount of out-of-town
traveling, which meant leaving Jane alone quite often. When
Mother was out of town, arrangements were made for a sister
to look after Jane.
During the fall of the year, Ms. P called to inquire about
boarding schools because Jane was failing several classes and
.111s. P felt Jane needed more discipline. During our telephone
conference, I scheduled an appointment for Ms. P to come in

for a parent conference. Additionally, I arranged for her to
meet with Jane's teachers. In preparation for our conference, I
agreed to meet with Jane to discuss the situation. Ms. P noted
that Jane was not in favor of attending a boarding school. She
also indicated that they did not ge t. along all that well but did
not give specific details.

My interview with Jane reflected a mother and daughter
locked in an intense battle for control and power. Jane viewed
her mother as a peer, not a parent, and subsequently was not
compliant to any parental directives. In the conference with
Ms. P, she told me that the situation was so intense that the two
of them had been in physical conflict. This conflict had been a
result of Jane's failure to obey her mother. In fact, this incident
2

is the one which prompted Ms. P to call the school requesting
information about boarding schools.
My initial assessment was that the family was severely, if not
chaotically, disengaged. Further, I believed that it was an underorganized family where the traditional hierarchy in the family
had been destroyed. This family needed intervention quickly,
otherwise, it would fall apart completely. D9ci easing tile amount

of emotional distance between Jane and her mother might take
time, but the threat of potential violence in the home required
immediate attention.
For the first family counseling effort, I offered the mother
support for the difficulty of the situation and assigned her one

task. Do not for any reason engage Jane in physical

confrontations. When Ms. P returned for the next session, she
reported a marked decrease in the level of conflict (this would
prove to be a mixed blessing). By engaging in physical fights
with Jane, Ms. P was giving away the natural power that was
part of her parental role. Jane used the fights to further erode

her mother's parental authority, thus pulling her mother
downward in the family hierarchy. When she refused to be
drawn into the physical conflicts, Ms. P regained much of her
authority as a parent. As a result, she improved her perceived
credibility with her daughter and became a more consistent
parent. This change also allowed Jane to invest her time in
adolescence and school.
Analysis: This case focused on the m ist basic of family

counseling strategies for families with child problems.

Counseling elevated the mother's position above that of the
child. This strategy was successful and the family made many
positive changes.
Case 5
Parents Letting Their Child Parent
Counselor: Holly Craven

Thomasville, North Carolina
I met Sally, a ten-year-old student, while working as a School
Family Counselor. In this position I worked as a liaison between

the home and the school so as to ensure that students had
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successful school experiences Some parents assume that as a
counselor I am going to tell them how to raise their child. In
order to let the parents know that I am not trying to "bully"
them I tell them that they are the experts on their child, and
that I need their help in assisting their child.
Sally was referred to me by her fourth-grade teacher, who
was disturbed by Sally's behavior. Sally had stolen many items
in her classroom, had lied to her teacher as well as to her mother,

was disrespectful, started disagreements with other children,
and was controlling and manipulative. The counseling referral
form indicated that these problems were of a chronic nature.
Although I talked with Sally, her problems continued.
At the beginning of Sally's fifth-grade year, I met with Sally

and her mother to begin family counseling. I initiated
counseling by joining with the family. This effort helped me to

obtain a perspective regarding the underlying issues in the
family system. During the first few "visits," Sally, Sally's mother,
and I discussed who lived in their home, what it was like to live

in their home, their family interests, and background

information about Sally's school performance. They were
currently living with Mother's parents but were in the process
of buying a house. I decided to meet with only Sally and her
mother in order to establish a separate family boundary. Mother
also preferred not to meet at her parents' home; so, we met at
school.
Sally had reported that she felt her grandparents were actually

her parents. She also openly shared negative feelings about
her mother. It was my impression that Sally made such
statements to play on her mother's guot about living at the home

of her parents. Mother would often be pulled into a
disagreement when Sally would make comments of this nature.

I decided to address this issue by confronting Mother about
her feelings concerning Sally's remarks. I addressed the issue
by pointing out to Mother the effect the statements had on her
behavior and facial expressions during the family counseling
sessions. I would try either to help Sally see her mother in a
different light or ask Mother to have a discussion with Sally
about the way that she expected Sally to talk to her. Ilowever,
these discussions often turned into bickering as if they were
sisters rather than mother and daughter.
onee the counseling goals were set, Sally and her mother
20t;
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agreed that they would like to relate to each other differently.
They also agreed to work together on helping Sally complete
her school work. In order to help them interact differently, my

objective was to establish a proper hierarchy in the family
system. I believed that since they had been living with Mother's
parents for so long, they had established a pattern of interaction
that was on an equal level of power instead of a more functional
parent-child hierarchy.

My first step in empowering Mother was to establish some
independent adult time during the counseling sessions. Mother

decided on the amount of time spent with Sally during each
session, dependent on the level of Sally's disrespect to her in
the early part of the session. This approach provided me with
an opportunity to discuss Mother's parenting style as well as
help establish Mother in a position of power. Mother admitted
she was inconsistent with Sally, often letting her have her own
way, and that she had essentially lost her credibility as a parent.
We discussed what a healthy parent-child relationship should
look like and what it would take to get her and her daughter to
an improved relational level.
I taught Mother that children test limits and may rebel against
them, but limits are necessary and actually provide a degree of
safety. In order for Mother to set adequate limits for her
daughter, she would need to become more consistent. For

example, when Sally was given a consequence for her
inappropriate behavior, Mother agreed to enforce the

consequence rather than allow Sally to talk her into "backing
off." Mother also agreed to practice not arguing with Sally.
She had found this arguing to be very difficult because Sally
knew what to say to upset her. Mother established, in the
counseling sessions, what it meant to have control and power
in her family. This understanding helped her to perceive how
the power hierarchy had essentially been reversed. Mother
also became adept at recognizing Sally's manipulations and
learned how to deal effectively with them. Once she realized
that she was being manipulated. Mother was able to stop the
"bickering."
I took this approach with Mother because she Nvas intelligent
and quite logical in her thinking. We also discussed how her

parents often undermined her parenting and how this

undermining often led to family arguments. Even after Mother

2
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and Sally moved out of the grandparent's home, Sally often

called her grandparents and initiated their involvement
concerning matters between she and her mother. Although
improvements were occurring at school and at home, Mother
believed that boundary issues were still in need of attention,
since arguments increased in frequency in the presence of the
grandparents. I asked Mother if it would be all right for her
parents to accompany her to school for her next visit. I
explained to Mother that it appeared her parents continued to
play a large role in the family even though they were not living
together any longer. My rationale for inviting the grandparents
was to re-organize or restructure theirfamily roles so that they
would support their daughter, and so tha'c Mother could receive
permission from her parents to become a parent herself. Mother
reported many times that her parents were either "jumping in
when she was disciplining" or telling her that she was not "doing
it right." I asked Mother for permission regarding directives in
order to provide her with a sense of power.

The grandparents attended the next counseling session. I
used this session to have them express their theory of the
existing problem and to "facilitate" a decision by all three of
them as to how Sally should be handled. I took a risk and
asked the grandparents if they thought their daughter was ready
to be a parent. Fortunately, they both answered "yes." Then I
asked them each to look at their daughter and, one at a time,
tell her that they believed her to be a capable parent and that
they were willing to let her be Sally's parent. Following this,
we established how they would help their daughter to parent.
They agreed that when the three of them were together with
Sally, Mother would he the one to handle problems and that
the grandparents would be supportive of their daughter.
One final thing occurred in the session. Grandfather reported
that his wife and daughter argued. I allowed Mother and
Grandmother to discuss this problem because Mother quickly
shared that she was concerned about the contention between
she and her mother. Grandmother admitted that she wished
she had handled matters concerning Sally differently.
Afterwards, Mother reported that everyone was sticking to
the agreed upon plan and that the family had made significant
improvements. It may seem surprising, but during the

remainder of the sessions, Mother and I worked on her
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confidence as a parent and not directly with Sally. I asked her
to share what things she had accomplished and how Sally had
responded. Mother's negative attitude about her inadequacies
as a parent quickly moved in a positive direction. Additionally,

I asked Mother to watch two videos on self-esteem and
empowerment. Mother and I discussed ways that she could
apply the films to her life situation. Sally's teacher also reported

dramatic improvements in the classroom. I closed the
counseling sessions by asking Sally and her mother if their goals

had been accomplished. They responded affirmatively but
understood that they would need to continue working on their
parent-child relationship,
Analysis: Establishing rapport with the mother was important
to the sucees:, of this case. The counselor indicated Mother

was the "expert" on her daughter and that she needed the
mother's assistance to help with Sally. The counselor

hypothesized that permeable family boundaries were

contributing to the problem. As a result, the counselor put the
grandparents in a position to disengage from parenting their
daughter. This also could be described as a cross-generational
boundary problem. The counselor also utilized
psyehoedueation in coaching the mother about parenting skills
including consistency and credibility. Finally, as an example
of equifinality (discussed in Chapter 2), the counselor continued
to help the family improve by only working with the mother.
Case 6
The Couple That Needed Help
Counselor: IIolly Craven

Thomasville, North Carolina

Joe, an eight- year-old boy, lived with his mother and her
boyfriend, Ted, at a trailer park known for its violence. Ilis
mother had been living with Ted for eight years. Joe had an
older sister who was ten that lived with their biological father.
Additionally, Joe had three sisters, ages seven, three, and ten,
living with him.
Joe was referred for his violent behavior and loud outbursts
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in the classroom. IIis teacher had reported that it took very
little for Joe to become angry. He fought on the school bus as
well as at the bus s op. Joe had been labeled behaviorally/

emotionally handicapped and was prescribed Ritalin for
attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder.

Ilis teacher and I met with Mother to discuss the family
counseling program at school. Mother was willing to help since
she essentially had little control over Joe's behavior. The first
two sessions were spent joining with the family and gathering

information about family functioning. Mother admitted that
she was not consistent with her children and that she had
become afraid of hurting them while angry. Ted was an
important resource, but he was unable to make the scheduled
meetings due to his work schedule.
Mother's counseling goals consisted of gaining better control
of her temper and learning to discipline her children without
spanking them. My goal was to get Mother to agree to deal with
some of her family-of-origin issues that were keeping her so on
edge. Just giving Mother someone to talk to seemed to help her

calm down. This intervention eventually had a concomitant
calming effect 011 Joe in the classroom.
Throughout the counseling, Mother and I eontintially focused
on her consistency with the children and her ability to discipline
without spanking. I also empowered Mother in her role in the

family hierarchy and reinforced that she was more than a
babysitter. This fact was established when Joe admitted that
he had many of his outbursts because his mother would give
into his demands.
Mother continued to share information about her family of
origin. She explained that her past haunted her and made it
difficult for her to make adjustments with her life. Also, when
she became depressed. her children's behavior deteriorated.
Mother agreed to some hibliotherapy and to keeping a journal.
All of these issues brought up the importance of Ted, again.
Mother agreed to try and get Ted to meet with us.
When I first met with JOe's mother, she was willing to do what

she needed to in orde to change her life. After assessing the
larger system, I realized that she had no support. Iler family
counted on her to he there for them, hut they were not there
for her. I ler boyfriend worked unusual hours and typically was

not around when the children were home. As a result, there
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were three things I knew that needed to happen: let her know

I was in control and could be a source of support for her;
normalize things for her as much as possible; have her be strong

enough to establish boundaries for her children and others.
These interventions were designed to help her obtain a sense
of hope. In fact, she saw her family as hopeless and she spent
most ot' her time responding to things instead of making things
happen. She had many problems that needed immediate
attention and she had few skills to deal with them. Instead,
she would become depressed or lose her temper. So, I explained
that everyone had problems, that was just life, and if we worked
on one thing at a time, it would not feel so overwhelming.
Mother immediately wanted to deal with her anger regarding
Joe. I addressed this issue and asked what she did when she
became angry. She explained, noting that it was interesting to
her that Joe would engage in similar behaviors. I worked with

Joe and Mother to set up appropriate ways to handle anger. I
modeled ways to talk to her children. Iler tone was loud and
abrasive, which Joe would respond to in the same manner. I
told her some other ways that people deal with anger and asked
her to try one. She and Joe agreed to "take five" (time-out)
when they became angry. Mother would help Joe recognize
when he needed to "take five" if he did not do so on his own.

Mother and I spent time building a relationship. To help
establish boundaries, I asked her if her children could go
somewhere in the house that would give her time alone. She
had not clearly established limits in her family; she would tell
the children too much adult information. As a result, I felt Joe
was very tied to his mother and acted-out many of her feelings.
That way, her attention stayed focused on him and she did not
get as depressed.

We tried to get Ted to meet with us, but it did not seem

possible because of our schedules. Money was a problem for
the family and jobs were hard to come by, so I did not feel I
could ask Ted to risk a job so we could meet.
I asked Mother to begin reading a parenting book. She had a
hard time being consistent, which I felt came from the weak
family boundaries. She wanted to make everyone happy; so, if

the children manipulated her enough she gave into their
demands. I lowever, as Mother improved her parenting skills,
she reported feeling better about herself. I encouraged Mother
etw
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to make decisions about what she wanted and what she would
do to meet her goals. I did this to help her realize that she had
control, if she wanted it. I put on the table the idea of Joe being
in tune with her and asked if she had noticed that Joe seemed
to have difficulty when she was upset. When she thought about
that, she did see a pattern. This idea gave Mother something to
keep in mind. Joe could be a good barometer for her; when he
started having problems she needed to see what was going on
with her and make necessary adjustments.
Finally, I was able to involve Ted. From a systemic angle, his
commitment was important if things were to work at home.

That session was chaotic and it became clear that Ted and
Mother had relationship problems. Mother looked for Ted's
approval in the session; she often asked Ted if she were right.
I set up a session for the couple alone. In that meeting, issues
of trust, resentment, and alienation surfaced. Mother and Ted
felt that the fit st thing they needed to do was spend some time
alone. Ted felt that Mother needed to work on her own issues
- so they agreed that she would do that but he would need to
support her. She worked diligently on her issues. She shared
her most painful family-of-origin experiences and thought about
how they continued to affect her. She started a journal so that
she could release more feelings.
I hypothesized that the parenting team was not strong and
the children knew it. I met with Mother and she reported that
Ted was overwhelmed by the last meeting and was doubting
the effects of family counseling. Ted, however, returned and I
initiated a discussion regarding John Edward's metaplwr of a
guardrail. I explained that a guardrail is strong and provides a
boundary or limit when it is hit; however, it gives and bounces

back. Parents need to do the same for their children. They
liked the metaphor and agreed to start working towards being

"guardrails" themselves. Once We began discussing their
relationship and their parenting as a team, many issues surfaced.

Mother and Ted agreed that the bottom line was that they
were not connected as a couple. The first thing I did was to
agree to help them make their relationship more solid. They
decided to spend more time together and Joe agreed to watch
the younger children so this could be possible. Mother also
agreed to continue discussing her family-of-origin issues.

These simple family interventions resulted in remarkably

more times before the school year ended. Once Ted and Mother
started working out their problems, Joe's difficulties significantly

decreased. Ilis special resource teachers had cut his time back
significantly, and Joe began controlling himself in class as well

as at home. Mother reported that she was pleased with the
family change:. and Joe's improvements at school. Interestingly,

Mother continued counseling to obtain closure on her familyof-origin issues.

Analysis: Without Ted's collaboration, it was expected that
any change would be short-lived. The counselor, therefore,
strengthened the couple subsystem by insisting that Ted come
to counseling. Once he began to attend, the couple addressed
some of their issues which subsequently affected Joe's school
behavior in a positive way.
Case 7
Counselor: Susan S. Crawford

Greensboro, North Carolina
As the counselor at an elementary school, I offer several types

of support groups for the students. One set of those groups

included children whose parents had either separated or
divorced. Students became a part of the group through teacher,
parent, or self-referral. The first indication I had that Rob and

Jill were separated was through two teacher referrals, each
requesting that this couple's children attend the support group.
Rob was a 42 year-old male in his first marriage to Jill who was
40 years-old. They had been married for twelve years and this
was Jill's second marriage. They had two children from this
marriage and Jill had two grown children from her previous
marriage. Matt was an eight-year-old, third-grade student and
his sisterJulie, was a six-year-old first grader.
Outwardly, this family appeared to the school staff to be happy
tid healthy. The children were considered to be good students.
I approached the referring teachers to inquire about any changes

they may have noticed in the children. I3oth teachers

mentioned that the children had become much more quiet and

Julie was described as "clingy." Individual sessions were
scheduled for the next day.
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I met with the children separately. Matt was reluctant to
discuss his family situation and appeared sullen. lie did mention
that his mother had been sleeping in the guest room for several

months and that his parents always "argued a lot." lie agreed
to attend a meeting of the support group and seemed to brighten
once he realized that there would be group members in a similar
situation.

,

My meeting with Julie was much the same, but I detected
more anger than I had with Matt. She also mentioned her
mother moving out of her parents' bedroom and that her mom

"now had her own apartment, but she didn't stay there
overnight." She was much more hesitant about joining a group

until I mentioned that we did a lot of art activities and that
some of her friends attended the group.
I encountered Jill in the hallway and asked if she could conic
and talk with me. She appeared eager to talk, although she
seemed uncharacteristically flustered. We met ' )r about 20
minutes and she discussed her deteriorating relationship with
her husband. Jill disclosed that she was very interested in
pursuing a new career in public relations and that she just didn't
feel as close to her husband as she had in the past. She
mentioned that they argued or did not talk at all and that she
was concerned about the effect this relationship was having on
the children. We discussed Jill's impending move and she said

that she was planning on moving the following week. The
children were scheduled to stay with her husband during the
week, "to maintain stability," and with her on the weekends.
We discussed the children's involvement in these decisions.
The children's role in decision-making was minimal, with little
understanding on their part and lots of feelings of anger. Jill
stated that she would come to school for family conferences
and agreed to the idea of Matt's and Julie's attendance in the
support group.
I asked Jill if she and Rob had been to couples counseling.

Jill stated that they ,ricd marriage counseling and that she
simply did not love her husband and wanted to end the marriage.
She acknowledged her love for her children but was sorry that

things had not worked out with her first husband. She seemed
reticent but also appeared determined to begin her new life.
I met with Rob several days later and saw a man who had
changed dramatically. l'reviously, he had been full of confidence
,
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and energy. He now appeared despondent and cried openly
when discussing the current situation and how he viewed his
future. Rob stated quite plainly that "Jill will come around
this is just her mid-life crisis." We discussed the experience of
marriage counseling and he said he felt it was beneficial to talk
but that it did not lead to his desired outcome. Rob indicated

that he felt he had done everything he could to make the
marriage work and Jill was still determined to leave.
Individual sessions with Rob and Jill continued throughout
the next three months on a fairly regular basis. \\Then they
w,;re visiting the children during the school day, they would
stop by and talk for a brief time. Rob became more resigned to
the fact that Jill was not going to move back into the house. IIe
began to date someone approximately four months after their

separation; Jill began the same within two months of the
separation. She never expressed any regret regarding her
decision and continued to move forward with her life.

Prior to his parents' counseling, Matt had been mildly
disruptive with minor acting-out behaviors. IIis grades had
dropped drastically at first, but began to improve as things at
home became more routine and stable. Matt willingly attended
all support group meetings and was always willing to participate.

After six months, Matt was returning to his former, more
cooperative self but maintained a defensive attitude with both
students and teachers. When his mother began dating, Matt
seemed to accept this idea in a rather matter-of-fact way.
Julie had labile emotions before her parents came to see me.
She refused to share with others and seemed constantly to stir
up trouble among other children. Initially she was quiet during
the sessions with the support group but would always participate

in activities. After a few weeks of group counseling and
discussing the family situation with her mother and brother,

,lulie began to smile more spontaneously and became less of an
instigator. When her parents began dating othPr people, Julie
would tell the group about all the "neat" places they took Matt
and her and all the things they bought her.
Toward the end of the school year both children, when asked,

would tell me that their parents were happier now and that

things were going well. It appeared that parent-child

communication was fairly open, judging from the openness
displayed by these children, but it also seemed that the children
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were trying to protect their parents from unhappiness.
Analysis: The work with Rob and Jill was not "traditional
family counseling," and the meetings to discuss their separation
were not "typical school counseling." Still, it was clear that
Matt and Julie were not adjusting well to their parents' marital
difficulties and that individual and group counseling were not
enough to make a significant impact on their adjustment and
school performance. It was attempted, unsuccessfully, to see
the parents as a couple. This was, however, diagnostic of the
marital dysfunction and helped to plan effective counseling for
Matt and Julie. The children's behavior reflected the parent's
disengagement. The fact that the parents did not discuss their
separation with the children was favorable in that they had not
let the marital subsystem boundaries deteriorate to the point
of letting the children in. However, following the separation,
the children needed to negotiate different family roles and rules.
This was effectively accomplished by meeting with the children

and each parent on a regular basis (about every two or three
weeks) for approximately three months. It is important to
discuss family issues with parents and students because it
improves academic performance and enhances the child's
development.
Case 8
The Case of the Father Who Shared His Son's Pain
Counselor: Michael Wells

Surry County, North Carolina

I received an urgent call to see Justin and his parcnts at his
elementary school which was in the school system for which I
worked. It had just come to the attention of school officials
that Justin's fifth-grade, male teacher had perhaps molested a
number of his male students, including Justin.
At the initial family meeting, I attempted to calm the hysteria
and provide the family with information regarding proecchirys
and scenarios they were likely to encounter in the near fin lire.
I also collected some basic information about the family and
the situation regarding the molestation and told them what my
role would be in the process. I had previously spoken with
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school officials in order to clarify my role as a counselor to the
family and not as an investigator of the abuse.
The family was understandably agitated. My goals were to

alleviate some of the initial shock and assess the family's

resources for getting through this situation. They were a family
of four, including Justin and a younger brother, age seven. The

marriage of Justin's parents appeared strong and the family
seemed to be stable and well-functioning. The extended family

consisted of both sets of grandparents and siblings of both
parents; all were available for support. After exchanging
pertinent information and obtaining reassurance about another
session in three days, the family, having calmed considerably,
left arm in arm.

Within twenty-four hours, Justin's mother had called and
asked if I could see Justin individually for our next visit. She
said he wanted to talk with me alone. I agreed to see him for a
few minutes at the beginning of our next family session to
explain to him why we needed to have all our discussions as a
family. I told Mother how important a united front was for the
whole family to face this issue. I emphasized that this incident
had affected the entire family, not just Justin. I expressed my
confidence that she and Father were willing to do whatever
was necessary to help Justin, even if that meant turning over
their parent-role to me. However, I pointed out that a transfer
of authority would not be necessary and reinforced the message

that they were in a much better position than I to lead the
family through this trial due to their knowledge about the family
and their love and concern for each other.
At the second session, I was able to determine from my brief
contact with Justin that seeing me alone had not been his idea

but his father's. Father had been disengaged from the family
since the molestation had come to light. Ile had many "chores"
in the garage and around the family farm which kept him away.

I characterized Father's behavior as one of devotion to the
continuation of the family and its possessions -- behavior
expected of any good father. While Mother and Father were
seated side-by-side, with the children sitting on the carpet at
their feet, I commented on what a strong family picture they
presented.
I mostly spoke to the parents and encouraged them to be
alert for information regarding the abuse that Justin may want
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to share. I also reinforced their demonstration of belief in Justin

and commitment to protect their children. All of this was
intended to encourage and strengthen traditional family roles
and hierurehies. It appeared that Father was having the most
difficulty with the situation and I hypothesized that he felt
inadequate as a father for not preventing and later avenging
the violation of his son. I allowed him to chastise me, as a
representative of the school system, for not knowing that this

teacher was dangerous and should not have been hired.
apologized to him and acknowledged his complaints. I told
I

him that I realized a decision to bring his family back was up to

him and I hoped he would set another appointment to return.
Ile did SO, for one week later.

Shortly after session two, Father called to say he had taken
Justin out for breakfast and asked for details of the interactions

between Justin and his teacher. Justin told his father of
incidents prior to the molestation in which his teacher made
him feel "weird" and that since he was making the best grades
ever, he was reluctant to tell anyone and "min things." lie had
not spoken of these things to anyone before. Father had not
told his wife of this conversation, even th(ough he had Justin's
permission to tell both Mother and me. I strongly supported
Father's initiative with Justin and highlighted the trust Justin
showed in him. I deferred to him regarding when to tell Mother,
without mentioning not telling her as an option. Ile decided to

tell her at our next session which was scheduled for the next
day.
In the third session, my questions regarding "how things were"

were directed at Father. Ile then chose to tell his wife and
younger son what Justin had told him. Father also revealed
that he had been molested as a teenager by a stranger in a
movie theater and had never told anyone. Ile said that as Justin

talked about the "weird" feelings, the memories of his own
molestation became more vivid. Mother and the boys were
quick in their responses of concern and support for Father.
Subsequent sessions primarily involved encouraging t he
family to share concerns, to support one another outside (our
sessions, and simply to report their progress. There also was a
need for me to shepherd the family through the maze of social
services, legal processes, charges, dismissal hearings, and court
sessions. The communication patterns in the family continued
2:21

to improve in their Openness and Father regained his confidence

in his role as family provider and protector. One significant
session saw Father supporting Justin in teaching the younger
brother how to avoid the inappropriate or undesired advances
of someone. .lustin told his younger brother of the importance
of telling an adult if situations occur that make you feel "weird."
<lnulysis: It was important for the counselor to adopt the
family language, such as die use of the word "weird," to sum up

all the emotional and physical reactions that accompany
molestation, abuse, or any unwanted contact from another
person. To help adjust the hierurckv following the abuse, Father
was given the assignment to assist Justin in teaching his younger

brother about protecting himself. This protective information
trickled down the lines of power quite nicely and effectively
reorganized the males in the family. The counselor positively
reframed Father's disengagement as "devotion" to the family.
Case

Demonstrating Respect for a Disrespected Mother
Counselor: Scott I tinkle
ireensboro, North Carolina
Llovd was a I (i-year-okl sophomore who was having various
problems in school, including skipping classes, poor academic
perfcirmance, and disrespect towards teachers. Following three
individual counseling sessions, the counselor consulted with

the parents regarding Llyd's school-related problems. Ilis
parents indicated that they also were having problems with his
behavior at home.
At the first family session, it was apparent that Mother was

very angry with her son and frustrated with her husband's
inability to discipline Lloyd. Before the initial session ended,
she had even expressed frustration with the counselor. The

family agreed to a homework assignment ((lirective) and
scheduled another session for two weeks later.

At the second session, Mother waS even more angry and
frustrated with her son and husband. She had sabotaged the
completion of the homework assignment and had made negative

remarks about the counseling process. Each attempt by the
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counselor to allay her anxieties resulted in more negative
comments about the counseling profession in general and the
counselor in particular. The counselor subsequently withdrew
from Mother. This withdrawal only prompted her to berate her
family and the counselor more.
It was clear that an effective strategy was needed, quickly.

The counselor hypothesized that Mother felt she had been
disrespected by the school and especially by the counselor in
that none of the school professionals were interested in her
theory regarding Lloyd's r,-oblems (after all, she was his mother).

Rather than challenge her further or retreat from her tirades,

both of which would have been easy to do, the counselor
implemented a technique similar to "laying down and baring
the throat." At the beginning of the next session, Mother was

seen alone for approximately ten minutes. The counselor
privately apologized for being disrespectful, and that, if he had
learned anything in fifteen years of working with children, he
knew that "no one knows a son like his mother." Upon hearing
this, Mother smiled from ear to ear. ConsequentiAy, she was

enlisted as a "co-counselor" and assisted the counselor in
positively changing the family.
Analysis: Many counselors may have "fired" this family due
to the difficulty of working with the mother. However, the

counselor genuinely hypothesized that he and all the other
school professionals had not shown this mother the respect
she deserved, even though she could be terribly obnoxious.

When she was shown re,Tect, her attitude about family

counseling changed and the family counseling easily progressed.

Case I()
The Crying Game
Helen Hoggatt Price
Summit, Mississippi

pne morning, the father of a second-grade, seven-vear-old
boy entered my office obvlitusly upset about his son's behavior.

I le did not hesitate to describe the events that had brought
Itirn to seek counseling. The presenting problem was that his
!-,on cried every morning upon arrivinfi at school. Father
p;tinfully expressed that this behavktr had only occurred since
1
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the beginning of the school year six weeks ago. Father added
that his son had been elected Class Favorite the previous school
year. The student, Jordan, had been in the same school since
the age of three, was an "A - B" student, and had no abnormal
behavior problems. However, his last grades included four
failures. Father expressed his frustration in that he had tried
everything from being sensitive to being firm with his son
concerning this problem. He stated that both he and Jordan's
mother had discussed the problem. Father indicated that his
son's behavior was just not like the boy he had always known.
No other significant behavioral changes were reported. Jordan
gave no explanation for his crying except that he does not want
to go to school and that he does not have any friends.
Mother came to the school within the hour to continue the
information gathering. She added that Jordan went through a
temper-tantrum stage when he was about three- or four-years
old and that she felt her son had a low-frustration tolerance.
Now, she stated, he tends to hold things in but you can tell
when something is bothering him. Before now, Jordan would
not cry in front of anyone if he could possibly avoid it.
When questioned about their frustrated reactions as parents,
Mother laughed and admitted embarrassingly that she and her
husband have thrown things and slammed doors, but do not
hit one another (notwithstanding, the same behavior would not
be acceptable from their son). Although sharing the same
genuine concern, Mother did not seem to display the same
emotions as Father. Mother had just finished nursing school
(about six weeks ago) and worked from seven a.m. to seven
p.m. two days a week and every other weekend. Jordan stays

with his paternal grandmother whenever both parents are
working. None of Jordan's symptoms are apparent on the
weekends or in any other situations or settings. No other
significant family changes were reported by Mother.
On consultation with Jordan's teacher, it was found that she
had not noticed the crying problem described by the parents.

She reported that he had cried in the mornings coming from
the car, hut she had not seen him crying at any other time.
She stated that Jordan is a good student and does not give her
any trouble. The teacher felt that his low grades were not
historically unusual at the beginning of the school year arid
that lie will most likely improve.
22,1
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The faculty member that monitors the ear drop-off area did
confirm that Jordan cries most mornings. One morning, in the
last week, he had to be physically helped out of his father's car.
Jordan was observed during recess and found to be without a

core group or peers. He would wander around and find
something to do, which did not seem to bother him. It was
hypothesized that problematic elements of the family system
were contributing to Jordan's school anxiety.
After an additional session witl I the family, it was confirmed
that Jordan's crying behavior was a result of problematic family

interactions. The family system had been instrumental in
encouraging and maintaining his problem behavior. Father and

Mother had a strained relationship due to the Mother's new,
part-time employment. As a part-time nurse, she was making
as much as her husband as a full-time fireman who had faithfully

been employed for years. This issue had not been openly
addressed by the couple, although both were very aware of the
differences in income. Instead, it was hypothesized that they

could come together and focus on Jordan's problem with
separation, and, therefore, not have to feel totally at odds
because of the uncomfortableness regarding the differences in

their time/pay ratios. The metaphoric purpose of Jordan's
separation anxiety was to unite his family, which could have
been otherwise separated by the parents' unresolved issue.
Counseling included an agreement between the parents, child,
and teacher that the presenting problem was a school problem

and would be addressed as such. The faculty member who
attended the car drop-off would award Jordan a "happy face"
sticker every time Jordan was successful, that is, not crying as
he got out of the car and entered school. The teacher would
know how he did by Jordan's display of the sticker. Jordan also
was assigned "recess buddies" that were to stick together during
recess. This opened the door for reestablishing friendships.
The teacher sent a note home at the end of each week to report
on Jordan's progress.
In the meantime, Jordan's parents were indirectly encouraged
to address their unresolved issues in "couples counseling" with
the school counselor. It was the first time in their marriage

that Mother had surpassed Father's income. During the
counseling, the importance of Father's role as a provider for his
family was emphasized in many more ways than financially.

22-1
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The value both of firefighters and of nurses was discussed, and

the couple was metaphorically identified as team players in
the helping professions. A new level of respect for each other
was expressed, both as professionals and parents.
Analysis: Jordan's symptoms quickly dissipated as the
parents' focus moved from his difficulties to those of the
marriage. Family systems counseling restored functional family
homeostasis and hierarchy among the parents and their child.
Reframing was used to change a "suspected" family problem to

a "school problem." By doing so, Jordan focused on school

and the couple had an opportunity to deal with their

relationship. This strategic intervention proved brief and
successful for everyone involved.
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Appendix

Suggested Reading List in Family Counseling
for School Counselors
This book has cited, for tht_. enefit of counseling professionals

in the school, numerous references which examine family
counseling. Herein is offered specific readings for school
counselors, school psychologists, teachers, or others in the
school system wishing to add a family counseling approach to
their repertoire of counseling tools. The recommended readings
are organized by category. Each resource was included because
it contains original works by pioneer practitioners of family

counseling, features material felt to be helpful in the actual
planning and implementation of family counseling in a school
setting, or provides useful information regarding work with
students in general. The Reference List for this book is another
valuable source of information on family counseling in school
settings.

General
Approaches to Family Therapy, by J. C. Hansen & L. L'Abate.
1982. MacMillan.

Brief Strategic Intervention for School Behavior Problems, by
E. S. Amatea. 1989. Jossey-Bass.

Change: Principles of Problem Formation and Problem
Resolution, by P. Watzlavick, J. Weakland, & R. Fisch. 1978.
Norton.
Counseling Families, by D. L. Fenell & B. K. Weinhold. 1989.
Love.

Family Counseling in School Settings, by W. M. Walsh & N. J.

Giblin. 1988. Charles C. Thomas.
Family Life Cycle: A Framework for Family Therapy, by P. J.
Carter & M. Goldrick. 1980. Gardner.
Family Therapy: An Overview (3rd ed.), by A. S. Gurman &
D. P. Kniskern. 1991. Brunner/Mazel.
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Family Therapy: Fundamentals of Them), and Practice, by W.
A. Griffin. 1993. Brunner/Mazel.
Family Therapy in Clinical Practice, by M. Bowen. 1978. Jason
Aronson.

Family Therapy: Major Contributions, by R. J. Green &
J. L. Framo. 1981. International Universities Press.
Handbook of Family-School Intervention, by M. J. Fine &
C. Carlson (Eds.) 1992. Allyn & Bacon.
IIandbook of Family Therapy (Volume I & II), by A. S. Gurman
& D. P. Kniskern. 1991. Brunner/Mazel.
Paradoxical Psychotherapy, by G. R. Weeks & L. L'Abate. 1982.
Brunner/Mazel.
Problem Solving Therapy, by J. Haley. 1987. Jossey-Bass.

Promoting Change Through Paradoxical Therapy, by G. R.
Weeks. 1985. Dow Jones-Irwin.
Steps to an Ecology of Mind, by G. Bateson. 1972. I3allentine.
Strategic family therapy, By C. Madanes. 1981. Jossey Bass.

Systems Psychology in the Schools, by J. M. Plas.
1986. Pergamon.
Systems Theory and Family Therapy, by R. J. Becvar & I). S.
Becvar. 1982. University Press of America.
Techniques of Family Therapy, by J. Haley & L. Hoffman. 1967.
Basic.

Treating Family of Origin Problems, by R. C. Bedrosian & G.
D. Bozicas. 1994. Newbridge.
Understanding Us, by P. J. Carnes. 1981. Interpersonal
Communication Programs.

Assessment
Family Assessment: A Guide to Methods and Measures, by II.
D. Grotevant & C. I. Carlson. 1989. Guilford.
Family Assessment: Tools for Understanding and Interventimt,
by A. M. Holman. 1983. Sage.
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Handbook of Measurement for Marriage and Family Therapy,
by N. Fredman & R. Sherman. 1987. Brunner/Mazel.

Successful Families: Assessment and Interventions, by W. R.
Beavers & R. B. Hampson. 1990. W. W. Norton.

Abusive Families

Cry Softly: The Story of Child Abuse, by M. 0. Hyde.
1980. Westminster.

Families That Abuse, by A. Cirillo & P.

Dil3lasio.

1992. Newbridge.

Sex, Love, and Violence, by C. Madanes, 1990. Norton.

Therapeutic Exercises for Victimized and Neglected
Girls: Applications for Individual, Family, and Group

Psychotherapy, by P. Berman. 1994. Professional Resource
Press.

Treating Incest: A Multiple Systems Perspectives, by
T. S.Trepper & M. J. Barrett. 4986. Haworth.

Marriage and Divorce
An Introduction to Marital Theory and Therapy, by L. G. Baruth
& C. H. Huber. 1984. Waveland.

Cognitive Therapy With Couples, by F. M. Dattilio & C. A
Padesky. 1990. Professional Resource Exchange.
Love is Never Enough, by A. T. Beck. 1989. Harper & Row.

Psychotherapy with Children of Divorce, by R. A. Gardner.
1982. Jason Aaronson.
Remarriage and Parenting Today: Research and Theory, by E.
M. Hetherington. 1986. Guilford.

Surviving the Break-up: How Children Ictually Cope with
Divorce, by J. S. Wallerstein & J. B. Kel-. 1980. Basic.
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Substance Abuse
Family Therapy qf Drug and Alcohol Abuse, by E. Kaufman
P. Kaufman. 1979. Gardner Press.
The Alcoholic Family, by P. Steinglass. 1987. Basic.

Crisis Intervention
School Crisis Survival Guide: Management Techniques and
Materials for Counselors and Administrators, by S. Petersen
& R. L. Straub. 1992. The Center for Applied Research in
Education.
Turning Points: Treating Families in Transition and Crisis,
by F. Pittman. 1987. Norton.
Youth at Risk: A Resource ,for Counselors, Teachers, and
Parents, by I). Capuzzi & 1). R. Gross. 1989. American
Association for Counseling and Development.

Discipline
Family Roots of School Learning and Behavior Disorders, by
R. Friedman. 1973. Charles Thomas.
How to Solve Student Adjustment Problems, by .1. P. Smith.
1990. The Center for Applied Research in Education.
How to Thlk So Kids Will Listen & Listen So Kids Will Talk, by
A. Faber & E. Mazlish. 1980. Avon.
Leaving [tome, By J. IIaley. 1980. McGraw-11in.

Journals
American Journal of Family Thera py
Elementary School Guidance and Counseling
The Family .fournal
Family Process
Family Therapy Networker
Journal of Counseling and Development
Journal of Family Therapy
ountal ofMarriage mul Family Counseling
Jounial of Psychology in the Schools
,Tournal ql Psychotherapy and the
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Psychology Review
School Counselor

School Guidance and Counseling
School Psychology Review
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